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What are the causes and consequences of valence attacks in multi-party elections? The

strategic electoral behavior of political parties in multi-party systems has so far predomi-

nantly been studied in the spatial framework, which assumes that political parties compete

for votes, seats, and office with ideological, issue, and policy appeals. In this framework,

parties appeal to voters with programmatic messages in election manifestos, speeches, and

other campaign advertisements. Voters (more or less accurately) evaluate these program-

matic messages with regard to the proximity to their own programmatic preferences and

cast a vote based on this evaluation.

However, spatial competition through ideology, issues, or policy is not the only way

political parties can compete in elections. In fact, there is a long-standing literature, pre-

dominantly in the United States, that highlights a second dimension of party competition

and voter evaluations: valence. Electoral competition based on valence is focused on voter

evaluations of inherent traits and qualities of candidates and parties. Valence is more gener-

ally seen as consisting of attributes or characteristics that are universally desirable. In this

dissertation, I focus on honesty, integrity, competence, unity, and charisma.

I argue that the use of valence, especially valence attacks, as an electoral strategy is very

risky for political parties in Europe. The party systems of Europe emerged out of the societal
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cleavages of the Industrial Revolution. Parties have historically build and up to now still

present themselves as organizations rooted in ideology. This emphasis on ideology, issues,

and policy – a focus on content – makes it more difficult to deviate from electoral strategies

that are focused on content. Spatial competition certainly is not the only way parties can

and do compete against each other. However, non-spatial competition can more easily be

called out by competitors. It is more likely to be branded as out of the ordinary, unfair, or

dirty. This means that this type of electoral competition is more likely to be associated with

unintended consequences.

In this dissertation, I develop the argument that political parties can reduce the risk of

valence attacks and minimize their potential for unintended consequences. Valence attacks

that are more likely to be perceived by competitors, journalists, and voters as legitimate

electoral conduct are less likely to backfire. In the multi-party systems of Europe, this

legitimacy for attacks can be borrowed from the predominant way of competing for votes,

seats, and office: the spatial competition. More specifically, I argue that there are two

types of valence attacks: valence attacks that are connected to issue statements and valence

attacks that are not. It is the first type of valence attack that is more likely to be perceived

as legitimate, the second type is more likely to be registered as something out of the ordinary

or even inappropriate.

Political parties should hence be more likely to use valence attacks that are connected to

ideology, issues, or policy. They should also be more likely to be rewarded when they use

these attacks. Parties should be less likely to use valence attacks that are not connected to

spatial competition and if they do use them face repercussions from voters.

In order to test my hypotheses, I use data on party campaign discussions from the Com-

parative Campaign Dynamics Project (CCDP). This data set includes a detailed collection

of valence attacks between 60 parties in 21 elections in 10 European countries between 2005

and 2015. I supplement this party-level data with individual-level survey data from Na-

tional Election Studies and the Comparative Study of Electoral Systems (CSES) project.
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This cross-national data is supplemented with panel data from the 2014-2017 British Na-

tional Election Study, where five waves of the internet panel were matched with data from

the CCP. I also rely on reports from campaigns in Europe and the U.S. that illustrate that my

theoretical argument is reflected in real-world decision making of party leaders and campaign

managers.

The results of my statistical analyses support the legitimacy argument. Political parties

that connect their valence attack statements with issues are less likely to be punished for

these attacks and more likely to be rewarded. Political parties are also much more likely

to use issue-related than nonissue-related valence attack statements. These findings have

important implications for our understanding of electoral competition in multi-party systems.

I identify the conditions under which valence attacks work in these systems and how they

work as parties intend them to. I also demonstrate that spatial competition and valence are

closely connected in elections. These two modes of electoral competition have been treated

as separate strategies in extant literature. However, the findings of this dissertation show

that they build on each other.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The central goal of political actors in electoral systems is to win public office and control

the allocation of public goods. Once a more or less inclusive selectorate began to elect its

representatives through direct vote, the strategic behavior needed to maximize votes in these

elections became a driving concern for candidates, factions, parties, and coalitions. In order

to gain control over who gets what, when, and how in electoral systems, political actors must

win votes, and figuring out which methods succeed and which ones do not gives political

actors an edge over their competition (Lasswell 1936).

This goal goes as far back as 64 B.C., when the outsider Marcus Tullius Cicero ran as a

candidate in the consul elections in Rome. He had limited chances of winning the highest

office of the Republic, as he was not part of Rome’s traditional nobility. To lift Cicero’s

spirits and support his campaign, his brother Quintus wrote detailed instructions on how

the election could still be won.

In the memorandum to his brother, Quintus covered all aspects of what he considered

elements of successful campaigning, including two strategies focused on the discussion of

character traits. First, “[i]t is crucial that you take stock of the many advantages you possess”

(Cicero and Carville 2012, p. 19). Here, Quintus encourages Cicero to engage in self-praise

during the election campaign, emphasizing his positive traits and past achievements as a

lawyer.

Second, Quintus advised Cicero to highlight the weaknesses and shortcomings of his

competitors: “Another factor that can help you as an outsider is the poor quality of those

men of the nobility who are competing against you” (Cicero and Carville 2012, p. 19). He

encouraged Cicero to highlight the flaws and weaknesses of the other candidates, making
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sure to “remind [the voters] of what scoundrels your opponents are and to smear these men

at every opportunity with the crimes, sexual scandals, and corruption they have brought on

themselves”(Cicero and Freeman 2012, p. 79).

According to Quintus, Cicero should persuade the free, adult male citizens of Rome1 to

vote for him by emphasizing his own desirable traits and denouncing the flaws and weak-

nesses of his competitors. Ultimately, Cicero won the election, and little has changed in the

considerations of politicians and their campaign managers since then.

Nowadays, campaign advisors continue to emphasize the public perception of a rival’s

character, encouraging candidates to attack it (see Feldenkirchen 2018, for an accurate por-

trayal of a party’s decision-making process during a multi-party election). Indeed, Quintus

provided his brother with an analysis that proved to have a deep understanding of the logic

of electoral competition that withstood the test of time (and different electoral systems and

suffrage sizes).

He gave his brother numerous other pieces of advice that hold up until today. His

suggestion to “[s]tick to vague generalities” and to “not make specific pledges either to the

Senate or the people” (Cicero and Carville 2012, p. 25) resembles current day strategic

position taking of political parties in multi-party competition (Somer-Topcu 2015). Quigley

(2006), for example, still agrees with Cicero’s bother: “Ugly, combative, negative advertising

targeting a political opponent works.” Researchers summarizing the literature on negative

campaigning highlight that this is a consistent sentiment among candidates, parties, and

campaign managers (Lau, Sigelman, and Rovner 2007; Lau and Rovner 2009; Nai and Walter

2016a; Nai and Walter 2016c).

In this dissertation, I examine the causes and consequences of these character attacks

– from now on called valence attacks – in European systems with multi-party competition.

The remainder of this section is structured as follows: First, I elaborate on the definition

of valence and valence attacks. I also introduce the concepts of issue- and nonissue-related
1Those were the citizens of Rome eligible to cast their vote during the consul elections at the time.
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valence attacks. Second, I provide a detailed explanation of a data set about valence attacks

that provides the backbone of my empirical analysis. The section closes with a brief overview

of the dissertation.

1.1 What is Valence and What are Valence Attacks?
An extensive literature examines how parties compete for votes, seats, and office in

democracies (Strøm and Müller 1999). This is predominantly based on the framework of

spatial competition, where the competition between parties for the support of voters is

reduced to position taking on a single, left-right dimension (Downs 1957a). This approach

was introduced by Downs in 1957 and has produced a large body of excellent research.

Underlying this entire body of research is the assumption of responsible party government

formulated by Schattschneider (1942), Adams (2001), and others: that parties compete based

on policy and are voted in and out of office based on policy-related performance.

Over time, this research expanded scholars’ understanding of how parties compete and

elections work. We now know about systematic variation in the behavior of government and

opposition parties (Bawn and Somer-Topcu 2012; Cahill 2016), mainstream and niche parties

(Meguid 2005; Adams, Clark, et al. 2006; Abou-Chadi 2016), extreme parties (Roth, Afonso,

and Spies 2017; Abou-Chadi and Krause 2018; Rovny and Polk 2019), and electoral strategies

of parties more generally (Adams, Ezrow, and Somer-Topcu 2014; Adams, Merrill III, and

Grofman 2005). Still, this research agenda focuses mostly on changes between elections.

It disregards intra-election behavior, or behavior during campaigns. More importantly, a

consistent criticism of this research agenda is that it neglects a second dimension of party

competition and voter evaluation, something Stokes (1963) and Stokes (1992) called valence.

Stokes argues that voters do not pick a candidate or party based only on ideological

proximity or on the extent to which the party’s issue emphasis reflects the preferences of

individuals. Other, non-spatial aspects, also factor into the considerations of voters and

influence their decision for or against a candidate or party.
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According to Stokes (1963), these non-spatial aspects are valence considerations, defined

by him as associations of parties or candidates with universally desirable character traits

– such as honesty, integrity, and competence – or universally desirable positions – like low

unemployment, prosperity, and peace. In this Stokesian conception of valence, political

actors are not measured on a Likert scale of how competent or honest they are, but rather

on their more general traits: They are either honest and competent or not (see also Enelow

and Hinich 1982; Stokes 1992; Adams 2019). For Stokes, valence represents the elements

of party competition that differentiate parties “not by what they advocate [for] but by the

degree to which they are linked in the public’s mind with conditions or goals or symbols of

which almost everyone approves or disapproves” (Stokes 1992, p. 143).

In this dissertation, I build on Stokes to examine the role of valence in multi-party

elections. However, my operationalization of valence is narrower than Stokes initial concept.

While he conceptualizes valence statements in both positive and negative direction and

includes statements about universally desirable policy positions, I narrow the scope in the

following two ways:

1. I only examine attack statements and not positive statements that an actor makes

about herself or other actors.

2. I do not examine statements about universally desirable positions, like “I am in favor of

low unemployment” or “I support peace” alone, but conceptualize valence statements

to be about character traits of individuals and/or parties.

Therefore, whenever I mention valence attacks in this dissertation, I am referencing

attacks on character attributes of parties, candidates, and leaders, such as an attack on

the honesty, integrity, unity, charisma, or competence of a political actor. Throughout my

research, a valence attack is operationalized and measured in exactly this way:

Did one political actor say something negative about the honesty, integrity, com-
petence, unity, or charisma of another political actor?
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If a candidate from party i calls another candidate from party j corrupt, a policy pro-

posal of her party dishonest, and her performance in parliament or government completely

inadequate, then we have valence statements from the candidate of party i about the can-

didate of party j. With this operationalization, the above statements “I am in favor of low

unemployment” or “I support peace”, which would be classified as a valence statement by

Stokes, are not classified as a valence statement per se in this dissertation. I categorize

these statements by themselves as statements about issues, specifically unemployment and

peace, and not as statements about valence attributes. However, as soon as the actors draw

a negative connection between issues and the character traits of a political actor, I classify

the statement as a valence attack. In this dissertation, the “conditions or goals or symbols

of which almost everyone approves or disapproves” that Stokes (1992, p. 143) talked about

are operationalized and measured as the character traits of parties and candidates. Honesty,

integrity, unity, charisma, or competence are traits that we can safely assume everyone ap-

proves of and considers desirable for candidates and parties in elections. Being associated

with these features is beneficial for politicians, while an association with their opposites

(dishonesty, maleficence, malice, or incompetence) is likely highly damaging in the eyes of

the voters.

The narrower scope of my operationalization of valence in comparison to Stokes’ ini-

tial proposal allows a clear measurement of the concept in multiple different countries with

varying electoral contexts at different points in time. It also allows me to introduce a theoret-

ical contribution to the study of valence and valence attacks. This theoretical contribution

connects spatial and valence competition through the introduction of a conceptual differen-

tiation. I examine both nonissue-related valence – “party i is dishonest”, a valence statement

in the more narrow Stokesian terms – and issue-related valence – “party i is dishonest about

the austerity plan,” a statement that connects a valence statement with an issue. I do not

argue that these two types of valence are independent from each other. In the head of the

voters, they are likely inseparable. A party with high issue-related valence will likely also
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have high nonissue-related valence. The distinction is made in order to test whether or not

parties use selective strategies to shape the overall valence image of their competitors. Do

they try to change the public perception through attacks on the nonissue-related valence

image of a party, or the issue-related valence, or both? The distinction is also made to test

if voters respond differently to these types of valence statements. Do they reward or punish

a party for using valence attacks in general? Are these effects conditional on whether the

attack was on nonissue-related or the issue-related valence of a party?

Figure 1.1 shows the prevalence of different types of valence attacks, as operationalized

based on the description above, in European multi-party elections. Panel a) shows the

share of valence attack statements from all statements that political parties made during

campaigns. Roughly one third of the statements are valence attacks, meaning attacks on

the character attributes of other parties. Panel b) shows, in dyadic data, how frequently

parties attack each other with valence attacks in a given campaign week. Most of the

times, the number of attacks from one party on the other are between 1-10 attacks per

week. However, parties also engage in substantial valence attack exchanges and issue up

to 40 attacks. Panels c) and d) visualize the conceptual differentiation between issue- and

nonissue-related valence attacks. In panel c), we can see attacks on the honesty, integrity,

unity, charisma, or competence of a party or candidate that was connected with an issue.

Above, I gave the example of an attack that states that “party i is dishonest about the

austerity plan”. Panel d) shows the distribution of pure valence attacks. These are statements

that only attack the honesty, integrity, unity, charisma, or competence of a party or candidate

and make no reference to an issue or policy area, such as: “party i is dishonest”.

I have introduced the concept of valence statements, issue-related valence attacks, and

nonissue-related valence attacks. However, parties can also just make statements about issues

or party positions. It is important to differentiate between these pure issue statements, in

which parties talk about the positions of a competitor without attacking character traits

(such as “party i′s unemployment proposal will cause a budget deficit of 250 million euros”),
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Figure 1.1: Distributions of different types of valence attacks in European multi-party
elections

and the reframing of an issue (for example, from immigration to national security). These

things occur frequently in elections, but are distinct from issue-related valence attacks that

are character-based attacks related to issues. I argue that these statements fall into the

realm of spatial competition and not valence competition. At least for the purpose of this

dissertation, the valence attack statement by a political actor must be explicit and not, for

example, an implied consequence of a spatial statement. Voters might be able to conclude

that party i is incompetent or dishonest if its unemployment proposal, as in the example

above, causes a budget deficit of 250 million euros. However, the statement itself is not an

attack: it is a statement about the consequences of an issue position of the party. Relevant

for this dissertation are explicit valence attack statements from one political actor on the

issue- and nonissue-related character traits, such as honesty, integrity, unity, charisma, or

competence, of another political actor.

The following section introduces the data set – the Comparative Campaign Dynamics

Project (CCDP) – used to analyze valence attacks in European multi-party elections in this

dissertation. Using an example from Spain i describe in detail how valence attacks are coded

in the CCDP.
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1.2 The Comparative Campaign Dynamics Project
The publication of the Comparative Manifesto Project (CMP) (Volkens et al. 2019) had

an enormous impact on research focused on the strategic party competition in Europe.

Researchers were suddenly able to comparatively test hypotheses about spatial competition

between elections in multi-party systems. This greatly improved our understanding of how

parties compete against each other and how voters cast their vote in Europe’s political

systems. However, the CMP had two serious limitations. First, its data collection effort

focused on election manifestos released before elections. Every analysis of party behavior was

hence confined to between-election party behavior; developments within elections remained

unclear. Researchers were unable to study crucial campaign periods during which parties

spend enormous amounts of time, energy, and money to convince voters to support them.

Second, the data collection effort was limited to spatial competition. The CMP project only

collected information about issue position or emphasis of political parties and did not include

data on valence discussions or attributes.

The Comparative Campaign Dynamics Project (Debus, Somer-Topcu, and Tavits 2018a)

offers a great resource for researchers studying party campaign discussions in Europe in

general and valence discussions in particular. It addresses two shortcomings of the CMP

data: the focus on the campaign period, which allows researchers to study the crucial time

period before election day, and the data on issue emphasis (or spatial competition) of political

parties, which enables a study of valence discussions. The CCDP even allows researchers

to connect valence discussions to issue discussions. It is also the largest project to date

to apply a unified standard to the coding of valence discussions in multiple countries and

elections. This is one of the biggest weaknesses of the valence-related research at the moment:

the conceptualization, operationalization, and measurement of valence vary strongly. The

Comparative Campaign Dynamics Project finally offers a way to study multiple countries

with multiple elections in a comparative way.
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Table 1.1: Newspapers in the CCDP

Country Years Left-Leaning Daily Right-Leaning Daily
Czech Republic 2010, 2013 Právo Mladá fronta Dnes
Denmark 2007, 2011 Politiken Jyllands-Posten
Germany 2009, 2013 Süddeutsche Zeitung Frankfurter Allgemeine
Hungary 2006, 2010 Népszabadság Magyar Nemze
Netherlands 2010, 2012 de Volkskrant De Telegraaf
Poland 2007, 2011 Gazeta Wyborcza Rzeczpospolita
Portugal 2009, 2011 Público Jornal de Notícias
Spain 2008, 2011 El País El Mundo
Sweden 2010, 2014 Dagens Nyheter Aftonbladet
UK 2005, 2010, 2015 The Guardian The Daily Telegraph

The CCDP project relies on newspaper articles from the two largest center-left and

center-right broadsheet newspapers in a country. For each election, the CCDP collected 60-

100 election-relevant articles (that is, articles discussing the election as well as parties and

leaders) from each newspaper. This includes all front-page articles, plus a random sample

of 5%-10% of all other election-relevant articles in the newspaper. Using newspapers from

the left and from the right avoids any potential biases in reporting. Table 1.1 lists the

countries, elections, and newspapers used to code the valence statements. It is important

to note that the coders of the project also indicated if the journalist took any position or

side in the article. Therefore, researchers can exclude newspaper articles that might be

biased. Once the articles were collected, three coders (all native speakers) independently

read each article and coded the campaign discussions in them. Campaign statements in the

data set are statements that at least two of the coders agreed upon. Newspaper articles

are the ideal source to comparatively study valence attacks because they are what I would

call election outcome relevant party communication. Other possible data sources previously

used to study valence discussions of political parties include direct campaign communications,

such as press statements, campaign speeches, manifestos, or tweets. However, these direct

campaign communications are unlikely to reach a lot of individuals. More importantly,

as soon as these direct campaign communications begin to matter for the outcome of the
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election, they are reported in newspapers. Using newspaper data, we have a collection of

statements that we know are likely to matter for the result of the election.

The data collection effort of the CCDP was guided by an on-line form, shown in Figures

1.3, 1.4, and 1.5. For every campaign statement of a political party, the coders had to start

a new form and fill out questions about the campaign statement. Since the CCDP data is

the backbone of this dissertation, all my analyses of valence attacks are based on the data

collected by the CCDP. I now explain the data collection effort in more detail.

Figure 1.2: Example of Valence Attack Statements

The unit of analysis in the CCDP is a campaign statement in a newspaper article. Each

selected newspaper article was read by the three coders. A given article, even a given

sentence in the article, can contain multiple campaign statements. To illustrate the meaning

and coding of valence statements, I use an excerpt from a 2015 El Pais story about the

investiture vote in Spain. The paragraph shown in Figure 1.2 consists of two sentences.

In the first sentence, the leader of the PP (marked blue) states that the bid for power of

the Socialist party (marked in red) is a “farce”. This is a valence attack (highlighted in

yellow) from the leader of one party on another party, and the attack targets the honesty

of the party. In the next sentence, we have another valence attack. This time, the leader

of PODEMOS (marked in purple), Iglesias, also attacks the Socialists (red). Specifically,

his target is the leader of the Socialists, who we know from the context of the article wants

to become the prime minister in an investiture vote. Iglesias says that the leader of the

Socialists has “surrendered to the oligarchs and the powers that be” (highlighted in yellow).

This is an attack on the integrity of the leader. Statements like these matter for parties and
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for voters, even if spatial competition models of voter and party behavior completely ignore

the highlighted discussion.

Figure 1.3: CCDP Survey Image 1
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Figure 1.4: CCDP Survey Image 2

Figure 1.5: CCDP Survey Image 3
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The coders of the CCDP read and coded the article similarly to the way I just described

the content. For every instance of a valence attack (and a single sentence might contain

multiple such instances), coders identify the subject issuing the attack and the target of said

attack. The subject can be a party more generally or its leader. The object of an attack

can be any other party or leader in the election. A party can also make a valence statement

about itself; in this case, the same party is both subject and object. The coders selected the

subject and the object from the list of parties provided in the CCDP coding survey. After

that, they coded the type of valence statement made by the subject about the object: Is it

about the “honesty, integrity, character”, the “competence, performance”, “charisma”, “unity”

or other type of valence? In a last step, the direction of the valence statement is classified

as either negative, neutral, or positive. The coders indicated how confident they were in

their coding and included the section of text used to code the valence statement into a text

box of the survey. Each valence statement to enter the CCDP data set and analyzed in this

dissertation was coded by at least two out of the three coders.

Figure 1.6: Countries included in the analysis

In total, the data set includes campaign statements with valence attacks from sixty polit-

ical parties in 18 elections in ten advanced industrialized European countries between 2005
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and 2015.2 Except for Portugal, where country experts recommended a two week campaign

period, all valence statements are taken from a center-left and a center-right newspaper each

in the one month period before an election. Figure 1.6 shows the countries included and

Table 1.2 lists, for each campaign period in every election, the valence attack totals that

occurred.

Table 1.2: Valence Attacks Totals in the Campaign Periods Coded by the CCDP

Election Attacks Election Attacks Election Attacks
CZ 2010 166 ES 2008 283 PO 2011 499
CZ 2013 141 ES 2011 211 SV 2010 474
DE 2009 157 HU 2006 412 SV 2014 484
DE 2013 159 NL 2012 191 UK 2005 299
DK 2007 167 PL 2011 237 UK 2010 318
DK 2011 136 PO 2009 353 UK 2015 366

The analysis of the dissertation hence builds on a data set that collected information

on valence statements in the crucial one month campaign period before election day in

a variety of different European multi-party systems. The CCDP provides the ideal data

to comparatively study valence discussions in multi-party systems. There is substantial

variation in electoral and political systems, number and types of political parties, gender

and age of party and government leaders, types of coalitions, stability and age of the party

system and other potential factors that can influence the scope and validity of the analysis.

The use of newspaper data provides an insight into electorally relevant campaign discussions,

while the inclusion of center-left and center-right newspapers allows to minimize concerns of

biases in reporting.

2The CCDP includes more elections. However, due to missing data on the polling performance of political
parties I am not able to include Hungary 2010, Netherlands 2010, and Poland 2007.
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1.3 Structure of this Dissertation
This dissertation examines valence attacks in multi-party systems of Europe. It is sep-

arated into three distinct articles that each speak to each other. The first empirical article

investigates the consequences of overall valence attacks in multi-party systems: Do they help

or hurt political parties in elections? The findings are puzzling: Though political parties fre-

quently use valence attacks against competitors, these attacks appear to hurt the attacker.

In the second empirical article, I solve this puzzle: Why would a party issue valence attacks

in elections when they appear to consistently backfire? The answer to this puzzle lies in the

variation between the types of valence attacks. Different types of valence attacks, so-called

issue- and nonissue-related valence attacks, differ in how they affect voter behavior and at-

titudes. The third and final empirical article of this dissertation then asks whether political

parties are aware of this difference and use issue- and nonissue-related valence attacks differ-

ently. I find that the answer is yes: political parties do indeed rely more on issue- and less

on nonissue-related valence attacks.

The dissertation thereby demonstrates that character-based attacks in Europe are not

simply attacks on individuals, as is perhaps more common during U.S. campaigns. Instead,

valence discussions and spatial competition in Europe appear to be closely linked. My

findings matter for numerous reasons. First, they contribute to the study of strategic party

behavior by looking not at the inter-election behavior of parties (for example, how parties

change their ideology between two elections), but at what these political actors do just

before an election – in the one-month campaign period. This provides a more comprehensive

understanding of all the things parties do to win elections. Second, my contribution to

the literature is to highlight non-spatial and non-ideological components of strategic party

competition in campaigns. Programmatic considerations are only one element of voter and

party considerations. To understand electoral behavior and outcomes, we need to look at all

aspects.
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Chapter 2

The Consequences Of Valence Attacks In European
Multi-Party Elections

What are the consequences of valence attacks in multi-party systems? Although there is

an ever growing literature on valence attacks – defined, similar to Stokes (1963), Stone and

Simas (2010), and Abney et al. (2013), as character-based attacks on the honesty, integrity,

competence, unity, or charisma of political parties – there is, yet, no clear answer to this

question (Lau, Sigelman, and Rovner 2007; Lau and Rovner 2009; Nai and Walter 2016c).

The role of negativity in campaigns more generally is still debated, with theoretical and

empirical divides in both the United States and Europe. So far, the evidence in the literature

is mixed in the United States (see Lau, Sigelman, and Rovner 2007, for an assessment of

the literature) and also in the significantly less developed European research (see Nai and

Walter 2016b, for an assessment of this literature). In this paper, I examine how valence

attacks affect voter behavior in the multiparty systems of Europe.

On the one hand, it makes sense to expect valence attacks to boost the electoral perfor-

mance of parties that use them. After all, they make the opponent less attractive, possibly

undermine their appeal and credibility, and maybe even encourage their supporters to switch

their vote choice, or at least not turn out on election day (e.g. Fridkin and Kenney 2011).

On the other hand, attacks can also cast a bad light on the attacker. They can be perceived

as inappropriate and wrong, turning voters away from the attacker (e.g. Lau and Pomper

2002).

Building on the theoretical debate between the positive perspective on negativity (Geer

2006) and the pessimistic perspective (Ansolabehere and Iyengar 1995), I argue that valence

attacks can either help or hurt political parties in multi-party systems. If valence attacks are
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an information device that educates voters about the problems, issues, and flaws of parties

and candidates and if they work as intended and reach the voters, we should observe that

attacks decrease the electoral performance of the attacked and thereby help the attacker.

Yet, if the attacks do not work as intended by the attacker and backfire, they can hurt the

electoral performance of the party that uses them.

I use data a new data set on on valence discussions in 16 campaigns in nine European

countries, the Comparative Campaign Dynamics Project (Debus, Somer-Topcu, and Tavits

2018a), to answer this question. I demonstrate that in multi-party systems valence attacks

consistently hurt the attacking party. Testing the effect of valence attacks on vote choice

and a party perception measure in cross-sectional as well as panel data I show that voters

in Europe are less likely to vote for a political party when it uses more valence attacks and

they also like the party less. To summarize the findings: The more valence attacks a party

uses the less likely are voters to like and support it.

These findings raise an interesting question for future research. The data from the Com-

parative Campaign Dynamics Project shows that valence attacks constitute, on average, 25%

of all reported campaign discussions by political parties. This means that parties are ded-

icating a considerable amount of campaign resources such as money, air time, and voter

attention, to a strategy that ends up hurting their electoral performance. Why are parties

pursuing a strategy that damages their own electoral performance?
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2.1 The Consequences Of Valence Attacks
While political science initially had a minimalist view of the role of campaigns, their

impact on candidate and party performance and election results is now widely acknowledged

(Iyengar and Simon 2000; Hopmann et al. 2010; Jäger 2019). We now know that what

candidates and parties say, write, and do during elections has real implications for their

own and their competitors’ electoral performance and the health of the electoral, party, and

political system as a whole (Wlezien and Erikson 2001; Hillygus and Jackman 2003; Fournier

et al. 2004).

In the multi-party systems of Europe, however, this research on what candidates and

parties say, write, and do during elections has mostly revolved around spatial issue and

ideological position taking. There is a large literature on the consequences of spatial com-

petition (Hotelling 1929; Downs 1957b) for party policy shifts (Adams and Somer-Topcu

2009; Somer-Topcu 2009) and electoral performance (Adams, Ezrow, and Somer-Topcu 2014;

Somer-Topcu 2015). We know that parties systematically adjust their ideological message

(Adams, Ezrow, and Somer-Topcu 2014); that different parties differ in the degree of adjust-

ment (Meguid 2005; Bawn and Somer-Topcu 2012; Meyer and Wagner 2013), and do so over

the course of the campaign (Pereira 2019b); and that voters respond to these adjustments

(Adams, Merrill III, and Grofman 2005).

Still, spatial competition is not the only strategy political parties use to compete against

each other. Stokes (1963) formulated an early criticism of this approach, stressing that the

focus on spatial competition in the Downsian tradition neglected important components of

the electoral environment in which parties compete and voters make their decisions (see also

Stokes 1992). Valence attributes, which are universally desirable character or personality

traits of individuals and organizations, also factor into the decision-making of parties and

voters. Voters not only care about the issues emphasized by a political party or how close the

party is ideologically to the voters’ own ideal point. They also evaluate candidates and parties

based on their character traits and personality as well as their position on more universally
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desirable outcomes that transcend ideological boundaries, such as low unemployment or

peace. Ideological proximity, highlighted as the central feature in spatial models of voting

and electoral competition, can be of limited use for parties if voters perceive it as dishonest,

incompetent, or uncharismatic. According to Stokes (1963) and Stokes (1992) these valence

attributes (or their public perception) must be accounted for (see also Clark 2009; Clarke,

Sanders, et al. 2011; Abney et al. 2013; Clark and Leiter 2013). Parties hence have an

incentive to fight for votes, seats, and office (Strøm and Müller 1999) in European multi-

party systems by shaping both their own and their competitors’ public valence image over

the course of campaigns.

Somer-Topcu and Weitzel (2020) argue that this fight is especially done with valence

attacks. These are attacks from one candidate or party on the non-spatial character and

personality traits of other candidates and parties, such as their honesty, integrity, compe-

tence, unity, and charisma. Valence attacks are specifically interesting for political parties

because they are negative messages that are more likely to be recognized, processed, and re-

membered by voters (Rozin and Royzman 2001; Rozin, Berman, and Royzman 2010; Soroka

and McAdams 2010). This makes these valence attacks feature prominently in the voters’

decision calculus on election day and thereby increases the usefulness of these attacks for

political parties in electoral competition.

According to Lau and Rovner (2009), it is conventional wisdom among parties, candi-

dates, and campaign managers in the United States that attack advertisement just works.

It is supposed to increase the electoral support for the attacker and decrease the electoral

support for the attacked. However, these authors also show that the empirical reality is a

lot more complex. In a meta-analytical assessment of studies focusing on the United States

Lau, Sigelman, and Rovner (2007) find that out of 43 studies examining the consequences

of valence attacks, only nine showed no effects. Accordingly, it seems to be the case that

attacks indeed work. The problem is that it is not clear how attacks work and what they

achieve. This becomes clear when the direction of the remaining 34 studies, in which the
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use of attacks during campaigns shaped the outcome, is examined. The way in which the

outcome was shaped differed and attacks seem to have heterogeneous or conditional effects.

12 of the 43 studies indicated that valence attacks boost the attacker’s political performance

and 28 showed that attacks backfire and hurt the attacker. They also report that 23 studies

find that voter evaluations of candidates and parties that receive attacks go down.

The empirical divide is accompanied by different theoretical interpretations. Geer (2006),

for example, is exemplary for a positive perspective on attacks during elections that especially

emphasizes the potential beneficial effects of attacks (in his case during U.S. elections) (see

also Finkel and Geer 1998; Brooks 2006; Brooks and Geer 2007). Geer (2006) argues that

more attacks during campaigns means that there is more information available to voters that

they can use to accurately inform their voting decisions. Here attacks are a portrayed as a

necessity in the competition of the best ideas and plans for the future of the country during

election campaigns: Since parties not only advertise their own program and candidates but

also have to point out the flaws and weaknesses of their competitors’ programs and candidates

attacks are a necessary part of electoral competition. In order to have a fully informed

electorate the logic of discourse demands attacks that correct overly positive statements

by one party with negative ones by a competitor. An incumbents rosy assessment of her

performance in office, for example, will be followed by a critical analysis from opposition

parties that are supposed to tell the full story, highlight the issues and problems, and set

the record straight. The exchange of ideas about the future of the country with positive

and negative statements (about policy proposals, ideology but also character and traits of

candidates) can, so the argument, also have positive effects on voter attention and interest

in the election. More negativity increases the attention and interest of voters in the election

since it seems like something is at stake in the election and decisive and important decisions

need to be made.

The positive perspective on attacks in elections hence sees them as a necessary tool for

an informed and interested electorate and a cornerstone of a functioning market of ideas,
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which elections should be. On the other hand, there is a substantial and more recognized

literature with a pessimistic view about attacks, highlighting potential downsides of attacks

for candidates, parties, and the political system that emerged as a response to the positive

perspective.1 Most prominently, Ansolabehere, Iyengar, Simon, and Valentino (1994) and

Ansolabehere and Iyengar (1995) highlight the negative consequences of attacks with an

argument that centers around the potential of demobilization of voters through attacks.

Here, attacks do not just contribute to the information provided during an election and

increase the interest of voters but shape their willingness to participate and engage in the

election. Instead of enhancing the quality of ideas and the ease with which voters can

assess these ideas the argument is that the attacks frustrate the voters and cause them to

withdraw from the political process. This withdrawal can be an unintended consequence

or a planned outcome of strategic use of negative messages to demobilize certain parts of

the electorate with targeted negativity. Ansolabehere, Iyengar, Simon, and Valentino (1994)

and Ansolabehere, Iyengar, and Simon (1999) use experimental and survey data to test

the effects of their demobilization hypotheses and find that attacks depress voter turnout,

reduce trust in the political process, and reduce feelings of political efficacy in U.S. elections.

However, even on this specific question, whether attacks are good or bad for voter turnout,

the empirical evidence is not conclusive in the United States. Lau, Sigelman, and Rovner

(2007) surveyed subsequent research, finding that the evidence, once again, is mixed: Of 55

studies that attempted to test the (de-) mobilizing effect of attacks in elections, 25 showed

demobilization, while 29 showed mobilization.

While the theoretical debate is still ongoing and the empirical evidence is mixed, the re-

search on the consequences of attacks during elections in the two-party system of the United

1It has to be noted that the definition of what constitutes an attack and how negativity should be oper-
ationalized and measured differs widely across studies and especially between the “positive” and “negative”
consequences camp. Frequently, the difference between studies already begin at the question how attacks
should be understood: either directional or evaluative. Researchers have to be careful in comparing argu-
ments and findings because frequently the same terms are used to represent different concepts or different
conceptualizations or measurements and research therefore has widely differing scope conditions.
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States is still rather developed, at least when compared to the literature on attacks in multi-

party systems (see Lau and Rovner 2009, for further assessment of the literature). Especially

cross-national examinations of the consequences of valence attacks in multi-party systems

are rare (but see Hansen and Pedersen 2008; Elmelund-Praestekaer 2008; Walter 2013; Nai

2018).2 The few cross-country examinations in Europe have revealed substantial heterogene-

ity as well. For example, Walter, Brug, and Praag (2013) show that the United Kingdom,

Netherlands, and Germany differ in the amount of valence attacks that are used by parties

as well as which parties are using it. Furthermore, the effect of incumbency or ideological

differences is not consistent across the three countries and the role of party performance in

valence attacks is also unclear. The mixed findings regarding the role of polling performance

in the decision to attack or not to attack illustrate very well how inconclusive the research

on the causes and also consequences of valence attacks in Europe is at the moment. Walter,

Brug, and Praag (2013) find that polling performance matters in the United Kingdom, but

not in Germany and the Netherlands. Hansen and Pedersen (2008) do demonstrate that

it matters in Denmark while Elmelund-Praestekaer (2008), on the other hand, finds the

opposite in the same country.

Most of the multi-party studies have been limited in scope to single-country studies, at

most comparing two or three countries. Notable exceptions are Jung and Tavits (2020), who

show that the ideology of voters affects how susceptible their vote choice is to valence attacks

during campaigns. Similarly, Somer-Topcu and Weitzel (2020) conclude that the effect of

valence attacks on vote choice is conditional on partisanship of voters in fifteen elections

of eight European countries. Both studies highlight conditional effects of valence attacks.

Together with the mixed and even contradictory evidence from single-country or smaller

comparative studies, a picture similar to the one in the United States emerges. The role

of valence attacks in multi-party systems and their consequences for the party performance
2Nai and Walter (2016b) provide an overview of research on valence attacks in the European context.

They also highlight the early stages that the research in Europe is in and how empirical and theoretical work
in the two-party case of the United States is more developed.
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and the outcome of elections is empirically unclear. There is mixed evidence that points in

different directions, with few cross-national work comparing multiple countries or elections

within countries to study multi-party specific dynamics in valence attack behavior. Even for

such a central outcome such as the electoral performance of political parties, we do not have

conclusive findings.

Should we then expect that valence attacks hurt or help a political party in the multi-

party competition in the European party systems? On the one hand, the positive perspective

on attacks would argue, yes, attacks help a political party. Attacks raise the profile of the

political party in the election and at the same time make other political parties less attractive.

Attacks that a party issues increase the amount of information voters have available to

make a judgment. Since voters in general have low to minimal amounts of information

about candidates, political parties, and the political system more generally (Converse 1964;

Carpini and Keeter 1996; Zaller 1992; Carpini 2000) and additional information can change

their behavior, especially if the additional information is negative and, as I have argued

earlier, therefore more likely to be remembered and processed (Rozin and Royzman 2001;

Rozin, Berman, and Royzman 2010; Soroka and McAdams 2010). This is especially relevant

because recent research has shown that voters adapt to new information that is provided to

them (Fernandez-Vazquez 2014; Fernandez-Vazquez and Somer-Topcu 2017; Somer-Topcu,

Tavits, and Baumann 2020).

Furthermore, there is also evidence that parties update their behavior strategically over

the course of an election campaign in response to changes in voter preferences. Pereira

(2019a) demonstrated this with party campaign statements. If parties respond to polling

performances and strategically adjust their spatial position in campaign statements, they

are also likely to do this with valence attack statements. If it truly is an iterative process

of responsive strategy updating, we should observe that parties only stick to strategies that

work for them and only use valence attacks if they work. In addition, there is already some

evidence that valence attacks work in multi-party systems. Jung and Tavits (2020) and
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Somer-Topcu and Weitzel (2020) have demonstrated that valence attacks can affect the vote

choice of voters. Both studies show that the effects are not universal, though, but rather

conditional on ideology or partisanship.

Hence, the first hypothesis about the electoral consequences of valence attacks in the

multi-party systems of Europe is, in accordance with the positive perspective on valence

attacks, that attacks help a political party by increasing its electoral performance.

H1: More valence attacks by a political party increase the probability of voting
for that party.

However, proponents of the pessimistic perspective on attack behavior would disagree,

instead highlighting the risks and problems of attacks for candidates, parties, as well as

the entire political system. Since valence attacks are still less common and frequent under

multi-party competition in Europe than under two-party competition in the United States:

it is reasonable to expect that the pessimistic view of the role of attacks in elections more

accurately describes the role of attacks on political behavior (vanHeerde-Hudson 2011; Bol

and Bohl 2016; Nai and Walter 2016a). Ansolabehere, Iyengar, Simon, and Valentino (1994)

and Ansolabehere and Iyengar (1995) expected a demobilization effect of attacks in the

United States, the more voters witness attacks during a campaign, the less likely are they to

participate in the election. While this hypothesis is contested in the United States (Brooks

2006; Brooks and Geer 2007), descriptions from campaigns in Europe point to a strong belief

of politicians, campaign managers, and journalists that valence attacks can have a substantial

negative effect on the political participation of voters (Khazan 2013; Feldenkirchen 2018).

Specific characteristics of the European multi-party systems are also likely to affect how

well valence attacks work. The so-called boomerang effect, where an attack from one party

on another backfires and hurts the attacker instead of the attacked (Garramone 1984; Kro-

nholz 2008; Blake 2012), can be even stronger in political systems with a significantly larger

number of political parties. More parties means more options for voters to switch to. Voters
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who dislike a party that just issued an attack can switch from that party to a competitor

that they also consider electable. Exit from supporting a party is significantly cheaper in

multi-party systems than in a two-party system, because it rarely requires large ideological

changes (Hirschman 1970). The larger number of competitors hence increases the electoral

uncertainty for political parties and makes it difficult to assess all the possible consequences

of an attack. It is possible that a party can not gain from an attack on a competitor;

worse, it might even be penalized and suffer electoral losses after issuing attacks (Elmelund-

Praestekaer 2008; Walter 2012; Walter, Brug, and Praag 2013).

Therefore, in Europe, it is also reasonable to expect that more valence attacks by a

political party will, contrary to the expectation in Hypothesis 1, have negative effects on its

own public perception and electoral performance. In particular, this means that voters are

less likely to vote for a given party the more it uses valence attacks in an election.

H2: More valence attacks by a political party decrease the probability of voting
for that party.
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2.2 Research Design
The two hypotheses formulated above make predictions about the consequences of valence

attacks on the behavior of voters in multi-party systems in Europe. In order to test these

consequences, I use data on valence attacks and on the behavior of voters in these systems.

Figure 2.1: The Countries Included in the CCDP

Note: Shown are all countries included in the CCDP data collection. Hungary is excluded from the analysis
in this article because of the lack of reliable polling and post-election survey data. Each country is included
with two elections, except for the cases listed in Table C.2.

The data about the party valence discussions come from the Comparative Campaign

Dynamics Project (CCDP) (Debus, Somer-Topcu, and Tavits 2018b). The data set consists

of party campaign statements for 21 elections in ten European countries (shown in Figure 2.1)

between 2005 and 2015. The data set includes countries from central, northern, southern,

and eastern and western Europe. There is also a large variety of political and party systems

– including the United Kingdom, with single-member districts and a correspondingly rather

small number of political parties in elections, but also the Netherlands, which operates a
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single, nationwide electoral district with proportional representation and, as a result, has a

significantly higher number of political parties. In my analysis, I use a subset of the CCDP

data set covering the 16 elections in nine countries listed in Table 2.1. This adjustment is

necessary due to the lack of polling and survey data for five election campaigns.

For each country, Debus, Somer-Topcu, and Tavits (2018b) collected newspaper articles

about the election during the one month period prior to election day.3 In order to prevent

ideological bias in the reporting of news from influencing the analysis of the data, the arti-

cles were collected from the largest circulating center-left and center-right daily broadsheet

newspapers. Countries, elections, and newspapers included are shown in Table 2.1.

Table 2.1: Newspapers in the CCDP

Country Years Left-Leaning Daily Right-Leaning Daily
Czech Republic 2010, 2013 Právo Mladá fronta Dnes
Denmark 2007, 2011 Politiken Jyllands-Posten
Germany 2009, 2013 Süddeutsche Zeitung Frankfurter Allgemeine
Netherlands 2012 De Volkskrant De Telegraaf
Poland 2007, 2011 Gazeta Wyborcza Rzeczpospolita
Portugal 2009, 2011 Público Jornal de Notícias
Spain 2008 El País El Mundo
Sweden 2014 Dagens Nyheter Aftonbladet
UK 2005, 2010, 2015 The Guardian The Daily Telegraph

Note: Table reports the countries and elections included in the analysis of this article. Hungary and addi-
tional elections in the Netherlands, Spain, and Sweden are missing due to the lack of individual-level survey
data or polling data.

The collected articles include all election-relevant front page articles and a random sample

of 5-10% of the remaining election-relevant articles in the newspaper. In total, there are

between 60-100 articles from each newspaper for a campaign. Each collected article was

coded by three research assistants that were native speakers of the articles language. The

unit of observation in the CCDP are campaign statements, not sentences or articles, as

is frequently done in textual analysis. This means that the coders read each individual
3Country experts for Portugal recommended that the campaign period for Portugal should be reduced

to two weeks.
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article in detail and then code each campaign statement by a candidate or party about

another candidate or party. A given sentence in a newspaper article could, in theory, contain

multiple campaign statements. This approach guarantees that all information voters extract

from a newspaper article is actually entered in the data set.

The valence data from the CCDP are of particular relvance for my study. The CCDP

provides data about every valence statement that a candidate or party made about another

candidate or party (or themselves) over the course of the campaign. When the article is

coded, the subject of the valence statement (the candidate or party speaking) and the object

(the candidate or party being spoken about) are entered into the data set. After that, the

valence statement is classified into a statement about honesty, integrity, competency, unity

or charisma, and the research assistants indicate whether or not the statement was positive

or negative. The data set additionally includes information on whether a valence statement

was also associated with an issue discussion, resulting in two types of positive or negative

valence statement entries in the data set: Valence statements that are associated with an

issue (Party i is lying about the state of the economy.) or not (Party i is lying.).

An alternative approach to coding this data would have been machine learning and auto-

mated text analysis. However, machine-coding approaches that average content or sentiment

analysis over sentences or entire articles can introduce substantial noise into the campaign

statement estimates. Approaches that are more fine-grained and based on words lose all

contextual and relational information. Using human coders enables the CCDP to collect

relational data (statements from one party about another) that is correctly classified into

multiple categories (type of valence) and includes contextual information (issue-relation or

not). This is superior to automated approaches.4

The data on party valence discussions from the CCDP are then combined with individual-

level data on voter attitudes and behavior. These survey responses come from national elec-

tion studies and surveys of the Comparative Study of Electoral Systems (CSES) project that
4More information about the CCDP can be found in Somer-Topcu, Tavits, and Baumann (2020).
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match the countries and years the CCDP collected data for. Data about the electoral perfor-

mance of political parties comes from the Comparative Manifesto Project (CMP) (Volkens

et al. 2019) and polling data for the panel waves in Great Britain and the campaign periods

in the cross-sectional data come from Jennings and Wlezien (2015) and Pereira (2019a).

2.2.1 Dependent Variables and Model

Testing the two hypotheses formulated in this articles requires a dependent variable that

measures vote choice in elections. I use post-election survey responses from the National

Election Studies and CSES modules following the elections in the nine countries included

in the study. In the data set used for the analysis, each respondent i is paired with every

major party n that ran in a given election. Each survey respondents enters the data set as

many times as there are political parties in the election. We hence have i ∗ n party-survey

respondent observations pairs for each election.5

As Figure 2.2 shows, the dependent variable is a dummy variable indicating whether or

not the survey respondent voted for a given political party she is paired with. It takes the

value 1 if that is the case and is 0 for all other parties the respondent is paired with. This

data set structure, pairing each survey respondent with every possible party she could have

voted for in an election, is a stacked data set, where the unit of observation are party-survey

respondent pairs in every election. This approach is identical to Fortunato and Stevenson

(2012) and Somer-Topcu andWeitzel (2020). Given that the dependent variable is binary and

we have party observations nested in repeated observations of survey respondents I estimate

a hierarchical generalized linear model with random effects (Angrist and Pischke 2009). This

modeling approach replicates the analysis of Fortunato and Stevenson (2012). Still, in this

particular case, the hierarchical structure of the data set is significantly simpler. Instead of

the multiple nesting structures that complicated the estimation strategy for Fortunato and

Stevenson (2012), I only have one: the survey respondents. I also estimate robust standard

5As an example, in an election with three parties and ten survey respondents each of the ten survey
respondents is paired with the three parties leading to a total of 30 campaign observations for this election.
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Figure 2.2: The Dependent Variable: Vote Choice
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Note: Displayed is the vote choice of each individual respondent in the stacked data set used for the analysis.
The colors indicate the counts for the outcome in each election.

errors that are clustered on the survey respondents.

Since votes decide who gets how many seats in parliament and who gets to govern the

country (Strøm and Müller 1999), which in turn determines who can decide who gets what,

when, and how in a country (Lasswell 1936), vote choice is obviously an important unit

of analysis. While vote choice is a – perhaps even the – central component of electoral

competition, it also can be a “sticky” variable. First, it is not determined by what parties do

during an election alone, but also by factors out of their control. There are socio-economic

factors that shape a voters party identification and make her more or less likely to vote for a

party, regardless of the campaign environment (Dalton 2016). Second, it is a binary measure

that lacks a lot of nuance and detail. While all voters for a given party are coded the same,

as a 1 (or a 0), they might have had different strengths of attachment and varying likelihoods

of actually voting for the party. This dependent variable does not differentiate between a

voter who lives and breathes a party’s ideas, voting for said party out of full conviction, and
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a voter who casted her vote hesitantly and ambivalently.

Figure 2.3: The Dependent Variable: Liking A Party
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The two hypotheses are about the probability of voting for a party and a categorical

measure like vote choice might masks important heterogeneity among voters that the vote

choice dummy would classify has a homogeneous group. This could potentially hide the

effect that valence attacks have on voters. Therefore, I also use a second dependent variable

that enables me to conduct a more nuanced test of the two hypotheses. This dependent

variable is the response to the post-election survey question of how much a voter likes a

given party. This question was answered on an eleven point Likert scale (ranging from 0

to 10) and each respondent was asked to answer the question for every major party in the

election. As Figures 2.3 and 2.4 show, there is indeed substantial variation in how much

voters like parties they vote or do not vote for. Therefore, the stacked data set now has a

very nuanced and responsive measure of a voters’ affinity towards all political parties in the

election, which functions as an excellent proxy for vote choice. Since the second dependent

variable ( measuring how much survey respondents like political parties) is on an eleven point
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Figure 2.4: Liking A Party By Vote Choice
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Note: Figures 2.3 and 2.4 show how much each individual respondent in the stacked data set used for the
analysis likes the parties that participated in an election. The distribution of the “like” values illustrate how
much heterogeneity is hidden in the vote choice variable. The colors in Figure 2.3 illustrate election based
variation. The colors in Figure 2.4 show how much liking varies by vote choice. The purple area are the
counts for parties that respondents did not vote for and the gray ones show how much parties respondents
voted for were liked.
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Likert scale, I estimate it with a linear model. The data set structure is still the stacked

data set described above. Accordingly, I estimate a hierarchical linear model with random

effects and clustered standard errors.

2.2.2 Independent Variables

The key independent variable, Share of Attacks, issued j, is the total number of valence

attacks that a party (j) issued in the month prior to one of the elections (t) divided by

all campaign statements by that party in the same period. A party can make positive (α)

statements about itself (αSelf ) or about one of the other parties (αOther). It can also make

negative statements (Ω) about itself (ΩSelf ) or about one of the other parties (ΩOther). The

sum of all the positive or negative valence statements a party makes is represented by
∑
α

and
∑

Ω, respectively. More generally, the formula for the issued share of valence attacks

variable for a given party (j) in the month prior to an election (t) is:

Share of Attacks, issuedj,t =

∑
ΩOther,t∑

αSelf,t +
∑
αOther,t +

∑
ΩSelf,t +

∑
ΩOther,t

All models include additional control variables on the party and survey respondent level.

These are added to control for individual-level factors that can shape changes in vote choice,

turnout, democratic satisfaction, and interest in the election. Those include the responses

to BNES survey questions about political attention, education, gender, and age. The first

model, which has party-respondent observations for each wave, also includes party-level

control variables. These are the vote share of each party in the previous election (in order to

account for party size) and the change in polling performance between the different BNES

waves (to account for differences in party performance over time).

In addition to the key independent variables, both models also include a series of individual-

level control variables that account for how valence attacks can shape vote choice and liking

of a party. They include Age (Dalton 2016), gender (male) (Burns et al. 2018), Education6

6Numeric measure from the surveys, harmonized across surveys for equivalence.
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(Croke et al. 2016), and Political Knowledge7 (Luskin 1990; Zaller 1992). The models also in-

clude additional party-level control variables: the election results in the previous election Vote

Sharet−1 (Somer-Topcu 2009) and the overall Campaign Performance (Elmelund-Praestekaer

2008; Hansen and Pedersen 2008) of the party, calculated as the difference between the pre-

vious election result and the polling result in the week before the current election. Lastly,

I also include Government t−1 (Bawn and Somer-Topcu 2012), which is a dummy variable

taking the value 1 if the party was in the last government before the election.

2.2.3 Results

In the first column of Table 2.2, we can see the results of the generalized linear mixed-

effects model that tests the effect of valence attacks on vote choice. To reiterate the expecta-

tions: more valence attacks should either lead to an increase (H1) or a decrease (H2) in the

probability of voting. The dependent variable is individual-level vote choice, measured as a

dummy in stacked data. Since this is a generalized linear model, I report logit coefficients.

The coefficient for the share of valence attacks is negative and statistically significant,

indicating increases in the share of valence attacks are associated with a lower probability of

voting for a political party. Since the key independent variable is measured as a share, the

coefficient represents a change from 0 to 1, meaning, that the coefficient represents a change

from a party that issues no valence attacks as part of its campaign discussions to a party that

only issues valence attacks.8 The change from the minimum to the maximum comes with a

large decrease in the probability of voting for the party. Exponentiating the coefficient, we

find that the odds of voting for the party decrease by over 25 percentage points.9 This is

evidence for the pessimistic perspective on attacks in elections. We reject Hypothesis 1, but

fail to reject Hypothesis 2. More valence attacks by a political party appear to decrease the

7Three randomly selected items from the political knowledge questions of the NES and CSES surveys.
8Two parties, the Swedish Green Ecology Party and the Danish Red-Green Unity List, had campaigns in

which they did not use any valence attacks in the newspaper articles that the CCDP coded. One party, the
Catalan Republican Left in Spain, had a share of valence attacks in the CCDP that was 1.

9Exponentiating -0.301 yields 0.74.
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Table 2.2: The Consequences of Valence Attacks in Nine European Multi-Party Systems

Vote Choice Like the Party

generalized linear linear
mixed-effects mixed-effects

(1) (2)

Share of Attacks, all −0.301∗∗∗ −0.725∗∗∗
(0.089) (0.076)

Campaign Performance 0.037∗∗∗ 0.018∗∗∗
(0.003) (0.003)

Governmentt−1 −0.489∗∗∗ −0.265∗∗∗
(0.025) (0.024)

Vote Sharet−1 0.080∗∗∗ 0.043∗∗∗
(0.001) (0.001)

Political Knowledge −0.012 0.045∗∗∗
(0.012) (0.012)

Education −0.004 0.020∗∗∗
(0.007) (0.006)

Age 0.003∗∗∗ 0.002∗∗∗
(0.001) (0.001)

Male −0.023 −0.119∗∗∗
(0.021) (0.021)

Constant −3.013∗∗∗ 4.080∗∗∗
(0.074) (0.069)

Country FE Yes Yes
Number of countries 9 9
Number of elections 16 16
Number of respondents 14,893 18,552
Observations 75,069 84,748
Log Likelihood −30,097 −208,097
Akaike Inf. Crit. 60,230 416,232
Bayesian Inf. Crit. 60,396 416,409

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01. All models include robust standard errors.
The generalized linear mixed-effects model reports logit coefficents.
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probability of voting for that party.

The second column of Table 2.2 presents the results of the linear mixed effects model that

tests the effect of valence attack on how much a survey respondent likes a political party.

This model uses a dependent variable that, as Figures 2.3 and 2.4 demonstrate, is a more

nuanced measure of attachments to a political party. The adjusted expectations from the

hypotheses are that a higher share of valence attacks used by a party should increase (H1)

or decrease (H2) how much a survey respondent likes the political party.

The coefficient for shares of attacks in the second model is again negative and statisti-

cally significant. The change from the minimum to the maximum of the share variable is

associated with a 0.73 point reduction in how much an individual likes a party. Given the

abundance of other factors that shape and influence a voters attachment to or preferences

for a political party, this again provides strong support for the pessimistic perspective on

attacks in elections. We again have to reject Hypothesis 1 and fail to reject Hypothesis 2.

More valence attacks decrease the probability of voting for a party (proxied by liking the

party in this case).

2.2.4 Robustness Check With Panel Data

Both models in the cross-sectional analysis support the pessimistic perspective on valence

attacks and present informative results. However, the use of aggregated valence data that

measures the valence discussions over the entire campaign period, together with post-election

survey data, might be problematic. Using aggregated valence data over the course of an

election can introduce substantial endogeneity problems. While individual-level vote choice

is unlikely to cause valence attacks by political parties, aggregate shifts and changes in vote

choice can certainly do this. Political parties are well aware of their current performance in

the electorate and adjust their behavior based on polling performance (see Pereira 2019a).

Feldenkirchen (2018) again and again highlights how the 2017 German election campaign of

SPD-chancellor candidate Martin Schulz was driven by his polling performance. Decisions
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about speeches, programmatic initiatives, and especially attacks were based on the current

polling performance of the SPD. I expect that this behavior is the norm and not the exception.

Hence, the results of the two models in Table 2.2 have to be interpreted carefully. The support

for Hypothesis 2 and the absence of support for Hypotheses 1 in these models do not mean

that pessimistic perspective on attacks is necessarily right and the positive perspective is

wrong in European multi-party competition.

To assess whether my cross-sectional findings are robust. I use data from the British

National Election Study (BNES) Internet Panel (Fieldhouse et al. 2020). Since 2014, the

BNES has a continuous online panel study with multiple waves since then. The BNES

waves, time periods, and number of (consecutive) respondents can be found in Table 2.3.

The CCDP has coded valence discussions of political parties in the United Kingdom for

five of these panel waves between 2014 and 2017. Similar to the coding of elections, the

CCDP used articles from the Guardian and the Telegraph (the two largest center-left and

center-right broadsheet newspapers in the United Kingdom) to code the valence discussions

of political parties in the one month period prior to the BNES Internet Panel wave.

Table 2.3: BNES Waves and Respondents

BNES Wave Survey Dates Respondents
This wave All waves

1 February 20 - March 9, 2014 30,590
2 May 22 - June 25, 2014 30,219 26,870
4 March 4 - March 30, 2015 31,328 18,958
6 May 8 - May 26, 2015 30,027 16,799
7 April 14 - May 4, 2016 30,895 13,309

Note: Table shows survey waves, time periods and number of respondents from BNES Panel Data. Infor-
mation from Somer-Topcu, Tavits, and Baumann (2020).

Since the CCDP applied the same data collection, processing, and coding rules, I can

generate the same share of valence attacks variable used as the key independent variable in

the cross-sectional analysis. For the five waves of the BNES coinciding with data collected

by the CCDP, I also have variables that are equivalent to the dependent variables used in
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my previous analysis. In each wave, respondents were asked which party they would vote for

and how much they like a given party on an eleven point Likert scale ranging from 0 to 10.

Once more, I generate a stacked data set that matches each respondent with every major

political party she could have voted for. The first dependent variable is the same vote choice

dummy as before: 1 for the party the respondent declared to vote for in a given wave and

0 otherwise. The second dependent variable is now not just how much respondents liked a

political party, but the change in how much they liked a party from one wave to another.

The models include identical controls to the cross-sectional models. Individual-level socio-

demographics, such as gender, age, and education, are included. There is no measure for

political knowledge available in the available BNES waves, but political attention is asked

and is an excellent replacement. Party-level controls, like campaign performance (change in

polling between waves) and the vote share in the previous election, are included as well. I

do not include a government dummy, because only the Conservatives were in government

during the period of study and this would prevent the inclusion of party fixed effects.

The modeling strategy is hence identical to the cross-sectional analysis. Model 3 reports

the vote choice analysis and model 4, the change in like evaluations. I only presente the

coefficient of the key independent variable that tests the effect of valence attacks on voter

evaluations of parties in Table 2.4. The full model with the coefficients of all control variables

is in Table A.1 in the Appendix.

Column 3 of Table 2.4 presents the results of the vote choice analysis. Here, we can

see that the findings from Table 2.2 hold in the BNES waves. An increase in the share of

valence attacks is also associated with a decrease in the likelihood of voting for the party.

The coefficient is negative and statistically significant. It is interesting to note that the size

of the effect is substantially smaller here than in the cross-sectional analysis. Instead of a

decrease of about 25 percentage points in the odds of voting for a party it is roughly 7 now.

However, key for the support of the earlier findings is the direction of the effect. Model 3 is

also adding support to the pessimistic perspective of attacks - we have to reject Hypothesis
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1 and once more fail to reject Hypothesis 2.

Table 2.4: The Consequences of Valence Attacks in BNES Panel Data

Vote Choice ∆ Like the Party

generalized linear linear
mixed-effects mixed-effects

(3) (4)

Share of Attacks, all −0.072∗∗∗ −0.163∗∗∗
(0.019) (0.026)

Controls Yes Yes
Party FE Yes Yes
Number of respondents 39,128 15,010
Observations 521,796 161,617
Log Likelihood −240,275 −318,287
Akaike Inf. Crit. 480,576 636,603
Bayesian Inf. Crit. 480,721 636,743

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01. All models include robust standard errors.
The generalized linear mixed-effects model reports logit coefficents.

Similar conclusions can be drawn for the liking the party models. In column 4 of Table

2.4 we have a statistically significant negative coefficient for the share of valence attacks

variable. Since the dependent variable is the change in how much a survey respondent likes

a political party between two waves, the coefficient cannot be compared to the one in Table

2.2. However, in both cases there is a negative effect. For the panel analysis, this means

that larger shares of valence attacks are associated with decreases in how much respondents

say they like a political party. The last model also provides evidence for the pessimistic

perspective.

The results in Table 2.4 are encouraging. The cross-sectional results presented in this pa-

per received additional support through a panel data analysis that examines the relationship

between valence attacks and voter behavior and attitudes over time and thereby leverages

the possibility of establishing more robust associations that are free of possible endogeneity
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concerns. The substantive conclusions from the cross-sectional analysis were confirmed.

2.3 Conclusion
What are the consequences of valence attacks in multi-party systems? In this article, I

approached this question with two competing hypotheses. The first one argues that attacks

help political parties, while the second one supports the claim that they hurt the party.

These hypotheses stem out of two different perspectives of negativity in campaigns. The

positive perspective claims that attacks and negativity increase interest and information in

the electorate (Finkel and Geer 1998; Geer 2006; Brooks and Geer 2007). The pessimistic

perspective, on the other hand, claims that negativity and attacks are bad for key components

of democratic competition like voter efficacy and turnout (Ansolabehere, Iyengar, Simon, and

Valentino 1994; Ansolabehere and Iyengar 1995; Ansolabehere, Iyengar, and Simon 1999).

Using data on valence discussions in 16 campaigns in nine European countries, I demon-

strate that valence attacks in multi-party systems consistently hurt the attacking party. The

cross-national analysis shows that voters are less likely to vote for a political party when it

uses more valence attacks and they also like the party less. These findings are also replicated,

with reduced effect sizes, in a panel analysis with data from the United Kingdom: The more

valence attacks a party uses the less likely are voters to like and support it.

This advances our understanding about negative campaigning in multi-party systems.

The cross-sectional study goes beyond the ability of single-country and -election studies

by examining multi-party specific effects. Similar to the studies on spatial competition in

Europe (Adams 2019), we gain additional insights into the logic of multi-party competition

more generally. In the European multi-party systems, valence competition appears to be

dominated by the pessimistic perspective. Furthermore, the cross-sectional examination of

the consequences of valence attacks has so far always been conditional on specific features.

Abney et al. (2013) focused on incumbents, Jung and Tavits (2020) examined the role of

ideology of voters, and Somer-Topcu and Weitzel (2020) their partisanship. This is the first
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study that specifically focuses on the overall consequences of valence attacks in multi-party

systems.

These results also raise an important question: If valence attacks hurts a political party,

why are these attacks so widespread? The mean share of attacks issued by political parties

included in this analysis is 25% (the median is at 21%) and the standard deviation is 15

percentage points. This means that political parties very frequently use a tool that appears

to hurt them in elections. Do political parties not know better?

The answer to this question might lie in the variation in attacks and the heterogeneous

effects that they can have on parties and voters. Jung and Tavits (2020) and Somer-Topcu

and Weitzel (2020) show that the effect of valence attacks can be conditional on factors such

as ideology and partisanship of voters. More generally, extant research has demonstrated

how conditional the causes and consequences of parties’ spatial competition strategies are

(Meguid 2005; Adams, Clark, et al. 2006; Bawn and Somer-Topcu 2012; Meyer and Wagner

2013; Abou-Chadi 2016; Seeberg 2018). Therefore, it is likely that the consequences of

valence attacks in multi-party systems are also conditional on one or more factors. For

example, it is possible that not all valence attacks are equal and that parties, journalists,

and voters respond differently to different types of valence attacks. Future research can open

this black box and examine aspects such as content, intensity, direction, and also association

with issues and policies. It is possible that the positive and the pessimistic perspective of

valence attacks in multi-party systems are both true after all – just conditional on so far

unknown factors.
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Chapter 3

The Legitimacy Of Valence Attacks In European
Elections.

In 64 B.C., Cicero, running as the underdog candidate in the consul elections of Rome,

received a letter from his brother Quintus with advise on how to win the election. Among

other things, Quintus encouraged his brother to “remind [the voters] of what scoundrels your

opponents are and to smear these men at every opportunity with the crimes, sexual scandals,

and corruption they have brought on themselves”(Cicero and Freeman 2012, p. 79).

Readers who want to dismiss this advice as archaic, stemming from an ancient democracy

with a much less civilized or sophisticated political conduct, might be surprised that today’s

political consultants still agree with Cicero’s bother: “Ugly, combative, negative advertising

targeting a political opponent works” (Quigley 2006).

It did in fact work for Cicero, who ended up winning the election and became consul of

Rome in 63 B.C. Political consultants and campaign managers still appear to be convinced

that negative campaigning works for political parties. Parties’ advertisement budgets and

increasing numbers of attacks during campaigns also speak for themselves (Lau, Sigelman,

Heldman, et al. 1999; Walter 2013). Candidates and parties are repeatedly told to go negative

and, even in European election campaigns, desperately want to do so (Feldenkirchen 2018).

According to Lau, Sigelman, and Rovner (2007), the share of negative ads by the two political

parties in the 2006 United States congressional elections was 83% for the Democratic Party

and 89% for the Republican Party. Comparable numbers for the European multi-party

systems are more difficult to obtain. However, Weitzel (2020) shows that between 2005 and

2015, the average share of valence attacks in campaign discussions reported by newspapers

in nine European countries was around 25%. In both cases these are staggering numbers.
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Weitzel (2020) also presents an interesting puzzle: While valence attacks are on average

25% of the reported campaign communication of political parties, they appear to actually

backfire and hurt political parties. Contrary to the advice campaign managers have been

giving candidates and parties since 64 B.C. it appears to be the case that higher shares

of valence attack by political parties hurt and not help them. Attacks are associated with

lower probabilities of voting for a party and decreases in how much voters report to like

candidates. If valence attacks damage the reputation and electoral performance of political

parties, why are parties continuously advised to use them? More importantly, why do they

actually follow this advice and use valence attacks in campaigns? If valence attacks are

so risky, why do political parties and campaign managers so desperately try to incorporate

them in their election strategies?

In this article, I argue that the answer to this puzzle lies in the different types of valence

attacks political parties can use. Not all valence attacks are equal in the eyes of the voters

and, since the voters decide at the ballot box who wins votes, seats, and office in a democracy,

they also set the rules of the electoral game. I differentiate between two types of valence

attacks: Valence attacks connected to an issue, so-called issue-related valence attacks, and

valence attacks that are not connect to issues, nonissue-related valence attacks. Issue-related

valence attacks provide a reason and justification for a valence attack. A given character

flaw of the party or candidate has consequences for their ability to govern or the functioning

of the political system. Not only do voters read or hear about the attack, but also about

why this attack is necessary and legitimate. The attack should hence help a political party. I

argue that nonissue-related valence attacks lack this justification and legitimacy and should

hence be more likely to be perceived as unusual or inappropriate and hurt a political party.

In the multi-party systems of Europe, where elections are predominantly characterized by

spatial competition, this becomes even more important, as uncommon attack behavior can be

combined with the more widespread discussion of ideology and policy. To revisit campaign

advice quoted earlier: I argue that parties should connect the ugly, combative, negative
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advertising targeting a political opponent with issues, policies, and real world outcomes to

make sure that it works.

I test my theoretical argument with a new data set on party valence discussions in 16

elections in nine European countries. The data from the Comparative Campaign Dynamics

Project (Debus, Somer-Topcu, and Tavits 2018b) are paired with individual-level survey data

from national election studies and the Comparative Studies of Electoral Systems project.

This allows me to test the effects of valence attacks on voter behavior and perceptions. The

cross-sectional analysis is supplemented with a panel data analysis that uses five waves from

the British National Election Study Internet Panel (Fieldhouse et al. 2020).

I find that there is indeed a difference between issue-related valence attacks and nonissue-

related valence attacks. In both the cross-sectional as well as the panel data analysis, using

nonissue-related valence attacks hurts the electoral performance of the attacking party. The

effect of issue-related valence attacks is less clear. While they help a party in the panel

data analysis, they have no statistically significant or substantively meaningful effect in the

cross-sectional analysis.

My findings have important implications for our understanding of the strategic compe-

tition of political parties in European multi-party elections. They highlight that not all

valence attacks are equal and that parties need to be careful in how they attack their com-

petitors. While spatial competition and valence competition tend to be studied separately,

the findings in this article suggest that they are closely connected and can shape each others’

effectiveness. In addition, this article also opens up connections between the study of valence

attacks in the two-party system of the United States and the multi-party systems of Europe.

Recent research funded by the Democratic Party’s campaign has found similar dynamics in

the United States.

The reminder of the article is structured in the following way: I first present my theoretical

argument. After this, I describe the empirical analysis of the cross-sectional analysis and

present the results. This is followed by a robustness check of the findings with panel data
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from the United Kingdom.

3.1 The Legitimacy Of Valence Attacks
Political parties in Europe predominantly stem out of the societal cleavage structure of the

industrial revolution (Lipset and Rokkan 1967; Bischof and Wagner 2017), and throughout

their history they continuously emphasized an ideological profile rooted in the dominant

socio-economic divisions of that time. Parties also maintain a narrative of their history

and origin (Katz and Mair 1995). This leads to electoral platforms, programs, and party

competition centered around political ideologies and corresponding policies (Hotelling 1929;

Downs 1957a; Adams, Merrill III, and Grofman 2005).1 Parties even develop ownership over

specific issues and are recognized by voters as especially credible, reliable, and trustworthy

with regard to these specific issues (Petrocik 1996; MacDonald, Listhaug, and Rabinowitz

1991; Budge and Farlie 1983; Wagner and Meyer 2014). In Europe, this issue ownership

has proven to be stable over time, and the clear association of issues with parties from

certain party families across a variety of contexts underscores how powerful the cleavage

structure of the 19th century still is in shaping the structure of present-day European party

competition (Tresch, Lefevere, and Walgrave 2013; Seeberg 2017). Webb and Poguntke

(2005) and Samuels and Shugart (2010) highlight that the multi-party systems of Europe

currently experience a presidentialization of parties and campaigns, with a stronger focus on

key personnel, like party leaders or top candidates, and their traits, but ideology and policy

are still very much key in elections.

In opposition to this focus on party ideology, Stokes (1963) highlighted that political

parties compete not only based on ideological positions and policy, but also on more general

issues that are universally desirable, such as a good economy, low unemployment, and a

candidate’s or party’s character traits (Enelow and Hinich 1982; Stokes 1992; Adams 2019).

1Even niche parties that emerged in these systems as a later stage were founded in response to the ideo-
logical positions of the existing parties and needed to develop a similar emphasis on (core) issues (Kitschelt
1993; Meguid 2005; Adams, Clark, et al. 2006).
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Stokes (1992, p. 143) defined these issues and character traits as aspects that differentiate

parties “ not by what they advocate [for] but by the degree to which they are linked in

the public’s mind with conditions or goals or symbols of which almost everyone approves or

disapproves.” In this article, I focus on the second part: the character traits on which voters

evaluate parties and candidates in elections. The argument formulated by Stokes (1963)

was that reducing electoral competition to spatial competition omits a central dimension

of voter evaluations that is based on aspects that fundamentally shape how much a voter

likes or respects a candidate or party. This dimension also shapes how much the voter

thinks the candidate or party would succeed once elected to office. Parties and candidates

can emphasize their own valence traits or discuss the traits of their competitors in order to

convince the voters of their own ability to govern and their competitors lack thereof.

Building on Stokes (1963), I use valence to denote discussions of non-ideological character

traits of parties and candidates, such as their competence, honesty, unity, charisma, and

integrity. These five characteristics are the key traits that enable a candidate to be successful

in obtaining and fulfilling office. They are also the key traits that voters consider important

in their leaders and hence are likely to either implicitly or explicitly base their evaluations

and vote choice on (Cwalina and Falkowski 2016; Valgarosson et al. 2020; Aichholzer and

Willmann 2020).2 In defining valence discussions as discussions of these five character traits

of parties and candidates, I reduce the large set of possible valence components to a tractable

subset of attributes that research has demonstrated are highly electorally relevant. This

allows me not only to detect valence and valence discussions in written text more easily, but

also to compare this concept across multiple different countries over time.

Following Stokes (1963) initial criticism, a large literature emerged, predominantly fo-

cused on the two-party case of the United States but also including some studies in Europe,
2For example, a recent study by Surveymonkey revealed that “telling it like it is” – a statement I would

categorize as related to the honesty category in my valence classification – is one of the key factors Trump
supporters use to justify their continued support for the president (Boch 2020). This also illustrates another
very important point: The association with the valence trait does not have to be true or correct. What
matters is the voter’s perception of the valence trait.
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examining the causes and consequences of valence attacks (Lau and Pomper 2001; An-

solabehere and Iyengar 1995; Ansolabehere, Iyengar, Simon, and Valentino 1994; Stone and

Simas 2010). We now know that voter’s perceptions of a candidate or party’s valence image

matters for turnout (Ansolabehere, Iyengar, and Simon 1999; Brooks 2006), voter efficacy

(Ansolabehere and Iyengar 1995), trust in parties (Brader 2005; Whiteley et al. 2015) and the

political system (Leiter, Clark, and Clark 2019), as well as candidate evaluations and vote

choice (Abney et al. 2013; Green and Jennings 2011; Jung and Tavits 2020; Somer-Topcu

and Weitzel 2020). Valence considerations have also been formally integrated into the spatial

competition framework (Skaperdas and Grofman 1995; Schofield 2003). However, valence

attacks in multi-party systems are still understudied. Existing research mostly consists of

single-country or single-election studies (Haddock and Zanna 1997; Johns, Mitchell, et al.

2009; Clarke, Sanders, et al. 2011; Clarke and Whitten 2013; Dolezal, Ennser-Jedenastik,

and Müller 2016b; Ridout and Walter 2013; Walter and Brug 2013; Kurella and Pappi

2014; Zur 2017) and thereby make it difficult to discern country- or election-specific effects

from general mechanisms that affect the causes and consequences of valence discussions in

multi-party systems.

While attacks can be powerful tools in elections (see, for example, Somer-Topcu and

Weitzel 2020, on the effect of valence attacks on vote choice), they also can be a double-

edged sword in multi-party competition. When his party’s 2017 federal election campaign

started to nosedive in the polls, Martin Schulz, then leader and chancellor-candidate of the

German Social Democratic Party (SPD), desperately looked for an opportunity to attack

sitting chancellor Angela Merkel from the Christian Democratic Union (CDU). However, he

and his campaign advisors were aware of the risks that attacks during elections in Germany’s

multi-party system can pose. The campaign team went back and forth on its decisions to

attack, had multiple meetings dedicated to various attack strategies, changed speeches last

minute to water down attack statements, and Schulz himself urged other leading Social

Democrats to attack Merkel instead. Arguing that he could not initiate an attack himself,
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he hoped that Merkel and the CDU could be lured into exchanging attacks with other Social

Democrats that were not on the top of the party’s ticket. This, so the reasoning of Schulz

and his campaign staff, would allow him to get back into the chancellor race while preserving

a statesman-like image, providing an easy exit option: Schulz could distance himself from

fellow party members if their attacks backfired (Feldenkirchen 2018).3

There is evidence that attacking competitors in multi-party systems during an election

can be, as the SPD had hoped, very helpful (Abney et al. 2013; Walter 2013; Zur 2017; Curini

2018; Somer-Topcu and Weitzel 2020). However, research also points at the enormous risks

of attacks in general, particularly in multi-party systems (Lau, Sigelman, and Rovner 2007;

Lau and Rovner 2009; Nai and Walter 2016c).4 Voters don’t like attacks, or at least claim as

much (Garramone 1984; Sigelman and Kugler 2003; Butler and Powell 2014). Some argue

that attacks do not work (Khazan 2013) and – worse – are likely to backfire (Kronholz

2008; Blake 2012). Weitzel (2020), for example, shows that while parties frequently use

valence attacks in Europe, their use actually hurts a party’s public perception and electoral

performance. A misplaced attack can do more harm to the own electoral performance than

to the opposition.

Even when parties are willing to use all available tools to win political support, they must

therefore carefully consider whether these tools have the potential to backfire and harm the

attacker instead of the attacked. In the election report from Feldenkirchen (2018), it becomes

clear that Schulz and his team were aware of these risks and tried to insulate their party

leader from potential backlash by having other leading members of the party test attacks first.

Personal attacks on Merkel, which they thought had the potential to correct misperceptions

3Feldenkirchen (2018) provides probably the most detailed and honest insight into the strategic discussions
of election campaigns in multi-party systems (or campaigns in general). Following Martin Schulz during his
entire election campaign he observed the decision-making processes of the party’s inner circle and faced no
limitations in writing about it. Any observation and insight was allowed to be printed, conditional only on
the timing. The book had to be published after the election was over.

4The same goes for two-party systems. Particularly in the United States, where both research on and
practice of attacks during campaigns are more common (Ansolabehere, Iyengar, Simon, and Valentino 1994;
Ansolabehere and Iyengar 1995; Lau and Pomper 2002).
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about her record in office and her ability to steer the country, were also perceived as the

most dangerous attacks. Throughout the entire campaign, the party never resolved how to

balance risk and reward of attacks. It is clear that the SPD never understood what attacks

would harm Merkel’s electoral performance and what attacks would help Schulz gain in the

polls. In the end, the SPD suffered yet another blowout at the ballot box and received its

worst electoral result since the end of World War 2.

The cautiousness and hesitation of the SPD makes sense. Using valence discussions to

attack an opponent can be a risky strategy when political parties are perceived as policy

and ideology-centered organizations competing for votes in elections based on the quality of

their ideas, issues, and policies. While parties might not only compete about ideology and

policy, these spatial aspects of electoral competition are central and shape party behavior

and voter expectations. Deviations from this norm during elections increase the risk of

unintended consequences, such as attacks backfiring and hurting the attacking party more

than the attack target. Spatial competition is certainly not the only way parties compete

for votes, but it is the one that parties emphasize and highlight as the most important part.

Attacks on the character or traits of parties and candidates run the risk of appearing out

of the ordinary. Competitors or journalists might condemn these valence attacks as wrong,

inappropriate or undignified, leading voters to reject the message and penalize the attacker

instead of the attacked. Campaign researchers of the Democratic Party in the U.S. highlight

this danger of attacks, demonstrating that “more often than not [the attacks] backlash” and

“they can move voters toward Trump” (Siders 2020). If this risk exists in the two-party

competition of the U.S., it certainly also exists under the multi-party competition of Europe

(Kronholz 2008; Blake 2012; Nai and Walter 2016a; Nai and Walter 2016b; Weitzel 2020).

Still, the continued deliberations of the SPD leadership and the clear desire of Schulz

and his campaign staff to engage in attacks focused on Merkel’s character show that spatial

competition is not the only way parties can and want to compete for votes in elections.

Even though empirical evidence highlights the electoral risk of attacks (Weitzel 2020) and
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the reluctance of Schulz as well as Merkel to go negative makes it obvious that parties know

about the risk, reports from campaigns and the sheer number of attacks used show that

there is a clear recognition of the possible electoral advantages of valence attacks by parties

and candidates (Weitzel 2020).

Experiences from the most recent presidential election in the United States shed some

light on the contradiction between the empirical findings (attacks hurt) and the observed

party behavior (parties want to and do attack). This research highlights the difference

between attacks that work as planned and damage the electoral prospect of the target,

and attacks that either don’t work or even backfire and hurt the electoral prospect of the

attacker. After the 2016 presidential elections, the U.S. Democrats were in a similar strategic

conundrum as the Schulz campaign. In contrast to the SPD in Germany, the U.S. Democrats

did not hold back with attacks on then Republican presidential candidate Donald Trump

during the election. However, after the barrage of character attacks on Donald Trump did

not prevent him from winning the U.S. presidential election in 2016, Democratic campaign

managers and ad makers had to reevaluate their strategies. Simply pointing out the character

flaws of Trump appeared to not work against a man who had been engulfed in numerous

potentially career-ending scandals from the beginning of his campaign until election day and

beyond.

The Democrats went back to the drawing board and conducted extensive research, finding

that even after almost four years of perpetual scandals in office, character attacks on Trump

were not effective. However, voters responded strongly to attacks on the presidents’ character

that tied his flaws and weaknesses to policies and societal issues. This changed the campaign

strategy. Siders (2020) reports that “[. . . ] unlike four years ago, they are no longer focusing

on his character in isolation – rather they are pouring tens of millions of dollars into ads

yoking his behavior to substantive policy issues [. . . ]”. Now the goal of the new attack ads is

to establish a connection between the character flaws of the individual and the “day-to-day

experience” of the voters (Siders 2020). The key take away for the U.S. ad makers from their
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research studies was that Trump might not be vulnerable to character attacks alone, but

that he is very much vulnerable “when character is tied to his policy” (Siders 2020).

This realization is not necessarily surprising. Simply pointing out the character flaws of

your opponent is less convincing and effective than tying those character flaws to outcomes

that matter to voters and that they can relate to. One can reasonably assume that this holds

across electoral systems. In contrast to other factors that shape the causes and consequences

of valence attacks, like the number of parties or the personalization of the party or election,

this is not necessarily a feature of specific party- or election-systems. Connecting a statement

about an opponent with a policy or political, social, and economic outcomes gives that

statement more credibility. It highlights the relevance of the statement, its necessity, and its

importance. Connecting valence statements to policies, issues, and outcomes increases the

perceived legitimacy of attacks across two- and multi-party systems. It might carry the same

underlying message as just a pure valence attack statement, but the attack on its own can

be disregarded or rejected on the grounds of being unnecessary, uncivil, inappropriate, or

dirty. The connection to outcomes provides a justification, which makes the mental process

of rejection more difficult for voters.

In addition to this general mechanism across different electoral- and party-systems, there

are also specific considerations unique to the multi-party systems of Europe that support

this differentiation. The connection of valence attacks to policies, issues, and outcomes ties

valence statements to the predominant mode of electoral behavior: spatial competition. A

valence attack tied to a statement about ideology, policies, or issues of a competitor appears

more like normal electoral conduct in multi-party systems. Suddenly the valence attack is

no longer a dirty campaign trick or a nasty strategy that Khazan (2013) describes. Instead,

it is a necessary tool that makes voters aware of the real-life consequences of the opponent’s

character flaws.

Hence, in multi-party systems, valence attacks that are connected with issue or policy

statements should appear more legitimate and have a lower potential to backfire. They
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should be significantly less risky for political parties than attacks that are not related to

issues or policies. They should also be more convincing and credible, since the valence attack

is connected to an issue statement that serves as evidence of the relevance of the statement.

An issue-related valence attack, defined as a valence attack statement tied to an issue or

policy statement, should therefore have higher legitimacy in the eyes of the voters, because

the connection to an issue makes the attack look more like the normal electoral conduct of

political parties and also provides the reason or justification for the valence attack. These

issue-related valence attacks should thereby be less likely to backfire (meaning that voters

should be less likely to reject them) and more likely to be accepted and internalized by

voters. The opposite should hold for nonissue-related valence attack, valence attacks that

are not connected to issues at all and only focus on the character and personality traits of a

party or candidate. These lack the connection to issues, look more unfamiliar in multi-party

competition and thereby should stand out as unusual, uncommon, and inappropriate. These

attacks appear less legitimate.

The problem of the SPD was that it did not know which valence attacks on Merkel the

German electorate would perceive as legitimate. The party wanted to get back into the

election and damage the polling performance of the CDU while boosting its own electoral

support. Under multi-party competition, I argue that a legitimate valence attack in the eyes

of the voters is one that resembles the electoral behavior they expect from parties and has

a justification. Issue-related valence attacks have this resemblance and justification and are

hence more likely to be perceived as legitimate than nonissue-related valence attacks that

lack both. Based on the differentiation between these two types of valence attacks, we can

derive two hypotheses about their effect on voter behavior:

H1: More issue-related valence attacks increase the likelihood of voting for a
party.

H2: More nonissue-related valence attacks decrease the likelihood of voting for a
party.
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3.2 Empirical Analysis
3.2.1 Data

In order to test my two hypotheses, I use data on party valence attacks from the Com-

parative Campaign Dynamics Project (CCDP) (Debus, Somer-Topcu, and Tavits 2018b).

The CCDP coded party campaign discussions in the 21 elections in ten European countries

between 2005 and 2015, listed in Table 3.1. For every one of the elections, research assis-

tants that were native speakers coded between 60-100 election-related articles each from the

highest circulating center-left and center-right broadsheet newspaper also listed in Table 3.1.

The data consist of all election relevant front page articles as well as a 5%-10% random

sample of all other election-relevant articles from the newspaper.

Table 3.1: Newspapers in the CCDP

Country Years Left-Leaning Daily Right-Leaning Daily
Czech Republic 2010, 2013 Právo Mladá fronta Dnes
Denmark 2007, 2011 Politiken Jyllands-Posten
Germany 2009, 2013 Süddeutsche Zeitung Frankfurter Allgemeine
Netherlands 2012 De Volkskrant De Telegraaf
Poland 2007, 2011 Gazeta Wyborcza Rzeczpospolita
Portugal 2009, 2011 Público Jornal de Notícias
Spain 2008 El País El Mundo
Sweden 2014 Dagens Nyheter Aftonbladet
UK 2005, 2010, 2015 The Guardian The Daily Telegraph

Note: Countries and election years listed in this table reflect the election observations that are included in
the analysis. Differences to the available data in the CCDP are due to missing survey and polling data.

Each coder read the newspaper articles and identified all valence attack statements that

were reported. The unit of observation is a valence attack statement, and articles or even

sentences can have multiple such statements. This differs to many automated text analysis

approaches that use sentences, paragraphs or even entire articles as the unit of analysis.

When they encountered a valence statement, the CCDP coders entered the name of the

attacking and the attacked party into an online form and also added the type (honesty,

integrity, competence, unity, charisma) and direction (positive or negative) of the valence
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statement, in addition to whether or not the observed valence attack statement was con-

nected to an issue. Hence, I am able to differentiate between positive and negative valence

statements that were issue-related or not.

There are several different approaches to collecting and coding valence attacks in cam-

paigns (Lau, Sigelman, and Rovner 2007; Nai and Walter 2016d; Bagozzi et al. 2018). The

data set offered by the CCDP uses newspaper statements coded by humans. Since we care

about election-relevant campaign discussions, campaign discussions that affect the behavior

of voters or other parties, newspapers are the ideal data source. They shape public per-

ceptions about parties, candidates and elections and hence enable researchers to study the

electorally relevant usage of valence attacks by political parties (Druckman 2005; Peterson

2017). Using them as the data source provides a collection of meaningful data points that

we know are being noticed by voters and other parties.5

The data about valence attacks leading up to each election are combined with survey data

sets that contain individual-level variables measuring the attitudes of voters toward parties

and also include socio-demographic variables such as age, gender, and their education. These

data come from National Election Studies and the Comparative Studies of Electoral Systems

(CSES). Due to lack of availability of individual-level survey data, I am only able to match 16

of the 21 campaigns the CCDP coded with data on voter behavior and socio-demographics.

The countries and years included in Table 3.1 show the campaigns included in the analysis.

Lastly, I also add party specific variables, such as previous vote shares from the Comparative

Manifesto Project Volkens et al. 2019 and polling results for each party from Jennings and

Wlezien (2015) and (Pereira 2019a).

The resulting data set follows the hierarchical structure proposed by Fortunato and

Stevenson (2012) and matches each party with each respondent in every election, mean-
5Direct campaign communication data sets that are build around the collection of tweets, campaign

speeches, or press releases are less ideal. Using this data runs the risk of oversampling statements that
are not noticed by voters and hence do not factor into their decision-calculus. Additionally, relevant direct
campaign communications are also going to be picked up by newspapers and be covered in their issues
(Peterson 2017).
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ing, that the data set structure is stacked. Similar to Somer-Topcu and Weitzel (2020) and

Weitzel (2020), for all 16 campaigns (c) every respondent (i) enters the data set as many

times as there a parties (p), yielding (p ∗ i ∗ c) observations, where respondent-party pairs in

election campaigns are the unit of analysis.

3.2.2 Dependent Variable

The theoretical argument of this article is that in multi-party systems across Europe,

specific types of valence attacks, issue-related valence attacks, are more likely to improve the

electoral performance of parties than others, nonissue-related valence attacks. In order to

test this argument, I use two survey questions about voter behavior and attitudes, asked in

all NES and CSES post-election studies, to measure how parties are performing ahead of an

election.

The first question is a standard vote recall question, asking the respondents who they

voted for in the last election. Votes are arguably the central measure of party performance in

elections. A dependent variable measuring individual-level voter decisions allows us to test

how parties can shape this performance. The distribution of vote choice in the stacked data

set is shown in Figure 3.1. The variable is coded as a dummy. Since in the stacked data set

every survey respondent is matched with every party in an election, the vote choice variable

takes the value 1 for the party the respondent voted for in an election and 0 otherwise.

The second question is how much a survey respondent likes a political party. This is

not a direct measure of party performance in an election like vote choice, but, as Weitzel

(2020) has argued, a more nuanced measure of the feelings voters have towards parties. The

dichotomous nature of the vote choice variable can mask substantial heterogeneity among

the actual preferences and feelings of voters. The degree to which I like a party is an interval

measure. The response options in the NES and CSES surveys are given on a Likert scale

ranging from 0 to 10. As is shown in Figure 3.2, it is much more fine-grained and can reveal

heterogeneity in what a nominal variables classifies as a homogeneous group. An interval
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Figure 3.1: The Dependent Variable: Vote Choice
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Figure 3.2: The Dependent Variable: Liking a Party by Vote Choice
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Note: Figure 3.1 shows the distribution of the vote choice dummy in the stacked data. A 1 indicates that a
respondent voted for a party, a 0 otherwise. Figure 3.2 shows the counts for how much a party was liked by
the survey respondent. The values range from 0-10. Gray areas represent the like rating of parties a survey
respondent voted for and purple area the like rating for parties the respondent did not vote for. There is
substantial variation in how much voters like parties they voted or did not vote for.
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variable measures smaller changes that are direct responses to strategic party behavior in the

electoral competition. In response to an attack by a party, a voters’ actual and/or measured

vote choice might not change but how much she likes the party might go up or down a point.

In this way, I am able to measure the effects of valence attacks on the perceptions of voters.

These perceptions are a thermometer of a party’s performance, and while smaller changes

might not immediately affect voter behavior, they measure voter responses to party behavior

and the campaign environment that will eventually result in behavioral changes.

Shifts in how much voters like a party can lead to changes in vote choice, especially in the

multi-party settings with easier exit options.6 If an attack is not perceived as legitimate by

voters, as is the case with nonissue-related valence attacks, it should hurt a political party,

decreasing the likelihood that a voter will vote for the party. How likely a respondent is to

vote for a party and how much she likes the political party should decrease. If an attack is

perceived as legitimate, as is the case with issue-related valence attacks, it should help the

political party, increasing the likelihood of voting for the party and how much the respondent

likes the party.

3.2.3 Model

Based on my theoretical argument, the data sources, and the operationalization and

measurement of my dependent variable, the model used to test the four hypotheses takes

the following form:

yijt= α + β1Share of Attacks, issuedjt + β2Campaign Performancej

+ β3Governmentjt−1 + β4Vote Sharejt−1 + β5Political Knowledgeit

+ β6Educationiy + β7Ageit + β8Maleit + εijt,

where yijct, the dependent variable, is a vector of the two outcomes described above:

1. whether respondent i voted for party j in election t
6See Section B.1.2 in the Appendix for a discussion of exit (Hirschman 1970) in multi- and two-party

systems.
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2. how much respondent i liked party j in election t

The key independent variable, Share of Attacks, issued j,t is the share of valence attacks

that a party is making in the month prior to an election t over all campaign statements

of that party. During a campaign, a party can make positive (α) statements about itself

(αSelf ) or another party (αOther). A party can also make negative statements (Ω) about itself

(ΩSelf ) or another party (ΩOther). More generally, the formula used to calculate the share of

valence attacks variable issued by a given party j in the month prior to an election, where∑
α represents the sum of all positive and

∑
Ω the sum of all negative statements, is:

Share of Attacks, issuedj,t =

∑
ΩOther,t∑

αSelf,t +
∑
αOther,t +

∑
ΩSelf,t +

∑
ΩOther,t−1

The numerator is the sum of attacks (negative valence statements) the party issued and

the denominator represents the sum of all statements, positive or negative. By using a share,

I am able to adjust for the difference in amount of statements made by larger and smaller

parties, and the resulting independent variable measures the attacks as a proportion of the

overall discussion by that party. Since I study the different legitimacy of issue- and nonissue-

related valence attacks there exist two versions of this variable. The first one is the share of

all issue-related valence attacks a political party issued over all its campaign statements.

The second one is the share of all nonissue-related valence attacks. For every positive or

negative valence statement, the CCDP coders identify whether it was associated with an issue

or not, allowing me to differentiate between issue- and nonissue-related valence attacks, For

example, whether a statement from party a about party b was that b is dishonest (nonissue-

related valence attack) or dishonest about its pension plan (issue-related valence attack).

Furthermore, an individual’s attachment to a party, her attention to or capacity for

processing information during an election, as well as the propensity to respond to valence

attacks can be shaped by socio-economic factors such as gender (Male) (Burns et al. 2018),

Age (Dalton 2016), and Education (Dinesen et al. 2016; Croke et al. 2016), and the respon-

dents Political Knowledge (Zaller 1992). Therefore, all four variables are included in the
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model. How much an individual respondent likes a political party or how likely she is to vote

for such a party can also be shaped the party’s polling performance ahead of an election. A

party that performs well is more likely to receive votes and be liked by more individuals, as

winning or leading parties draw more support (Atkeson 1999; Stocke 2007). Hence, I include

Campaign Performancet−1, which measures the difference between the vote share at the last

election and the polling performance at the beginning of the one month campaign period of

a given election. Lastly, in order to control for the effect of party size beyond the current

polling performance over the course of the election, I include the vote share of the party in

the previous election, V otet−1 (Meguid 2005; Adams, Clark, et al. 2006).

Since the first dependent variable is binary, the coefficients are estimated with a gener-

alized linear model. The second dependent variable is measured on an eleven point Likert

scale. I treat this as a continuous variable and estimate a linear model. The models include

country fixed effects to control for unobserved party- or electoral-system factors. The overall

model structure follows Fortunato and Stevenson (2012), however, is in this instance signifi-

cantly simplified through the fact that, for example, dyad-level influences do not need to be

worried about. The hierarchical structure of the data is therefore reduced to the repeated

observations of the indivduals in the stacked data: individuals are the structuring factor.

Building on Fortunato and Stevenson (2012), I use a linear and a generalized linear hierar-

chical model with random effects, focusing on the survey respondent-level hierarchy. Since

I use a random effects model, I also calculate robust standard errors that are clustered on

the survey respondent level. In addition, the model follows the variable selection approach

formulated by Pearl (2009), Morgan and Winship (2014), and Imbens and Rubin (2015) and

focuses on closing the relevant backdoor paths to estimate the effect of they key independent

variable on the dependent variable. Similar to Fortunato and Stevenson (2012) individual-

level characteristics are not expected to have a key role in explaining the variation, they

are introduced as controls to close potential backdoor paths. Hence, Table B.1 and Table

B.2 in the appendix are estimated without the individual-level variables (education, age,
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gender, and political knowledge) and only include party- and system-level variables. This

also allows to confirm one of the key assumptions of random effects models, namely, that

the individual-level intercepts, αi, are uncorrelated with the regressors.

3.2.4 Results

Table 3.2 presents the results of the models testings the two hypotheses. Since I have two

dependent variables (vote choice and a like rating) and two versions of the key independent

variable (the share of issue- and nonissue-related valence attacks used by a party) I estimate

four models. The first two columns test the effect of valence attacks on vote choice. Column

1 tests Hypothesis 1, the effect of the share of issue-related valence attacks by a party on the

vote choice of the survey respondents, and column 2 tests Hypothesis 2, the effect of nonissue-

related valence attack. Since both key independent variables are shares, their coefficients

have to be interpreted as changes from the minimum (the share of valence attacks of all

campaign statements by the party is 0) to the maximum (the share of valence attacks of all

campaign statements by the party is 1).

The first hypothesis predicts that more issue-related valence attacks increase the likeli-

hood of a vote for a political party. This is not the case. While the coefficient is positive,

it is not statistically significant. We hence do not find support for the argument that issue-

related valence attacks increase the likelihood that European citizens will vote for a party,

thus rejecting Hypothesis 1. Column 2 tests Hypothesis 2. Here, the expectation is that

more nonissue-related valence attacks decrease the likelihood of voting for the party, because

these attacks lack legitimacy, are unusual, and uncommon. This is indeed what we find. The

coefficient is negative and statistically significant. The effect is also substantially meaning-

ful. Since I estimated a generalized linear model and am reporting the logit coefficients in

Table 3.2 we need to exponentiate the coefficient to get the odds ratio. Doing so shows that

the change from the minimum to the maximum of the share variable comes with decrease

in the odds of voting for a party by 40% percentage points. This is a huge reduction in
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Table 3.2: Effects of Issue- and Nonissue-related Valence Attacks in Multi-Party Systems

Vote Choice Like Party

generalized linear linear
mixed-effects mixed-effects

Issue Nonissue Issue Nonissue

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Share of Attacks 0.083 −0.508∗∗∗ 0.005∗∗∗ −0.881∗∗∗
(0.111) (0.108) (0.001) (0.088)

Campaign Performance 0.035∗∗∗ 0.037∗∗∗ 0.012∗∗∗ 0.016∗∗∗
(0.003) (0.003) (0.003) (0.003)

Governmentt−1 −0.483∗∗∗ −0.494∗∗∗ −0.249∗∗∗ −0.275∗∗∗
(0.025) (0.025) (0.024) (0.024)

Vote Sharet−1 0.080∗∗∗ 0.080∗∗∗ 0.041∗∗∗ 0.043∗∗∗
(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)

Political Knowledge −0.011 −0.013 0.044∗∗∗ 0.043∗∗∗
(0.012) (0.012) (0.012) (0.012)

Education −0.003 −0.004 0.028∗∗∗ 0.022∗∗∗
(0.007) (0.007) (0.006) (0.006)

Age 0.003∗∗∗ 0.003∗∗∗ 0.002∗∗∗ 0.002∗∗∗
(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)

Male −0.022 −0.022 −0.118∗∗∗ −0.118∗∗∗
(0.021) (0.021) (0.021) (0.021)

Constant −3.065∗∗∗ −3.026∗∗∗ 3.880∗∗∗ 3.993∗∗∗
(0.074) (0.072) (0.067) (0.067)

Country FE Yes Yes Yes Yes
Number of countries 9 9 9 9
Number of respondents 14,893 14,893 18,552 18,552
Observations 75,069 75,069 84,748 84,748
Log Likelihood −30,008 −30,091 −209,094 −208,092
Akaike Inf. Crit. 60,052 60,219 418,227 416,222
Bayesian Inf. Crit. 60,217 60,385 418,405 416,399

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01. All models include robust standard errors. The generalized linear
mixed-effects models in Column 1 and 2 report logit coefficients.
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the probability of voting for a political party and supports the expectation that nonissue-

related valence attacks are dangerous for the attacking party. In this case, we fail to reject

Hypothesis 2.

In order to test whether issue- and nonissue-related valence attacks truly have different

effects on the vote choice in the cross-sectional data, we need to compare the effect sizes

of the key independent variable in both models, and test whether they are statistically

different. Since the dependent variable and the sample size are the same in both models this

is straightforward. I can follow Clogg, Petkova, and Haritou (1995) and Paternoster et al.

(1998) and apply

z =
β1,1 − β1,2√

(SEβ1,1)2 + (SEβ1,2)2
,

which yields a z-score clearly indicating statistically distinguishable effects. Since the

effect for the nonissue-related valence attacks is more than six times the size of the effect of

the issue-related valence attacks this conclusion is evident. Issue-related valence attacks do

not have an effect on vote choice but nonissue-related valence attacks decrease the likelihood

of voting for a party substantially.

Columns 3 and 4 of Table 3.2 test the two hypotheses using like ratings. Since the

hypotheses are about the likelihood of voting for a party and the dependent variable is a

like rating, I need to make the reasonable assumption that higher scores in a like rating are

equivalent to a higher likelihood of voting for a political party. The first model tests the effect

of issue-related valence attacks on how much a survey respondent likes a political party. We

can see that issuing issue-related valence attacks has a positive and statistically significant

effect on how much an individual likes a party. The higher the share of issue-related attacks

issued by a party, the more the party is liked. However, while the coefficient is statistically

significant, its effect size is not substantively meaningful. Since I am estimating a linear

mixed-effects model the coefficients are directly interpretable. Changing from the minimum

of the valence attack share variable to the maximum increases the rating by 0.005 points
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on an eleven point Likert scale. This is a completely negligible effect. While this finding

technically supports Hypothesis 1, the evidence is weak. There is barely an increase in the

amount a voter likes a party and hence we cannot expect there to be a real change in the

resulting likelihood of voting for that party.

Finally, in column 4 of Table 3.2 tests the second hypothesis. Here, we examinin the

effect of nonissue-related valence attacks on how much a voter likes a party. Hypothesis 2

states that nonissue-related valence attacks should backfire and hurt the party that issues

them, since voters are more likely to perceive as non-legitimate. This is indeed what we

observe. More nonissue-related valence attacks are associated with a substantial decrease in

how much voters report that they like a party. Since the variable is a share, the coefficient

again represents a change from no nonissue-related attacks to only nonissue-related attacks

in a party’s campaign discussion. This change is associated with a 0.9 point decrease in how

much a party is liked. On a Likert scale ranging from 0 to 10, this is an impressive shift. We

hence fail to reject Hypothesis 2: nonissue-related valence attacks hurt political parties that

use them. Confirming that the two coefficients are again statistically different from each

other, we can buttress the finding from the vote choice model. Overall, the models present

strong evidence in support of the legitimacy argument of valence attacks. Across the 16

elections in nine countries in the data set, issue-related valence attacks do not help parties

(but also do not hurt them), while nonissue-related valence attacks backfire and hurt the

electoral performance of political parties.

3.2.5 Robustness Check With Panel Data

The four models in Table 3.2 use cross-sectional data matched with post-election sur-

vey data. Weitzel (2020), conducting a similar analysis, argued that the use of aggregate,

campaign-level valence data with survey data comes with endogeneity concerns. Estimating

the effect of valence attacks on voter behavior requires that voter behavior is not also driv-

ing valence attack behavior of parties. An individual’s vote choice is unlikely to determine
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a party’s behavior. However, a party that is declining in the polls over the course of an

election might issue more negative valence attacks, this decline, in turn, is further reflected

in its election result, and in the reduction of a given respondents likelihood of voting for the

party. Fernandez-Vazquez (2014) and Pereira (2019a) have demonstrated that voters and

parties are responsive to each others behavior and adjust what they are doing, making this

a legitimate concern.

Following Weitzel (2020) I conduct a robustness check of my cross-sectional findings with

panel data from the British National Election Study (BNES) Internet Panel. While this is

only data from a single country, it allows me to leverage repeated observations of the same

survey respondents and parties to mitigate endogeneity problems and increase the ability

to draw inferences.7 The BNES has initiated a regular online survey with roughly 30,000

respondents per wave (with a very high but decreasing number of respondents that answer

all waves). The CCDP extended the coverage of its campaign discussion data set for the

United Kingdom, such that it now includes valence discussions of political parties in the

one-month period before waves 1, 2, 4, 6, and 7 of the British National Election Study. The

time periods and number of (consecutive) respondents in each of these waves can be found

in Table B.4 in the Appendix. The CCDP used the same newspapers, coding survey, and

coding rules as before to collect the campaign discussion data for the BNES waves.

I use two survey questions from these five BNES waves to generate my dependent variables

for the panel analysis that exactly match the questions used for the dependent variables in

the cross-sectional analysis. The first one is a hypothetical vote choice question that is asked

in every one of the waves. Respondents have to indicate which party they would vote for if

the election were held now. Since the data set for the panel data analysis is also a stacked

data set, each respondent is matched with each party in each wave. Figure 3.4 shows how

7A similar approach would be to test the relationship between voter behavior and issue- and nonissue-
related valence attacks with an experimental design in which subjects are exposed to issue- and nonissue-
related valence attacks by political parties as they might use them in an election. Afterwards the subjects
report attitudes and feelings towards the candidates and parties that used these attacks.
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this variable is distributed in the stacked BNES data set. The distribution is very similar to

Figure 3.1.

Figure 3.3: Vote Choice in the Panel Data
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Note: This Figure shows the counts for vote choice in the five BNES waves. A 1 indicates that a respondent
voted for a party in a given BNES internet panel wave, 0 otherwise.
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Figure 3.4: How much to voters like the parties?
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Note: This Figure shows the counts for how much a party was liked by the survey respondent in a given
wave of the BNES. The values range from 0-10. Colors represent the counts for individuals that identified
with a given party. We can see that individuals like the party they identify with the most. A consistent
pattern across all parties is that substantial variation in the expressed intensity exists. Survey respondent
for the SNP only come from Scotland; respondents for all other parties are not geographically restricted.
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Figure 3.5: Mean value of liking a party
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Note: Shown are the mean values and 95% confidence intervals for “Liking the party” by the copartisans of
a party for waves 1, 2, 4, 6, and 7 of the BNES. Number of copartisan observations: Conservatives = 23,624,
Labour = 26,238, Liberal Democrats = 5,866, SNP = 4,597, UKIP = 6,042. Survey respondent for the SNP
only come from Scotland; respondents for all other parties are not geographically restricted.

The second questions is how much a survey respondent likes a political party. The

response options in the BNES are identical to the NES and CSES questions used earlier,

given on a Likert scale ranging from 0 to 10. This is similar to the dependent variable

used for the cross-national analysis in Table 3.2. However, making full use of the panel

data structure, the dependent variable is now operationalized and measured as a change in

the outcome between two adjacent waves in order to capture the dynamics of the voters

evaluations over the course of the campaign.

Figure 3.4 shows the variation in the second dependent variable across parties and party

identification. We can see how much individuals with given party identifications like different

political parties. In the top left panel, the data for the Conservative Party indicate that the

Tories are most liked by individuals that identify as members or supporters of the very

same party. However, there exists substantial variation in how much the supporters of the

Conservative Party actually like their own party. Numerous respondents picked options

between 6 and 10 on the Likert scale. In addition, we can also see that there is substantial
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variation in how much members and supporters of other parties like the Conservative Party.

While the majority of them does not like the party at all, there is a fair amount of respondents

in the categories 5, 6, 7, and 8 as well. A similar pattern is observed for the four other

parties voters were asked about. Survey respondents vary substantially in their evaluation

of all parties, including their own.

The differences in how much a party is liked in the above figure could be due to differences

in the evaluation of individual survey respondents that stay constant over time and do not

change at all based on party behavior and campaign environment. This would be highly

problematic for my analysis. In order to show that how much voters like a party is a

responsive measure with the potential to shift and change over the course of a campaign.

I further show the variability of the measure. Figure 3.5 illustrates the variation in the

dependent variable for copartisans, that is, individuals that identify with a specific political

party. Each panel shows the mean evaluation of a given party by its copartisans in the five

waves examined in this article. The dots in the graphs represent the mean evaluations, while

the vertical bars are 95% confidence intervals. As expected, copartisans have high average

values for liking a party. The values are between 7 and 9 on a Likert scale ranging from 0

to 10.

However, the lines also show that the mean values change substantially for all parties

over the course of the five election study waves. The minimum and maximum of the average

like score for almost all parties is over one unit apart. This illustrates that the variation we

observed in Figure 3.4 is not just due to stable evaluations of parties by individuals„ but

also caused by shifts and changes of individual evaluations over the course of the election

campaign. Using copartisans to illustrates this point shows how well this variable is suited

for the analysis. Copartisans are closely attached to a party and want to like and support it.

If we observe changes in attachment and perceptions of this group that is strongly attached,

we know that the measure is not entirely sticky, but responsive to party behavior and the

campaign environment.
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Since the CCDP applied the same data collection and coding rules, I can generate the

same key independent variables used in the cross-sectional analysis: the share of nonissue-

and issue-related valence attacks used by a political party in the one month period before

a BNES Internet Panel survey wave. I am also able to include the same control variables

as before, since gender, age, and education were also part of the BNES surveys. However,

political knowledge items were not. The political attention question does equally well as

a control for the political interest of the survey respondent. The model includes party,

but not wave fixed effects. I control for unobserved variables at the party-level, such as

incumbency, type of party, type of leader, or ideological appeals, all of which have shown

to be influential (Pedersen and Schumacher 2015; Abou-Chadi 2016; Fernandez-Vazquez

and Somer-Topcu 2017; Druckman, Kifer, and Parkin 2019). Given the limited number of

temporal observations (after calculating the second dependent variable as a change I am only

left with four waves) using fixed effects for waves is not recommended.

The overall modeling approach used in the panel analysis follows the cross-sectional

examination and the results of all four models are reported in Table 3.3. The first two

columns have vote choice as the dependent variable. In column 5, the key independent

variable is the share of issue-related valence attacks by a political party. The coefficient is

positive and statistically significant. This means that a larger share of issue-related valence

attacks increases the likelihood that a survey respondent will vote for a party. The odds

of voting for the party increase by 28%, an effect that is also substantively meaningful.

We hence fail to reject Hypothesis 1. Column 6 examines the effect of nonissue-related

valence attacks on vote choice. As for the cross-sectional model, we again have a coefficient

that is negative and statistically significant, and we once more fail to reject Hypothesis 2.

More nonissue-related valence attacks reduce the likelihood of voting for the party; in fact,

the odds decrease by 14%. The effect in the cross-sectional data is almost three times as

large. However, given that the cross-sectional data includes countries with larger numbers

of political parties in elections, such as the Netherlands and Sweden, a more muted effect in
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Table 3.3: Effects of Issue- and Nonissue-related Valence Attacks in the BNES

Vote Choice ∆Like the Party

generalized linear linear
mixed-effects mixed-effects

Issue Nonissue Issue Nonissue

(5) (6) (7) (8)

Share of Attacks 0.244∗∗∗ −0.145∗∗∗ 0.125∗∗∗ −0.697∗∗∗
(0.038) (0.020) (0.035) (0.046)

Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes
Party FE Yes Yes Yes Yes
Number of respondents 39,128 39,128 15,010 15,010
Observations 521,796 521,796 161,617 161,617
Log Likelihood −240,262 −240,255 −318,299 −318,189
Akaike Inf. Crit. 480,550 480,536 636,627 636,406
Bayesian Inf. Crit. 480,695 480,682 636,767 636,546

Note:∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01. All models include robust standard errors. The coefficients for the
generalized linear mixed-effects models are reported as logit coefficients. Table B.3 in the Appendix reports
the full models with all independent variables.
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the United Kingdom – which is essentially a two-party system in each individual electoral

district – should not come as a surprise. The two coefficients are also again statistically

different from each other.

The last two columns examine the effect of valence attacks on the change in how much

a respondent likes a political party. Column 7 shows that increases in issue-related valence

attacks make voters like a party more by 0.125 points on the eleven point Likert scale. While

there was no support for Hypothesis 1 when I examined the like ratings in the cross-sectional

analysis, I now fail to reject it. More valence attacks increase how much a party is liked

and, by extension, how likely a voter is to vote for it. Lastly, column 8 confirms the last

finding from the cross-sectional analysis. We fail to reject Hypothesis 2, more nonissue-

related valence attacks decrease how much a survey respondent likes a political party. A

0.7 point change is also quite substantial given that Figure 3.5 showed that the average like

score is limited in change.

The panel data analysis very much confirms the findings from the cross-sectional analysis

with regard to Hypothesis 2. Nonissue-related valence attacks are dangerous for political

parties and hurt their electoral performance. This backfire or boomerang effect is happening

for the vote choice variable, measured categorically, and the much more responsive measure

of liking a party, which is on an interval scale. Hypothesis 1 was supported in the panel

analysis and only weakly supported by the cross-sectional models. However, while issue-

related valence attacks do not tend to help a party gain electoral support, they also do not

hurt the electoral performance of a party using it.

3.3 Conclusion
In the previous chapter I presented a puzzling finding: Though valence attacks are a

common practice ahead of elections, they are often damaging for the attacking party’s own

electoral performance. An aggregate measure of valence attacks, that fails to distinguish

between issue- and nonissue-related valence attacks would indicate that parties dedicate,
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on average, more than a quarter of their campaign discussions to something that decreases

their own electoral support. Why would parties use valence attacks in elections when these

attacks appears to consistently backfire?

In this article, I suggested a solution to the puzzle. I tested two hypotheses focusing

on differences in the legitimacy of various types of valence attacks in multi-party systems.

I demonstrated that the ideology and policy focused electoral systems of the multi-party

systems make valence attacks stand out. Not all valence attacks are bad news for political

parties. Connecting a valence attack to the predominant mode of electoral competition in

Europe, the spatial competition, increases the perceived legitimacy of these attacks and

thereby decreases the unintended consequences. Not doing so makes backfiring more likely.

Using individual-level vote choice as well as a more responsive measure of party at-

tachment in both cross-sectional and panel data, I was able to test the implications of my

theoretical argument. Issue-related valence attacks, which are more likely to be perceived as

legitimate, do not harm a political party’s performance and, under some conditions might

in fact improve it. On the other hand, nonissue-related valence attacks, which are less likely

to be perceived as legitimate, consistently hurt the electoral performance of the party that

uses them.

These findings have important implications for our understanding of strategic party be-

havior in campaigns and of how voters are likely to react to this behavior. Spatial and

valence competition have been both recognized as central aspects of party competition and

determining the outcome of elections. However, spatial competition has so far mostly com-

pletely neglected any focus on valence aspects. Following the criticism of Stokes (1963),

valence models of party competition were developed, but the close connection of spatial and

valence competition was neglected. The findings in this article demonstrate that spatial and

valence competition stand in direct connection and shape each other. Successful valence

attacks directly connected to issues and policies.

The findings also contribute to a deeper understanding of how valence attacks work in
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multi-party competition. Jung and Tavits (2020) and Somer-Topcu and Weitzel (2020) have

shown that the role of valence attacks in election is conditional on ideology and partisan-

ship. I add the type of valence attack to the list of the conditions that can determine the

effectiveness and consequences of valence attacks.

The results of this article also have direct consequences for how parties, campaigns,

and candidates should think about and plan attacks during elections. This article confirms

the findings the campaign of the U.S. Democrats made after the 2016 presidential election

and extends them to the multi-party contexts. Siders (2020) wrote about how the issue

and valence attack connection worked in advertisements tested in the United States. My

research builds on this finding and demonstrates that the same is true under multi-party

competition. The struggling Schulz campaign did not know how it could attack Merkel and

the CDU. Based on Siders (2020) and on my own findings, the SPD should have used attacks

that connected Merkel’s flaws and weaknesses (for example, her indecisiveness and tendency

to wait out problems) to real world issues, problems, and political outcomes in Germany.

Two natural extensions follow out of this research project. First, the findings of this article

show that attacks classified as legitimate are less likely to have unintended consequences.

However, the mechanism at work in the minds of the voters is not tested. Building on

the findings of this article, experimental research could test whether it is truly the argued

legitimacy factor that is shaping voter perceptions and behavior or other, un-theorized factors

are at work. Second, Siders (2020) reports that political parties in the United States now

appear to be aware of this conditionality of valence attack legitimacy. Some attacks work

better than others. Since research has shown that European political parties are highly

responsive actors between (Somer-Topcu 2009) and within (Pereira 2019b) elections, it is

likely that they also have figured out what works and what does not work. Future research

should also examine if the findings from this article are reflected in actual party behavior

during election campaigns, thus assessing whether political parties in European multi-party

systems use different valence attacks more or less frequently.
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Chapter 4

The Use of Valence Attacks in Multi-Party Elections

In the final hours of the 2013 election campaign, a sitting member of the German Bun-

destag from the far-left party Die Linke insisted that there were so few character-based

attacks in German elections because “in post-reunification German culture, the attacker

would always turn out to be the loser” (Khazan 2013). In their 2017 election convention, the

leader of the German Social Democratic Party (SPD), Martin Schulz, proved this point. In

an attempt to revitalize his failing campaign he directly attacked the character of chancellor

Merkel, calling her governing style an assault on democracy. The resulting backlash in the

media drowned out any policy impulse that could have come from the release of the party’s

manifesto. The SPD had hoped to set the agenda of the election with its policy proposals,

but suddenly found itself on the back foot defending the attack on Merkel (Feldenkirchen

2018).

One would expect such valence attacks – defined in this article, similar to Stone and

Simas (2010) and Abney et al. (2013), as character-based attacks on the issue- or nonissue-

related honesty, integrity or competence of parties – to be rare events in German elections.

After all, Schulz himself went back and forth about attacking Merkel and voiced concerns

regarding potential backlash to his campaign staff just minutes before he took the stage

(Feldenkirchen 2018). However, the opposite is true. For the 2009 and 2013 elections in

Germany, the Comparative Campaign Dynamics Project (CCDP) (Debus, Somer-Topcu, and

Tavits 2018a) coded 157 and 159 valence attacks by German political parties, respectively.

This means German newspapers reported, on average, five attacks per day for these two

campaign periods. Other multi-party systems in Europe record even higher numbers.1 This
1The total number of valence attack for every one month election campaign period in the CCDP data set
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leaves us with conflicting information. On the one hand, we have common knowledge among

candidates and journalists (see Kronholz 2008; Blake 2012) (e.g. Blake 2012) and anecdotal

evidence from campaigns that valence attacks in multi-party systems do not work and are

risky for political parties (e.g. Campbell 2015).2 On the other hand, we have the empirical

reality that newspapers across countries and elections regularly document valence attacks

by parties and candidates. This apparent contradiction between common knowledge and

empirical reality raises the question of how political parties in multi-party systems engage

in these attacks. Under what conditions and how do political parties use valence attacks in

multi-party systems?

Valence attacks can give political parties a substantial electoral advantage (Abney et

al. 2013), but they are also associated with substantial risks, such as backlash and spoiler

effects,3 that can negatively affect their public perception (Clark 2009; Clark and Leiter

2013). Extant research has focused on valence attacks in the two-party case of the U.S.

but we know very little about valence attacks in multi-party systems (see Lau, Sigelman,

and Rovner (2007) and Nai and Walter (2016a) for an assessment of the research gap).

Studies in multi-party settings are less common and focus almost exclusively on case studies

(e.g. Dolezal, Ennser-Jedenastik, and Müller 2016b). The predominance of single-country

and election studies can explain the lack of consistent findings about valence in multi-party

competition so far. For example, two key findings from the U.S., the role of incumbency

and partisanship in attacks, have not been tested conclusively in multi-party systems (Djupe

and Peterson 2002; Lau and Pomper 2004). Studies found that opposition parties are more

likely to use valence attacks in Denmark (Hansen and Pedersen 2008) and the Netherlands

ranges from 136 to 499, between 4.5 and 16.6 attacks per day. The mean is 268 which equals nine attacks
per day in a given election. More details about these data will be discussed in the Data section.

2See, for example, Horrigan (2015) and Campbell (2015) reports on backlash in the 2015 Canadian federal
elections.

3Backlash effects are negative consequences of an attack that hurt the attacking party, such as moral
outrage among the voters. Spoiler effects are caused by third parties, that are uninvolved in an attack
exchange, profiting from the benefits of the attack. The latter are unique to multi-party systems and
illustrate why research from the two-party case cannot be easily transferred to the multi-party case.
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(Walter and Brug 2013) but found the opposite in the United Kingdom (Walter, Brug,

and Praag 2013). While Abney et al. (2013) examine the electoral consequences of attacks

on incumbents they do not test whether incumbents are actually more or less likely to

be attacked. Similarly, research examining the attack behavior of European parties has

found that the party family matters sometimes (Elmelund-Præstekær 2010) but not always

(Scammell and Langer 2006). Conclusions from existing research may be an artifact of

specific elections, countries, or conceptualizations of valence attacks. It may also be product

of assumptions about the generalizability of findings from the U.S. to contexts that go beyond

a candidate-centric two-party system.

I build on this literature and develop a theory about the strategic use of valence attacks in

multi-party systems. The large number of parties and the post-election bargaining process of

coalition government formation in multi-party systems increase the electoral uncertainty in

these systems. This makes it difficult for parties to assess the consequences of their strategic

campaign behavior in advance and increases the risk of unintended electoral consequences

(Budge 1994). Since parties need to weigh the costs and benefits of valence attacks, they

will only use attacks in situations that minimize unintended consequences (Downs 1957a;

Skaperdas and Grofman 1995). I argue that this risk is minimized through attacks that

appear legitimate to voters. Legitimate attacks are attacks that correspond to or are within

the bounds of normal electoral behavior of political parties. Voters are used to this type

of behavior and might even come to expect it from parties. This reduces the potential of

electoral penalties.

I introduce three factors that are likely to increase the perceived legitimacy of valence

attacks in multi-party systems: First, the target should be an incumbent. Incumbents imple-

mented policies and set the government’s priorities over the legislative period. A discussion

of their record in office is arguably what elections are about. Voters read and hear critical

assessments of incumbents all the time and hence valence attacks on them are more likely

to appear legitimate. Second, the valence image of the target should be attacked in rela-
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tion to an issue. Elections in multi-party systems are historically centered around spatial

competition about ideology and issues. Issue-related valence attacks that follow this logic

of electoral competition are more likely to be perceived as legitimate than nonissue-related

valence attacks that focus only on the character and personality of candidates or parties.

Third, the attacking party should use issue-related valence attacks that are associated with

issues that it owns. Parties can strategically leverage their track record of attention to that

issue. This issue attention makes them a credible advocate for the issue and can increase

the perceived legitimacy of attacks.

Using a new dataset covering valence discussions of parties in 18 elections in ten Eu-

ropean countries (Debus, Somer-Topcu, and Tavits 2018a) I find that parties do in fact

frequently attack each other in multi-party systems and that incumbents are roughly 63%

more likely to receive attacks than opposition parties. I also demonstrate that the attack

behavior of parties is concentrated on valence characteristics related to issues and not the

nonissue-related valence image of incumbents. Specifically, parties attack opponents with

valence statements related to issues that they themselves own. This evidence suggests that

attack behavior in Europe is not separate from the programmatic electoral competition but

conducted in close connection with spatial position taking (Downs 1957a; Clark 2009).

This study advances our understanding of election campaigns by establishing conditions

under which parties are more or less likely to attack each other. It contributes to the growing

literature examining strategic attack behavior by parties in multi-party systems. Previous

research has mostly focused on the consequences of valence attacks, not on their causes (Lau,

Sigelman, and Rovner 2007; Abney et al. 2013). A systematic examination of the dynamic

determinants of valence attacks across a variety of multi-party systems and over time is

lacking. Furthermore, it adds to the emerging literature on strategic intra-election party

behavior (Jung and Tavits 2020; Pereira 2019b; Somer-Topcu and Weitzel 2020). As Abney

et al. (2013) have highlighted, voters are substantially more likely to notice and respond

to valence attacks during an election than before an election. How parties strategically
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use valence during elections has, however, not been examined comparatively. Lastly, this

article also connects the large and well-developed literature on strategic ideological and issue

competition of political parties with the literature on valence attacks. In two- and multi-

party competition, the study of valence attacks has been detached from the rest of the

electoral competition, without connections between issue positions and attack behavior (but

see Clark and Leiter 2013). I identify a link between policies and issues, which have been

shown to be central in party competition, and the strategic use of valence attacks by parties.

4.1 Valence Attacks in Multi-Party Competition: A Ques-
tion Of Legitimacy

According to spatial models, parties compete for votes, office, and influence over pol-

icy (Strøm and Müller 1999) based on their ideological positions and specific issue empha-

sis (Downs 1957a; Adams, Merrill III, and Grofman 2005; Adams and Somer-Topcu 2009;

Pereira 2019b). However, a continued criticism of these models is that they neglect a second

dimension of voter evaluations that goes beyond programmatic politics and focuses on va-

lence traits (e.g. Stokes 1992; Clark 2009). This second dimension is concerned with voters

perception of a party’s or candidate’s relationship to universally desirable traits, such as

honesty, integrity, and competence. When casting her ballot a voter does not only think

about the left-right or issue position of a party but also takes the valence image of the can-

didate into account and evaluates how close it comes to the ideal of an honest or competent

politician (Stokes 1992).

Research, predominantly focusing on the U.S., has shown that these public perceptions

of the so-called valence image of political parties and candidates can be central for turnout

(Ansolabehere, Iyengar, and Simon 1999; Brooks 2006), voters’ perception of their own

efficacy (Ansolabehere and Iyengar 1995) and even effect how much they trust political

parties (2005; 2015) or the political system (Leiter, Clark, and Clark 2019). All this influences

the evaluation of parties and candidates and thereby their electoral performance (2011; 2013;
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2017; 2019; 2020).

French president François Hollande’s decision not to seek a second term, a novel occur-

rence in French politics, illustrates just how much the publics perception of valence charac-

teristics can matter in elections. Throughout his first (and only) term Hollande struggled

with getting his cabinet members to respect him and productively cooperate with each other.

Debates about policy or the direction of the country were held in public creating the image of

a fragmented government. Hollande was unable to establish a perception of competence and

authority for his government. He also struggled generating this image for himself. A series

of public gaffes that included a break-up with his then girlfriend and a seven page tabloids

story exposing a secret affair did not lead the French public to associate their president with

competence, integrity, or honesty (Gobry 2016). Leading up to the 2017 election his public

approval was the worst of any president in the Fifth Republic. Saving himself the ignominy

of a blowout election he did not seek a second term. Gerhard Schröder, on the other hand,

saved his 2002 re-election through decisive action during a large-scale flood in Germany

that established him as a chancellor in control who is in charge of his party and country.

Trailing the CDU/CSU by substantial margins throughout the entire campaign he toured

the flooded areas in rain boots and turned the election around by generating the image of a

competent chancellor who personally oversees and manages the emergency efforts and cares

for his citizens (Hooper 2002). Schröder’s handling of the flood has become a model case of

how to successfully change public perception of valence characteristics in the last minute of

an election (Fuchs 2013).

Parties accordingly have an incentive to not only appeal to the voters with their ideology

and policy proposals but also to try to shape the public perception of their own and their

competitors valence image. Findings from cognitive psychology show that negative messages

are especially strong in their impact on individuals. They are more likely than positive

messages to be noticed, elicit cognitive responses, be stored in memory, and affect behavior

(Rozin, Berman, and Royzman 2010; Soroka and McAdams 2010). Parties hence have a
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strong incentive to attack the valence image of competitors with negative messages.

In this article, I follow Stokes (1992) in his conception of a party’s valence image as

universally desirable traits but introduce a conceptual differentiation between nonissue- and

issue-related valence traits. Parties and candidates can be perceived, as Stokes (1992) argues,

to have integrity, honesty or competence more generally. This I call the nonissue-related

valence image of the party, such as “party i is dishonest”. However, parties can also be

perceived to be competent or honest with regard to a specific issue. This is what I call issue-

related valence image, such as “party i is dishonest about its pension plans”. I introduce

this differentiation not because I believe that these two measures are not related. The issue-

related and the nonissue-related valence image of a party are very likely strongly dependent.

What a voter thinks about the overall valence image of a party or candidate likely affects

what she thinks about the issue-related valence of the party and vice versa. The distinction

is made in order to test whether parties use selective strategies to shape the overall valence

image of their competitors. Do they try to change the public perception through attacks on

the nonissue- or the issue-related valence image or both?

This differentiation might be important for parties because valence attacks, while likely

influential (Abney et al. 2013), can be a risky strategy in multi-party systems. A higher

number of parties compete for votes and seats and this offers voters electoral options (Dalton

and Flanagan 2017; Polk and Kölln 2017). Voters do not have to abstain from voting if they

get alienated from their preferred party because it is actively or passively involved in valence

attacks. Instead of not voting in the election they can support a viable third party that also

is ideologically proximate to their own ideological position but not involved in the attacks.

These third parties can benefit from attacks between two parties without ever paying the

potential costs that are associated with them (Lau, Sigelman, and Rovner 2007; Nai and

Walter 2016a). Attacking parties in two-party competition can accept alienating some of

their own voters by using attacks as long as they push more supporters away from their

competitor. In multi-party competition, this tactic does not work and can inadvertently
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strengthen another competitor at the expense of the attacked as well as the attacking party.

However, this does not mean that these systems have been free of valence attacks. The

highly competitive nature of multi-party systems with a large number of competitors in a

crowded ideological space provides incentives for political parties to apply all tools available

to them during an election (Budge 1994; Macdonald and Rabinowitz 1998; Schofield 2003;

Kurella and Pappi 2014). Though the example from the failed attack by Schulz on Merkel

during the 2017 German election highlights the danger of valence attacks in multi-party

systems. They are used by parties to shift the public perception of the targeted party and

make voters less likely to support it at the ballot box. These attacks can, however, also

change the publics perception of the attacking party and decrease its support. If an attack is

perceived to be, for example, out of line or too extreme, like the attack by Schulz on Merkel,

the public can turn on the attacker.

Political parties, therefore, take a calculated risk when they attack each other in multi-

party systems. Due to the strategic complexity and high uncertainty of elections with more

than two competitors it is difficult to assess the costs and benefits of valence attacks in

advance. However, parties can make use of valence attacks that systematically minimize

the potential costs. This is the case when an attack is perceived by voters and the media

to be legitimate and hence backlash and spoiler effects are less likely to occur.4 Legitimate

attacks are within the bounds of normal electoral behavior of political parties. Voters are

used to this type of behavior and might even come to expect it from parties. This reduces

the potential of unintended consequences and electoral penalties.

I argue that three factors increase the perceived legitimacy of a valence attack: first, the

target should be an incumbent. Incumbents implemented policies and set the government’s

4Valence attacks on parties or leaders that are engulfed in a scandal can also be perceived as legitimate
and credible. However, scandals during elections are an exception and not the norm. For example, Puglisi
and Snyder (2011) report only 32 scandals over a period of one decade in the entire United States and
Hirano (2012) found that only 2.8% of all congressional incumbents between 1978 and 2008 were involved
in scandals. Scandals are hence not a regular and strategic element of party competition and hence not the
focus of this paper.
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priorities over the last legislative period. Incumbents need to justify to voters why they

deserve another term in office and will do so by outlining their vision for the next term,

but also by highlighting their track record in office. A substantial literature on retrospective

voting puts these evaluations of incumbent performance at the center of voter considerations

when it comes to casting their ballot (e.g. Fiorina 1978; Duch and Stevenson 2008; Healy

and Malhotra 2013).

An incumbent will therefore campaign on her achievements, stressing the obstacles she

overcame and the goals she reached over the last term. Dutch prime minister Mark Rutte’s

2017 re-election campaign, for example, was decidedly built around his ability to steer the

country out of the financial crisis and reduce the Dutch unemployment rate (Serhan 2017).

The incumbents performance in office is, however, subject to debate. Voters constantly

witness a public discourse about the state of the economy, public policy, and the incumbent’s

performance in government from a variety of different actors (Seeberg 2018). The current

Irish government has received substantial criticism from the Irish Fiscal Advisory Council

(IFAC), an independent fiscal watchdog created after Ireland’s financial and economic crisis

in the early 2010s. The IFAC called the governments spending plans for the upcoming

year unsustainable and imprudent (Shortt 2019). For example, in 2013 the conservative

government of Rajoy in Spain was heavily criticized by opposition parties and members of

the civil society for implementing a law with tougher penalties for protesters. Members of

the opposition called the law a “kick in the teeth for democracy” (O’Leary and González

2013). Similarly, in 2017 England’s National Audit Office publicly criticized the state of the

education system. A critique that was echoed by the school governors, who described the

most recent education budget as “diabolic” and “catastrophic” (BBC 2017).

Voters are used to these critical assessments of the policies and performance of incum-

bents and hence valence attacks on them are more likely to appear legitimate. A discussion

and evaluation of the incumbents track record in office is fundamentally what elections in

democratic systems are about (Powell 2000). Attacks on the incumbent party are more
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likely to appear legitimate than attacks on non-incumbents. This leads to the first hypoth-

esis that in multi-party competition incumbent parties should receive more valence attacks

than non-incumbents.5

H1: Incumbents are more likely to receive valence attacks than opposition parties.

Second, the valence image of the target should be attacked in relation to an issue. In

the example in the introduction from the 2017 German federal elections Schulz attacked

Merkel, who was the incumbent chancellor at that time, but received an enormous wave

of backlash. I argue that this was because it was not an attack on her governing record or

specific policies she implemented while in office. Schulz’s attack was ad hominem, he publicly

questioned her character. The immediate backlash in the media shows that not every attack

on an incumbent is perceived as legitimate. Attacks that solely focus on character attributes

of the target are not well received in multi-party competition and carry the possibility of

unintended consequences.

The multi-party systems of Europe are characterized by electoral competition that has

predominantly focused on ideology, issues, and policy (Downs 1957a; Adams, Merrill III,

and Grofman 2005). While elections in these party-focused systems are also experiencing

a tendency to presidentialize, individuals and their personal traits are still not as central

(Samuels and Shugart 2010). The ideological positions and policies that parties emphasize

remain at the core of elections, and parties have an incentive to campaign on them. The

historical focus of elections on ideology and policy makes discussions of individual valence

traits less common and hence increases the risks of unintended consequences and electoral

penalties. The public expectation of campaigns is one of policy discourse (Green 2007).

While I hypothesize that incumbents get attacked more, parties are aware of the conse-

quences they face when attacking only the person and not the person in connection with the
5This hypothesis has, as I have argued before, not been tested comparatively over multiple countries and

years and existing research has produced conflicting findings (see Hansen and Pedersen 2008; Walter and
Brug 2013).
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content. Specifically, this means that issue-related valence attacks – that is attacks on an

actor’s valence characteristics related to a specific issue or policy – appear more legitimate

than nonissue-related valence attacks that solely focus on the individual valence traits of the

party or candidate. This also ties together the opening quote that valence attacks are so rare

in Germany with the empirical reality of frequent attacks. They are clearly not rare. Attacks

are just rarely issued on individual candidates or parties alone but mostly connected with

issues or policy and thereby appear as legitimate conduct in electoral competition. When

politicians, the media, or the public condone valence attacks, as the member of Die Linke

did, they condone nonissue-related valence attacks on individuals. It is not all attack be-

havior that is risky for political parties, it is attack behavior that is not connected to issues

and thereby lacks legitimacy. Hence, my second hypothesis is that incumbents get attacked

more on issue-related valence and not on nonissue-related valence.

H2: Incumbents are more likely than opposition parties to get attacked on issue-related
than on nonissue-related valence.

Third, the attacking party should use issue-related valence attacks that are associated

with issues that it owns. Parties can leverage the credibility they have with issues that

they own to make an issue-related valence attack appear more legitimate. A party owns an

issue when voters consistently establish a connection between that issue and the political

party (Petrocik 1996; Riker 1996). This can be done through a long-standing history of

policy initiative, interest, and innovation by that party with respect to that issue. It is a

connection that is developed over time and does not just depend on the position a political

party takes on that issue. Issue ownership stems from a party’s track record of focus and

attention to the issue. If a party owns an issue it can take advantage of its higher credibility

with this issue in the election. A party’s past commitments, policies, and priorities with

respect to a given issue make it a legitimate and trusted advocate for that issue (Budge

and Farlie 1983). Research has shown that issue ownership can have a significant impact on
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voter behavior (Bellucci 2006; Nyhuis 2016) and associative issue ownership is stable and not

easily stolen or transferred by other parties (Tresch, Lefevere, and Walgrave 2013; Seeberg

2017). Research has also shown that voters do not readily follow parties accommodation

strategies when it comes to valence attacks (Sio and Weber 2014; Seeberg 2020)

The attacking party can use its credibility and trust with respect to the issues that

it owns to legitimize issue-related valence attacks on the opponent and reduce the risk of

backlash or spoiler effects. The issue-related valence attack statement is backed up and

supported by years of expertise and voters will hence be more likely to trust and believe the

attacking party. Valence attacks related to issues that the opponent owns are riskier because

the attacking party does not have the history of expertise and problem solving that may

enhance the credibility and legitimacy of statements that it is making. Furthermore, these

valence attacks not only lack the expertise that provides legitimacy, they are also a message

that is unfamiliar to voters and that can contradict the behavioral expectations they have

for the parties (Tresch, Lefevere, and Walgrave 2013). As soon as voters encounter messages

that do not match their preconceived expectations they are more likely to question and

reject them (Holian 2004; Franchino and Zucchini 2014). This can fundamentally increase

the likelihood of unintended consequences and end up costing a political party support. My

third hypothesis is that political parties are more likely to use issue-related valence attacks

against incumbents on issues that they own themselves.

H3: Incumbents are more likely than opposition parties to get attacked with issue-
related valence attacks on issues that the attacking party owns.

4.2 Empirical Analysis
I test my three hypotheses about the determinants of valence attacks in multi-party

systems in two stages. First, I examine what explains variation in whether a political party

attacks another party. Second, I focus on parties that received attacks and model variation in

attack intensity. This analysis is done with data about electorally relevant valence discussions

by political parties in 18 elections in ten countries.
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4.2.1 Data

These data come from the Comparative Campaign Dynamics Project (CCDP) (Debus,

Somer-Topcu, and Tavits 2018a) and include valence statements from 60 parties in elections

between 2005 and 2015. The CCDP is a new dataset with a comprehensive collection of party

valence discussions in the one month period before election day for 21 election campaigns

in 10 advanced industrialized multi-party democracies.6 In this paper I use data from 18 of

these 21 elections to test my hypotheses.

Figure 4.1: Countries included in the analysis

The country-elections included in the analysis and the total number of attacks in ev-

ery election are listed in Table 4.1.7 For every one of the campaigns, research assistants

code between 60-100 election-related articles each from the highest circulating center-left

and center-right broadsheet newspaper. The data consist of all election relevant front page

articles as well as a 5% random sample of all other election relevant articles from the newspa-

per.8 A key feature of the data set is that it includes elections before and after the European
6Country experts in Portugal recommended that the campaign period in Portugal is reduced to two weeks.
7Differences between the 21 available country-elections in the CCDP are due to the availability of polling

data. Missing are Hungary 2010, Netherlands 2010, and Poland 2007.
8The newspapers the CCDP collected the articles from are listed in Table A2 in the Appendix and the

survey used by the CCDP can be found in Section A3.
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debt crisis in the 2010s. The relevant observations in the CCDP are not articles or sentences,

but valence statements made by political actors. The collection of daily newspaper articles

is broken down to valence statement instances (did party i make a valence statement about

party j). The coders evaluated each article by determining the sender (that is, the party that

is speaking) and the receiver (that is, the party being addressed) of all valence statements

in a single article and coded whether the sender talked about the receiver in a positive or

negative way.

Table 4.1: Valence Attacks Totals in the Campaign Periods Coded by the CCDP

Election Attacks Election Attacks Election Attacks
CZ 2010 166 ES 2008 283 PO 2011 499
CZ 2013 141 ES 2011 211 SV 2010 474
DE 2009 157 HU 2006 412 SV 2014 484
DE 2013 159 NL 2012 191 UK 2005 299
DK 2007 167 PL 2011 237 UK 2010 318
DK 2011 136 PO 2009 353 UK 2015 366

Note: Valence attacks totals in the campaigns. Overall 5,053 valence attacks with 2,301 issue-related
valence attacks and 2,752 nonissue-related valence attacks occurred. For comparison: In the same time
parties used 8,422 issue statements about their competitors. Valence attacks constitute 37.5% of all
targeted campaign discussions.

Newspaper articles are the ideal data to assess the content and tone of electoral cam-

paigns. First, newspapers shape public perceptions about parties, candidates and elections

and they report about relevant campaign events. Using them as the data source we get a

collection of meaningful data points that we know are being noticed by voters. A data set

focusing on direct campaign communication by parties through, for example tweets, cam-

paign speeches, or press releases, would heavily oversample statements that do not feature

prominently (or at all) in the decision-calculus of voters and other parties. More likely than

not, the average voter only takes note of direct party communication when it features in the

mainstream media and is reported about in the evening news or newspaper articles. Second,

a data set based on newspaper articles not only measure events but also event intensity.

Severe attacks or attacks that are very effective are likely to be reported multiple times.
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Statements in newspapers can hence be considered to be importance weighted - insignificant

statements or events are less likely to make it into print. Newspaper articles accordingly

provide us with a data set of meaningful campaign communication data points that more

likely than not reflect the subset of statements that is relevant for the decision-making pro-

cesses of voters. Identifying sender and receiver of valence attacks in newspaper articles is

computationally complex and the target of a specific attack can frequently only be deduced

from the context of the overall article. Human coders perform superior to algorithms in

determining sender-receiver relationships in these situations. The use of human coders is

therefore currently preferable to machine learning approaches. The data structure of the

CCDP follows predominant attack patterns and is inherently dyadic (Poast 2016).

These data are combined with data on the ideological positions and electoral performance

of political parties from the Comparative Manifesto Project (CMP) (Volkens et al. 2019) and

data on party government participation from the Parliaments and Governments Database

(ParlGov) (Döring and Manow 2019). Due to the availability of polling data the unit of anal-

ysis in the resulting dataset is a weekly directed party dyad for the one month period before

election day. Abney et al. (2013) have shown that valence statements before the campaign

period have no impact on voter’s evaluation of political parties but that valence statements

within the intra-party period can have substantial effects on the electoral performance of

parties. The one month period covered in the analysis includes this crucial intra-election

period.

Table 4.2 illustrates the structure of the resulting data set for two parties in two election

weeks. In this case, both versions of the directed dyad between Labour and the Conservatives

in the 2015 British General Election (BGE) are shown for the second and the third week of

the campaign. It includes monadic attributes of both sender and receiver (whether or not

they were the incumbent party before the election) as well as dyadic attributes describing

their relationship. All of the dyadic variables presented in Table 4.2 are measuring valence

attacks, the dependent variables explained in the next section. The binary variable indicates
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whether the sender attacked the receiver at all in this week. The aggregated count version

represents a total of all valence attacks, which can be further separated into issue- and

nonissue-related valence attacks. In this example, the Labour Party attacked the Tories 25

times in week two of the 2015 British general election. Of those 25 attacks, 12 were issue

related and 13 were non-issue related attacks. In this election, Labour was an opposition

party and the Tories were the governing incumbent.

Table 4.2: Dataset structure

Election Week Sender Receiver Valence Attacks (DV) Incumbent
Binary Agg. Issue Nonissue Sender Receiver

Related Related
UK 2015 2 Labour Tories 1 25 12 13 0 1
UK 2015 3 Labour Tories 1 16 3 13 0 1
UK 2015 2 Tories Labour 1 30 12 18 1 0
UK 2015 3 Tories Labour 1 28 12 16 1 0

Note: Data structure for two election weeks in the 2015 BGE. Shown are monadic and dyadic attributes of
the directed dyad pair between Labour and Conservatives.

4.2.2 Dependent Variable

Based on this dataset structure, the generalized linear models used in my empirical

analysis can more formally be represented as:

yijct = α + βZjct + γVict + δXijct + εijct (4.1)

where yijct, the dependent variable, is a vector of dyadic outcomes. Since I examine

directional party-dyads in election weeks, this variable consists of the valence attacks party

i (the sender) used against party j (the receiver) in country c at week t in a given election.

I conduct my analysis with six models that differ in how yijct is constructed.

The first version of yijct is a binary variable measuring whether or not a party received

at least one valence attack from its dyad partner in a given week or not. As Figure 4.2a

shows, the dependent variable in this case is 1 if an attack happened in an election week
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and 0 otherwise. The other five dependent variables are valence attack count variables used

to test whether the attacked incumbents also receive more attacks (Figure 4.2b through

f). These variables aggregate all valence attacks from party i used against party j in a

given campaign week for instances where attacks actually occurred. Figure 4.2b shows the

distribution of the counts of all valence attacks in the data set. In the second row are

versions of yijct that differentiate the attacks party i used into issue-related (Figure 4.2c)

and nonissue-related (Figure 4.2d) valence attacks. The CCDP provides this classification

in its dataset. When the coders enter a valence discussion into the coding questionnaire

they also indicate whether this specific discussion was associated with an issue or not and

classify it according to the CCDP issue categories.9 In both cases the dependent variable

is a count of the types of attacks. Finally, both panels in the third row show a subset of

issue-related valence attacks. I separated the issue-related attacks into variables that count

the valence attacks related to issues that the sender owns (Figure 4.2e) and related to issues

that the receiver owns (Figure 4.2f). I follow Seeberg (2017) and adopt a weak version of

issue ownership that does not assign issues to parties specifically but separates them across

the ideological spectrum as issues that more closely belong to political parties on the left or

on the right.10 The dependent variables in Figure 4.2b through Figure 4.2f are subsets of the

entire dataset. They only include counts when attacks actually occurred. It is important to

note that the count variables are a weekly aggregate count of specific attack types in a dyad.

They represent, for example, overall issue-related and nonissue-related counts that a party

received by a specific competitor, in order to measure the determinants of overall valence

attack occurrence and intensity.

9A list of issue categories and images of the coding questionnaire used by the CCDP can be found in the
Section A2 of the Appendix.

10The mapping of CCDP issues listed in Section A4 of the Appendix to Seeberg (2017) ownership classi-
fication is shown in Section A5.
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Figure 4.2: Distributions of the Valence Attacks Dependent Variables

Note: Figure 4.2 depicts the six dependent variables in the analysis. Panel a) is a dummy indicating
that there was a valence attacks in a directed party-dyad in a given week. Panels b) through f) show the
distribution of counts in instances where valence attacks actually occurred in the weekly party-dyad. In this
case, all variables are aggregated weekly valence attack counts. Panels e) and f) are subsets of c).
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4.2.3 Predictor Variables

Equation 4.1 shows that three sets of predictor variables are included in the model. Zjct

is a matrix of characteristics of the receiving party. Hypothesis 1 formulates expectations

about the role of incumbency and party’s attack behavior, which hypotheses 2 and 3 build

on. In order to test these three hypotheses, the main predictor variable in all of my models is

Target is Incumbent. It is a binary variable indicating whether the political party receiving

the valence attacks in the dyad was in government right before the election or not. Since

almost every country in the data had coalition governments during the time under study I

code all parties in a coalition as incumbent parties.

An additional characteristic of the receiving party that can influence the attack behavior

is its party type. It is possible that mainstream and niche parties experience different levels of

attack behavior. Mainstream parties are usually larger parties, both with regard to their vote

share and the issues or ideological space they cover (e.g. Somer-Topcu 2015; Abou-Chadi and

Orlowski 2016). This makes them more central actors in the electoral competition. Research

has shown that there exists significant variation in electoral strategies and behavior between

mainstream and niche parties (Meguid 2005; Meyer and Wagner 2013). In order to control

for this variation I include Target is Niche, a dummy indicating whether the receiver of

attacks is a niche party.

The second set of predictor variables is Vict, a matrix of characteristics of the sender

or attacking party. First, following Jung and Tavits (2020), who show that voters on the

left are more likely to respond to valence attacks than voters on the right, I control for the

ideological position of the attacking party in the current election, Ideology of Sender. The

variable is based on the CMP ideology scores of the attacking party in the given election.

Second, a valence attack is most likely not an isolated campaign event, but embedded in

a history of reciprocity (Dolezal, Ennser-Jedenastik, and Müller 2016a). I control for this

potentially interactive nature by including a lagged version of the number of attacks the

attacking party received from the dyad partner in the week before, Attacks receivedt−1.
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Finally, Xijct is a matrix with dyad specific characteristics. The advantage of a research

design with directed dyads is the ability to model dynamics between and characteristics of

the relationship of the sender and receiver in the dyad. While this approach is frequently

used in the study of inter-state conflict (for example Danilovic and Clare 2007) inter-party

conflict, such as valence attacks in campaigns, has so far not been studied comparatively in

this way (but see Dolezal, Ennser-Jedenastik, and Müller 2016b). I use the dataset structure

to measure expected electoral performance and ideological differences between parties in a

dyad. ∆Poll, dyad measures the difference in the expected electoral performance between

the attacking and the attacked party in the current week. ∆Poll change, dyad measures

the change in the difference between the two parties since the last week. The polling data

come from Jennings and Wlezien (2015) and Pereira (2019b). ∆Ideology, dyad, measures

the ideological distance between the attacking and the attacked party. The variable is based

on the CMP ideology scores of each party for this election.

Lastly, coalition governments are the norm in almost all multi-party systems. Parties

know going into elections that they will have to rely on the electoral performance and will-

ingness of other parties to form a government. I include Coalition Potential, a dummy

variable taking the value 1 if voters in that election could have reasonably expected that the

two parties form a government and 0 otherwise.11

4.2.4 Estimation Strategy

Hypothesis 1 is tested using the two-step logic of the zero-inflated hurdle model (Mullahy

1986). In the first step, event occurrence – whether or not an incumbent is getting attacked

– is modeled with logistic regression. In the second step, a negative binomial count model

is used to model event intensity in case of event occurrence. Hurdle models are particularly

useful in situations with excess zeros and overdispersion (Ridout, Demétrio, and Hinde 1998).

11Country experts were given a list of all party dyads in each elections and coded whether it was reasonable
for voters to expect that the pair would prefer to form a government after the given election. For example,
even though the Conservatives and the Liberals were in a coalition government in the UK from 2010-15 this
was not a coalition voters would have expected prior to the negotiations. Hence the parties were coded as 0.
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As Figure A6 in the Appendix shows this is the case with the valence attack data collected.

This is equivalent to zero-inflated negative binomial model, which is reported in Table A16

in the Appendix.

Underlying this estimation strategy is the assumption that the events and non-events

measured by the dependent variable are subject to different data generating processes and

hence ought to be modeled separately. A zero-inflated negative binomial distribution is able

to model these separate data generation processes with a continuous mixture of Poisson

distributions and is given by:

Pr(Y = y) =


µ+ (1− µ)(1 +

λ

τ
)−τ if y = 0,

(1− µ)
Γ(y + τ)

y! Γ(τ)
(1 +

λ

τ
)−τ if y = 1, 2, . . .

(4.2)

where µ is the weight assigned for excess zeros, Y is the dependent variable, E[Y ] = λ,

and τ is the shape parameter accounting for the overdispersion. As I mentioned above, we can

estimate these different data genearting processes with logistic regression and zero-truncated

binomial (or Poisson)12 regression. So called zero-inflated count models in standard software

packages implement these stages automatically. A hurdle model models each stage explicitly

but arrives at the same results.

Hypotheses 2 and 3 are then tested with four more count models, and depending on the

distribution of the dependent variable, negative binomial or poisson models are used.

To control for country and party system specific variation in the propensity to use valence

attacks, I include country fixed effects in all models. Since I am using panel data for the

four weeks of campaigning prior to election day, I include a variable controlling for the

current campaign week. This variable also has an additional theoretical motivation. If risk

assessment factors into a party’s decision to go negative, then proximity to election day

should increase the likelihood that parties in trouble resort to attacks to turn around their

12For a matter of fact, as τ →∞ the negative binomial distribution approaches the Poisson distribution.
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failing election campaign. As other, less risky campaign efforts bring no results, parties

become more willing to accept the potential risks of a valence attack (Damore 2002; Ridout

and Holland 2010).

Since I am using directed dyadic data, I need to control for the dependency structure

between party observations. I follow Aronow, Samii, and Assenova (2015) and apply a non-

parametric sandwich estimator for dyadic clustering in generalized linear models. Lastly, I

model directed dyad specific characteristics with several temporally stable variables in Xijct

that are theoretically motivated. In this case, the inclusion of dyad fixed effects in addition to

country fixed effects and the weeks to election control is not necessary and would introduce

multi-collinearity problems (Beck and Katz 2001; King 2001; Gilardi and Füglister 2008).

4.3 Results
To reiterate the expectations formulated in the theory section, incumbents should be

more likely to receive valence attacks. Specifically, they should be attacked with issue-

related valence statements and be more likely to receive valence attacks related to issues

that the attacking party owns.

Table 4.3 presents the results of two models testing hypothesis 1 about the effect of

incumbency on valence attacks a party receives. Model 1 uses logistic regression for a more

general examination of this relationship. The dependent variable is binary and indicates

whether a party attacked another party in a given election week. The variable takes the

value 1 if an attack happened and is 0 otherwise. The coefficients reported are log-odds.

Should incumbency have an effect on a party’s likelihood of receiving an attack in an election,

we would observe coefficients greater than zero. Model 1 finds preliminary support for

hypothesis 1. The incumbency status of the target does indeed have a substantively and

statistically significant effect on attacks received. Exponentiating the coefficient we find that

the odds of getting attacked are 63% higher for incumbents than opposition parties. Parties

that are in government are significantly more likely to get attacked during an election than
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their counterparts.

Model 2 in Table 4.3 builds on this and tests hypothesis 1 with regard to the intensity

of attacks for the subset of instances where attacks happened. The dependent variable

counts the weekly valence attacks in directed party dyads given that attacks occurred and

excludes all observations where no attacks happened between parties. Since this variable is a

count with unequal mean and variance that excludes zeros I am estimating a zero-truncated

negative binomial model. Model 2 finds further support for hypothesis 1: The expected log

count of incumbency is 0.279. Exponentiating the coefficient, we find that the incumbents

that were attacked receive 32% more valence attacks than opposition parties. The effects of

incumbency in models 1 and 2 are statistically and substantively meaningful. Incumbents

are more likely to be attacked and, conditional on being attacked, the intensity of attacks is

also higher.

The models in Table 4.4 test the second and third hypotheses. All four models have

count dependent variables and the same general specification as the models in Table 4.3.

The variance of the dependent variable in the first two models is in both cases substantially

larger than their means and I estimate negative binomial regression models. For models 5

and 6 the mean and the variance are roughly equal and I use poisson regression.

Models 3 and 4 compare the role of issue- and nonissue-related valence attacks and

provide evidence in support of hypothesis 2. The dependent variable for model 3 is all issue-

related valence attacks a political party used against a competitor. The coefficient for the key

independent variable, Target is Incumbent shows that parties are significantly more likely to

attack incumbents with valence statements they connected to issues. The expected log count

of issue related valence attacks for incumbents is 0.316, which means that incumbents receive

37% more issue-related valence attacks than opposition parties. However, when it comes to

non-issue related attacks there is no difference between incumbents and opposition parties.

Model 4 shows that the coefficient for attacks is substantively very small and statistically

not significant at any of the conventional levels. Parties attack incumbents more frequently
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Table 4.3: Valence Attacks and Incumbency

(1) (2)

Attacks (1 = yes) Attacks, number of

Logit Neg. Bin., trunc.

Target is Incumbent 0.487∗ 0.279∗
(0.227) (0.132)

∆Poll, dyad −0.005 −0.012∗
(0.007) (0.004)

∆Poll change, dyad 0.007 −0.031
(0.054) (0.017)

Ideology of Sender 0.007 −0.005
(0.006) (0.007)

∆Ideology, dyad 0.008 −0.000
(0.007) (0.003)

Target is Niche −1.155∗ −0.704∗
(0.267) (0.119)

Coalition Potential −0.965∗ −0.582∗
(0.397) (0.196)

Weeks to Election 0.012 −0.063
(0.071) (0.058)

Attacks receivedt−1 0.325∗ 0.070∗
(0.093) (0.016)

Constant 1.090 1.402∗
(0.717) (0.311)

Country Fixed Effects Yes Yes
Dyad Robust SE Yes Yes
N 1,672 566
Log Likelihood −822.267 −1,183.354
AIC 1,682.533 2,404.708

Note: Note: ∗p < .05, Model 1 reports the results for a binary dependent variable measuring attack
occurrence. Model 2 reports the result of a zero-truncated count variable measuring attack intensity given
attack occurrence. Reported are log odds for model 1 and expected log counts for model 2. The unit of
observation are directed party dyads in campaign weeks.
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and they do so with issue-related valence attacks.

Finally, models 5 and 6 test hypothesis 3 about the role of issue ownership in attack be-

havior. I find support for my expectations that parties attack their opponents with valence

statements they connected to issues that they themselves own. The effect of incumbency

in model 5, the model using sender-owned issues, is statistically and substantively signif-

icant. The expected log count for attacks on incumbents with sender-owned issue-related

valence attacks is 0.539. Incumbents receive 71% more sender-owned issue-related valence

attacks than opposition parties. For attacks with receiver-owned issues, model 6 in Table

4.4, no differences between incumbents and opposition parties emerge. The effect is neither

statistically nor substantively significant.

Table 4.3 and Table 4.4 also present further insight into the dynamics of valence attacks

in multi-party systems. Niche parties and parties with future coalition potential are sub-

stantially less likely to receive attacks. It seems to be the case that political parties keep

coalition bargaining costs in mind during their campaigns. There is also a strong component

of reciprocity to attack behavior in all models. Parties that were attacked in one week are

more likely to retaliate in the next week. Surprisingly, both performance variables as well

as proximity to elections and ideology appear to have no consistent significant impact on a

party’s decision to attack a competitor with valence statements or not.

To conclude, I have found empirical support for all three of my hypotheses. The first

two models showed that incumbents are more likely to be attacked and to receive a higher

volume of attacks. The last four models demonstrated that these attacks are designed with a

purpose. Political parties concentrate their attacks on incumbents with statements related to

issues. More specifically, parties attack the governing parties on issues that they themselves

own.13

13The mechanism underlying the theoretical argument is legitimacy. In Table A8 in the Appendix I present
the results of linear regression models testing the effect of different types of attacks on the polling performance
of the attacking political party. If legitimacy is a concern of political parties we should observe positive effects
of valence attacks that are more likely to be perceived legitimate on the party’s polling performance in the
second week. We should also observe negative effects on polling performance for attacks that are less likely to
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Table 4.4: Valence Attacks and Issue Ownership

(3) (4) (5) (6)

Issue-Related Nonissue Related Sender Owned Receiver Owned

Neg. Bin. Neg. Bin. Poisson Poisson

Target is Incumbent 0.316∗ 0.049 0.539∗ 0.178
(0.118) (0.128) (0.054) (0.218)

∆Poll, dyad −0.015∗ −0.006 −0.017∗ −0.015
(0.005) (0.004) (0.006) (0.009)

∆Poll change, dyad −0.033∗ −0.021 −0.005 −0.016
(0.012) (0.021) (0.020) (0.030)

Ideology of Sender −0.002 −0.008 −0.0004 0.011
(0.004) (0.008) (0.006) (0.009)

∆Ideology, dyad 0.002 −0.005 0.005 0.009
(0.002) (0.004) (0.003) (0.006)

Target is Niche −0.704∗ −0.633∗ −0.589∗ −0.793∗
(0.181) (0.163) (0.121) (0.243)

Coalition Potential −0.329∗ −0.359∗ −0.065 0.039
(0.158) (0.158) (0.300) (0.211)

Weeks to Election −0.004 −0.071 −0.224∗ 0.178∗
(0.036) (0.061) (0.045) (0.080)

Attacks receivedt−1 0.105∗ 0.103∗ 0.089∗ 0.121∗
(0.024) (0.018) (0.016) (0.029)

Constant 0.099 1.319∗ −1.195∗ −1.716∗
(0.308) (0.348) (0.561) (0.297)

Country Fixed Effects Yes Yes Yes Yes
Dyad Robust SE Yes Yes Yes Yes
N 566 566 566 566
Log Likelihood −1,008.337 −996.001 −737.371 −650.140
AIC 2,054.673 2,030.002 1,512.741 1,338.280

Note: Note: ∗p < .05, Reported are expected log counts. The unit of observation are directed party dyads
in campaign weeks. The dependent variables are counts of weekly valence attacks in party dyads. Model 3
examines all issue-related valence attacks and Model 4 all nonissue-related valence attacks. Model 5
examines issue-related valence attacks where the sender owns the issue, Model 6 issue-related valence
attacks where the receiver does.
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4.4 Robustness Checks
I run several models to test the robustness of my findings to alternative specifications of

key independent variables and the estimation strategy. In the models in Table 4.3 and 4.4

I code incumbency for all members of the government for coalition governments. In Tables

C.9 and C.10 in Appendix I use a stricter measure of incumbency and code only the party

with the prime minister or chancellor as the incumbent party. The results remain the same.

The issue ownership coding in this article is based on Seeberg (2017) and the mapping of the

CCDP issues to Seeberg’s issue ownership is explained in Section C.4 of the Appendix. In

Table C.11 of Appendix I use an alternative coding of the issues that changes the coding for

Internationalism and Foreign Intervention. Changing the coding of these issues that might

not be clearly assigned to parties across all party systems does not change the results. The

models in this manuscript are estimated with country/political system fixed effects. It is

possible that the relevant unobserved heterogeneity is not necessarily at the system- but

at the campaign-level. Tables C.12 and C.13 show that replacing the country fixed effects

with campaign fixed effects yields identical results. It is also possible that attack behavior

is driven by the ideology of the receiver and not the sender. Tables C.14 and C.15 in the

Appendix replace the ideology control variable and show that this is not the case. An

alternative approach to a hurdle model for Models 1 and 2 in in Table 4.3 is a single zero-

inflated negative binomial regression models. Table C.16 in the Appendix shows the results

using this approach remain similar. I use the hurdle model due to its ease of presentation

and discussion of the two stages. Lastly, the dependency structure in directed dyadic data

can also be taken into account with hierarchical models (e.g. Gelman and Hill 2012). Tables

be perceived legitimate. The results show that issue-related valence attacks are associated with an increase
in polling performance in the next week. The same goes for issue-related valence attacks that are owned
by the sender, albeit the effect is not statistically significant in this model. Nonissue-related attacks and
attacks on issues that the receiver owns (attacks that have lower levels of legitimacy) have no statistical
effect on the future polling performance of a party. Given that Jung and Tavits (2020) and Somer-Topcu
and Weitzel (2020) have demonstrated that the effects of valence attacks on vote choice are highly conditional
on partisanship and ideology, this is strong evidence in support of the legitimacy argument.
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C.17 and C.18 replicate the six models in this article as hierarchical models using the dyad

ID as grouping variable. Once more, the results remain robust.

4.5 Conclusion
When Martin Schulz took the stage in 2017 to issue the attack on Merkel described in the

introduction, he knew that he was playing with fire. On his way to the podium he discussed,

once more, with his staff whether the attack was a good idea (Feldenkirchen 2018). The

SPD’s campaign needed a boost and was hoping that a valence attack would give them

just that. However, at that point in the campaign Schulz was too focused on Merkel and

launched an attack too much out of the ordinary. It was a nonissue-related valence attack

on Merkel as a person, uncommon in the multi-party systems of Europe and not perceived

to be legitimate conduct by parties in an election. The concerns Schulz had about the attack

make clear that he was aware of this and anticipated possible backlash.

Parties, candidates, and pundits might claim that attacks like that are a rare occurrence

in multi-party systems and fundamentally frowned upon. However, my results show that

attacks are used frequently and systematically in a broad variety of different electoral and

party systems across Europe. While pure ad hominem attacks are indeed rarer, parties

frequently attack the valence image of their competitors in connection with issue discussions.

Using data about valence attacks in 18 campaigns, I demonstrate how parties attack each

other: in Europe they are likely to use valence attacks when these attacks are more likely to

appear legitimate. Valence Attacks focused on incumbents and related to issues, especially

to issues that the attacking party owns, resemble the predominant style of programmatic

electoral competition in these systems and are less likely to face unintended consequences.

For example, Schulz not only attacked Merkel personally but also issued several attacks

against the policy proposals of the CDU, FDP, and AfD during his speech. At no point in the

election campaign did these types of attacks spark outrage, because they were issue-related.

These attacks were not perceived to be out of the ordinary and accepted by competitors,
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journalists, and voters as normal conduct in an election. Parties appear to know this and

issue far more valence attacks that are linked to issue discussions than pure character-based

attacks.

My findings contribute to the growing literature on valence attacks in multi-party compe-

tition (e.g. Nai and Walter 2016c). Furthermore, I connect this literature with the extensive

literature on spatial and issue competition by highlighting that parties can not only attack

each other on issues or valence but also use valence attacks that are explicitly connected with

issue discussions. Defining valence attacks in a way that only includes incivility, profanity, or

ad hominem attacks might miss key elements of strategic party behavior in multi-party com-

petition. With up to 16 valence attacks per day parties incorporate valence attacks into their

electoral strategies regularly. This article demonstrates how political parties are doing it.

Lastly, this article adds to the literature focusing on intra-election and not inter-election be-

havior of political parties by examining valence attack patterns during 18 campaigns (Abney

et al. 2013; Jung and Tavits 2020; Pereira 2019b; Somer-Topcu and Weitzel 2020).

A natural extension of this research is an examination of the electoral consequences of

valence attacks within campaigns. Both Jung and Tavits (2020) as well as Somer-Topcu

and Weitzel (2020) use the CCDP data to examine the conditional responsiveness of voters

to valence attacks, finding that voter behavior is conditional on ideology (Jung and Tavits

2020) or co-partisanship (Somer-Topcu and Weitzel 2020). Still, my differentiation between

issue- and nonissue-related attacks is novel, and voter responsiveness to attacks might also

be conditional on attack legitimacy. Several of my results demand further attention. The

strong element of reciprocity in attack behavior is an interesting dynamic. Social Relations

Models could determine if this reciprocity is sender- or receiver-initiated. Another consistent

relationship that was established in this analysis is the difference in attacks received between

niche and mainstream parties. Research has shown that niche and mainstream parties differ

in how they compete spatially (Meguid 2005; Adams, Clark, et al. 2006). My results suggest

that they also differ systematically in their attack behavior. Key predictors of valence attacks
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in the two-party case of the U.S., such as ideology and polling, appear to have no consistent

effect on attack behavior. This raises questions about system-specific variation in valence

attacks and the applicability of findings from the U.S. research to multi-party systems.
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Chapter 5

Conclusion

In this dissertation, I examined the use of valence attacks by political parties in nine

European multi-party systems. The focus was on the role of the attacking party. I tested

the consequences of valence attacks for the performance of political parties and developed

a theory of which attacks should work through boosting the electoral performance of the

attacker or damage the electoral performance of the attacked.

The first empirical article investigated the consequences of overall valence attacks in

multi-party systems. Do they help or hurt the attacking political parties in elections? The

article is centered around two competing perspectives on attacks in elections. The posi-

tive perspective claims that attacks and negativity increase interest and information in the

electorate (advocated for by Geer 2006, and others). The pessimistic perspective, on the

other hand, claims that negativity and attacks are bad for key components of democratic

competition, like voter efficacy and turnout (as argued by Ansolabehere and Iyengar 1995).

In cross-sectional and panel analyses, I found that valence attacks hurt the attacking politi-

cal parties. More valence attack statements in a party’s reported campaign communication

decrease the likelihood that a respondent will cast her vote for this party. These attacks also

reduce how much a voter likes the attacking party. This finding presents an interesting em-

pirical puzzle: while the use of valence attacks appears to be bad news for political parties,

these attacks also account for over a quarter of parties’ reported campaign communications

in the data.

In the second empirical article, I tackled this puzzle: Why would parties use valence

attacks in elections when these attacks appear to consistently backfire? I argued that the

answer to this puzzle lies the type of valence attack used by parties. The aggregate measure
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of valence attacks in the first article did not distinguish between issue- and nonissue-related

valence attacks. In this second article, I developed two hypotheses focusing on differences in

the legitimacy of various types of valence attacks in multi-party systems, demonstrating that

the focus on ideology and policy in European multi-party systems renders valence attacks

particularly salient. I delivered a nuanced story: not all valence attacks are bad news for

political parties. Using issue-related valence attacks and thereby connecting a valence attack

to the predominant mode of electoral competition – the spatial competition – increases the

perceived legitimacy of these attacks and decreases the likelihood that such attacks will

backfire and hurt the party. Using the same two data sets, I found that only nonissue-

related valence attacks hurt the political parties that use valence attacks. Issue-related

valence attacks either do not hurt the electoral performance or even help a party.

The final empirical article of this dissertation then asked whether the attacking political

parties are aware of this distinction and use issue- and nonissue-related valence attacks

differently. Evidence from the United States suggests that political parties are aware that

some attacks work better than others (Siders 2020). Using dyadic party data, I was able

to study the attack behavior of parties over the course of electoral campaigns, finding that

this is also the case in Europe. Examining how parties attack incumbents (a reduction in

the scope of the analysis that was necessary to be able to test differences in party behavior

in dyadic data), I found that they do this predominantly with issue-related valence attacks,

specifically with issue-related valence attacks that are associated with issues that they own.

The takeaway from the third and final empirical chapter hence is that parties appear to know

– consciously or not – that different attacks work differently in elections, and predominantly

use one type over the other.

In this dissertation, I found that political parties in European multi-party systems use

valence attacks frequently and strategically during the campaign periods. I also demonstrated

a linkage between spatial and valence competition. Political parties do not appear to treat

these two modes of electoral competition as distinct. Rather, parties combine these two
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modes in campaign statements. My findings in the European multi-party contexts speak

well to recent research in the two-party case of the United States, where Siders (2020)

reports that similar dynamics were found by campaign strategists of the Democratic Party.

5.1 Future Steps
5.1.1 A Theory of Valence Attack Legitimacy

At the core of my theory about the use of valence attacks by political parties in multi-party

systems is an argument about the perceived legitimacy of these attacks. In my dissertation,

I was not able to directly test the legitimacy of attacks, only observable implications of this

theoretical argument: Certain types of valence attacks, which I argued would be perceived

as more legitimate across all political systems, should improve voter perceptions of parties,

while attacks that lack this legitimacy should decrease voter perceptions. As a result, parties

should be more likely to strategically use legitimate valence attacks in electoral competition

than attacks that lack legitimacy. While I was able to support these hypotheses, more

theoretical and empirical work needs to be done in the future.

The focus of all future steps listed below is on theoretical, empirical, and methodological

research that will allow me to better understand the legitimacy of attacks in multi-party

systems. I believe that this distinction between legitimate and illegitimate is at the core

of the effectiveness of valence attacks. Improving our understanding of the conditions that

make valence attacks work (or not) as parties want them to will allow us to better understand

the causes and consequences of party behavior.

In future work, I aim to develop a more general theoretical argument of legitimacy of

valence attacks in multi-party systems. One could think of the hypotheses about issue-

related valence attacks and issue-ownership as first examples of conditions of legitimate

attacks that apply across multi-party systems and are not necessarily country specific. There

is likely a long list of factors that can lend legitimacy to attacks. Some of those might be

specific to candidates (the role of gender in valence attacks), to parties (mainstream vs
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niche parties, extreme parties vs moderate parties, left vs right parties), electoral systems

(electoral threshold, effective number of political parties, size of districts, personalization of

parties and elections), as well as specific elections (closeness of the election, second order

election). Others, like the effect of coalition governments on how parties can compete with

and against each other, are probably applicable to all multi-party systems.

Identifying these factors, conceptualizing, operationalizing, and measuring them will be

a key challenge when it comes to developing a broader and more general theory of legitimacy

of valence attacks that builds on this dissertation. The concluding pages to this dissertation

sketch some of my ideas about what these factors might be and how they could be measured.

This involves theoretical, methodological, as well as empirical work.

5.1.2 Experimental Tests of Causal Mechanisms

In two of my three dissertation chapters, I used panel data to mitigate endogeneity

concerns in my cross-sectional analysis. Survey experiments would be equally good or maybe

even better in this regard. The continued development of the theoretical argument about the

legitimacy of different types of valence attacks advanced in this dissertation can be based on

a solid trifecta of evidence: cross-sectional, panel, and experimental evidence. Experiments

testing whether legitimacy truly is the mechanism making valence attacks succeed or backfire

are key to understanding and demonstrating the way valence attacks work. The central issue

for the design of the experiments is that previous research has shown how the consequences

of valence attacks are conditional. As I have mentioned before, the effect of valence attacks

on voter behavior is shaped by the ideology and partisanship of voters. Valence attack

experiments that examine how voters respond to valence statements and different types of

valence attacks will have to deal with the fact that these attacks are usually embedded in

the campaign context and possibly derive their legitimacy from this context (here the use of

panel data can be helpful). It will be a challenge to design experiments that test mechanisms

of valence attacks while balancing internal and external validity, especially given that the
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goal of my research is to develop an understanding of the dynamics of valence attacks in

multi-party systems more generally.

5.1.3 Additional Consequences of Valence Attacks

In the first two empirical chapters of my dissertation, I examined the consequences of

valence attacks on two outcomes: How much voters like a political party and how likely they

are to vote for this party. These are obviously very important outcomes. Understanding

what shapes the vote choice of voters is crucial both for political parties trying to win votes

and for researchers trying to understand the dynamics and processes in political systems.

How much a survey respondent likes a political party is a good continuous proxy for vote

choice. As I have argued, the nuance of an interval variable allows me to understand reactions

and responses to party behavior that have not (yet) resulted in behavioral shifts. The tests

in this dissertation hence give us an idea about the consequences of valence attacks on two

important aspects of democracies.

Still, the pessimistic view on attacks in elections argues that these attacks have many

other undesirable consequences that undermine democratic actors and institutions as well

as the functioning of decision-making processes in democracies. In order to fully understand

what valence attacks do beyond vote choice and affection to a party, I will develop a list of

outcomes that measure attitudes and preferences toward fundamental aspects of democratic

actors, processes, and institutions. In this way, I will be able to understand and make

statements about the consequences of valence attacks not only on short-term factors, like

the result of an election or the rate of turnout, but also on more long-term factors, like the

stability of a political system.

The limiting factor in this approach will be the availability of data. The study of the

consequences of valence attacks is possible with a macro-level examination of trends in

democracies. For example, it would be possible to examine changes in aggregate, election-

level valence attack behavior and compare this with changes in key outcomes, like aggregate
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turnout or the vote share for moderate political parties. However, this approach requires

large amounts of valence data for long time periods and many elections in different countries.

Given how costly and time intensive the coding of the CCDP data is, this approach is not

feasible in the near future, at least not with the exact approach that the CCDP uses.

In this dissertation, I used a micro-level examination of individual-level responses to

valence attacks of voters to better understand the consequences of valence attacks. This

approach is likely the best way to study the consequences of valence attacks in the near

future. It requires survey data on voter attitudes, preferences, and behavior that can be

matched with the valence data. Useful variables that are available in multiple cross-national

data sets are limited. However, the BNES has a series of additional variables that were asked

in at least two of the five waves for which valence data is available. These variables include

democratic satisfaction, likelihood to turnout, and the frequency of discussion of politics.

Lastly, I will build on the enormous literature on strategic party behavior in spatial

competition to examine the consequences of valence attacks on party behavior. For example,

pairing the valence discussion data of the CCDP with its data on issue emphasis, I might

further develop the examination of the connection between the valence attacks and the spatial

competition of political parties. Do changes in the spatial position of political parties over

the course of a campaign cause changes in valence attack behavior? For example, are parties

more or less likely to attack a competitor when that competitor move their spatial position

closer to the party during a campaign? Do parties respond to declining polling performance

with changes in valence attack behavior, changes in spatial behavior, or both?

5.1.4 Additional Causes of Valence Attacks

In order to understand the strategic use of valence attacks in multi-party systems, we

need to theorize the causes of valence attacks. In my third empirical chapter, I already

demonstrated that reciprocity of attacks, niche party status, and coalition potential explain

variation in the number of valence attacks used. However, these three factors are not ex-
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haustive.

While multiple additional factors can cause variation in valence attacks, I am particularly

interested in further examining the role of coalition government formation on valence attacks.

Coalition governments are a multi-party system specific feature. To understand the unique

dynamics of valence attacks in these systems, we must examine how the requirement to form

a coalition in order to rule affects the decision to attack and whom to attack.

A newer development in the European multi-party systems is the emergence of radical

right and populist parties that take a distinctively antagonistic approach to other parties

in parliament and elections. Since these parties are frequently in radical opposition to core

values and principles of democratic governance, their existence will likely cause new dynamics

in valence attacks and might shift what type of attacks are legitimate or not.

Coalition Government Formation

A key difference between two-party and multi-party competition is that the latter frequently

requires coalitions for the formation of functioning governments. Political systems with a

first past the post system in single member districts (FPTP/SMD) tend to have two political

parties. In this system, the party that wins the most votes usually also wins the majority

of seats in parliament and controls government. Parties in these systems are hence in a

zero-sum game with their competitor and only need to consider the consequences of their

behavior for their own electoral performance.

The larger number of parties in proportional representation systems fragments the elec-

toral landscape to an extent where it is very rare that a single party is able to obtain enough

seats in parliament to govern alone. The countries in the data set of this dissertation have a

mean number of governing parties of 2.032 since 1945 or their date of democratization. Only

in the United Kingdom and Spain has the electoral competition between parties not consis-

tently been characterized by the requirement to form coalition governments. This coalition

formation requirement also has a series of consequences for the strategic decision-making in
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electoral competition:

1. Parties’ chance to govern depends on their own performance as well as the performance

of other, spatially proximate parties.

2. The probability of governing depends on a constructive, positive relationship between

potential coalition partners.

3. The performance of governing parties cannot be clearly attributed to a single party.

In electoral systems where coalition governments are the norm, parties must worry about

their own performance as well as the performance of their potential coalition partners, since

their chance to govern depends on both. Strategies aimed at only maximizing the party’s

vote share might fundamentally undermine the chances of future government participation

if the coalition does not receive enough seats because of that. Furthermore, even if two or

more parties have a majority of seats in parliament, they might not agree to form a coalition

if they are not on “good terms.” The German FDP refused to join a coalition government

with the CDU/CSU after the German Federal elections in 2017 partly due to a series of

rather rude exchanges of insults between members of the CSU and the FDP.

Political parties going into a coalition must clear the majority requirement and have some

overlap in policy positions, but ultimately, they need to be willing to enter this cooperation.

Preserving this good relationship is something party leaders must consider before they resort

to negative valence statements in election campaigns. Coalition governments also make it

more difficult for voters and opposition parties to explicitly attribute blame or praise on

individual parties in the governing coalition, further complicating the strategic use of valence

attacks by parties (Schofield 1993; McCuen and Morton 2010; Fortunato and Stevenson

2012).

These two key differences – the larger number of political parties in the political system,

and the requirement to form coalition governments – change the competitive environment

for political parties. I expect that political parties will be substantially less likely to attack

competitors that they could subsequently enter a functioning coalition government with. In
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my third empirical chapter, I already account for the coalition potential between two political

parties. However, this variable was coded by country experts and is binary. All parties in each

category are treated the same – they either have a coalition potential or do not. This binary

measure can mask variation in the decision calculus of parties. Fortunately, Kayser and

Rehmert (2020) and Kayser, Orlowski, and Rehmert (2020) have developed a new measure

of coalition potential, so-called coalition inclusion probabilities, that are continuous measures

of how likely two parties are to enter a coalition. As soon as these data are available, I will

conduct a detailed empirical analysis of the role of coalition dynamics can be conducted.

Lastly, future research may examine the effect of coalition inclusion probabilities on valence

attacks between political parties as well as the effect of valence attacks on changes in the

coalition inclusion probabilities of political parties.

Ideological Extremity and Populism

Returning to the discussion on radical right and populist parties, research has already shown

that the emergence and presence of such parties affects spatial competition (Roth, Afonso,

and Spies 2017; Abou-Chadi and Krause 2018; Rovny and Polk 2019). This, in turn, is likely

to further condition the use of valence attacks. However, studying the role of radical right

and populist parties with the CCDP data requires more election observations (to be able to

compare the effect of the emergence of radical right parties) and also more detailed data on

the valence attack behavior of radical right parties. The CCDP, for example, includes data

on the United Kingdom Independence Party in British elections. Since this party is smaller

and does not feature as prominently in the election reporting, the overall number of observed

valence statements for this party is low. The effect this party has on the behavior of other

parties can nevertheless still be studied if more elections are being coded by the CCDP.
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5.1.5 Implications and Concluding Remarks

Overall, this dissertation sheds light on how parties use valence attacks in the multi-party

systems of Europe and identifies the consequences of this attacking behavior for electoral per-

formance. Following the criticism of Stokes (1963) and Stokes (1992) about the limitations

and problems of voter behavior and party competition models built on spatial competition

models (Hotelling 1929; Downs 1957a), political scientists expanded their focus to studying

the role of valence attributes in elections as well. Nowadays, both spatial and valence compe-

tition are recognized as important components of party competition in two- and multi-party

systems. Still, the two literatures exist in parallel: until now, spatial competition and valence

competition had not been connected with each other. The findings in this dissertation sug-

gest a close connection between both types of competition: they stand in direct connection

and shape each other. The type of valence attacks that tends to succeed is directly linked to

issues and policies. This improves our understanding about how elections work: how parties

compete for votes, seats, and office as well as how voters react to this competition.

An emerging literature illustrates the complexity of the role of valence in elections. Abney

et al. (2013), Jung and Tavits (2020), and Somer-Topcu and Weitzel (2020) all show that

the consequences of valence attacks in multi-party systems are conditional on some factor or

another. The findings in this dissertation are no different: I add the type of valence attack

to the list of the conditions that determine the effectiveness and consequences of valence

attacks. My dissertation thereby provides a better understanding of how valence attacks

should be examined in multi-party systems.

My work also has the potential to inform the behavior of political parties. As Siders

(2020) already reports, political parties in the United States are coming to realize that not all

valence attacks are equal. Campaign researchers from the U.S. Democratic Party found that

issue-related valence attacks, as I call them, work against Donald Trump, while nonissue-

related valence attacks do not affect how voters feel toward the current U.S. president.

Given that nonissue-related valence attacks on Donald Trump were unsuccessful during the
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2016 presidential election, the Democratic Party is now reassessing its strategies to focus on

attacks that tie the character of the president to his policies – according to Siders (2020),

with much more success in the polls. My test of the different effects of issue- and nonissue-

related valence attacks shows that the multi-party systems of Europe seem to also reflect

these dynamics: attacks that tie character to policy or issue, so-called issue-related valence

attacks, are more likely to help a political party gain votes. Attacks that do not tie character

to policy or issue, so-called nonissue-related valence attacks, are bad news for the party that

uses them.
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Appendix A

Appendix for Chapter 2

Figure A.1: The Independent Variable: Share of Valence Attacks
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Figure A.2: Share of Valence Attacks by Campaign
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Table A.1: The Consequences of Valence Attacks in BNES Panel Data

Vote Choice ∆ Like the Party

generalized linear linear
mixed-effects mixed-effects

(3) (4)

Share of Attacks, all −0.072∗∗∗ −0.163∗∗∗
(0.019) (0.026)

Campaign Performance 0.021∗∗∗ −0.001
(0.001) (0.002)

Vote Share (t-1) 0.0001 0.021∗∗∗
(0.002) (0.003)

Political Attention −0.006∗∗∗ −0.005∗∗
(0.002) (0.002)

Education −0.013∗∗∗ −0.002
(0.002) (0.002)

Age 0.003∗∗∗ −0.001∗∗
(0.0002) (0.0003)

Male 0.005 0.019∗∗
(0.007) (0.009)

Constant −0.792∗∗∗ −0.502∗∗∗
(0.064) (0.084)

Controls Yes Yes
Party FE Yes Yes
Number of respondents 39,128 15,010
Observations 521,796 161,617
Log Likelihood −240,275 −318,287
Akaike Inf. Crit. 480,576 636,603
Bayesian Inf. Crit. 480,721 636,743

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01. All models include robust standard errors.
The generalized linear mixed-effects model reports logit coefficents.
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Appendix B

Appendix for Chapter 3

B.0.1 Replicating Model 1 in Table 2 with only random effects and
no individual-level controls
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Table B.1: Effects of Issue- and Nonissue-related Valence Attacks on Vote Choice, reduced
model

Vote Choice

Issue Nonissue

(1) (2)

Share of Attacks −0.106 −0.842∗∗∗
(0.094) (0.087)

Campaign Performance 0.043∗∗∗ 0.045∗∗∗
(0.002) (0.002)

Governmentt−1 −0.461∗∗∗ −0.471∗∗∗
(0.019) (0.019)

Vote Sharet−1 0.080∗∗∗ 0.079∗∗∗
(0.001) (0.001)

Constant −2.968∗∗∗ −2.935∗∗∗
(0.045) (0.044)

Country FE Yes Yes
Number of respondents 23,240 23,240
Observations 115,054 115,054
Log Likelihood −46,853 −47,084
Akaike Inf. Crit. 93,734 94,197
Bayesian Inf. Crit. 93,870 94,333

Note:∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01. All models include robust standard errors.
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B.0.2 Replicating Model 2 in Table 2 with only random effects and
no individual-level controls

Table B.2: Effects of Issue- and Nonissue-related Valence Attacks on Liking, reduced model

Like the Party

Issue Nonissue

(1) (2)

Share of Attacks 0.004∗∗∗ −1.559∗∗∗
(0.001) (0.079)

Campaign Performance 0.020∗∗∗ 0.024∗∗∗
(0.002) (0.002)

Governmentt−1 −0.083∗∗∗ −0.127∗∗∗
(0.020) (0.020)

Vote Sharet−1 0.037∗∗∗ 0.038∗∗∗
(0.001) (0.001)

Political Attention 4.189∗∗∗ 4.283∗∗∗
(0.039) (0.039)

Party FE Yes Yes
Number of respondents 25,229 25,229
Observations 116,686 116,686
Log Likelihood −289,632 −285,875
Akaike Inf. Crit. 579,294 571,781
Bayesian Inf. Crit. 579,439 571,926

Note:∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01. All models include robust standard errors.
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B.0.3 BNES Panel Model with all Covariates
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Table B.3: Effects of Issue- and Nonissue-related Valence Attacks in BNES with covariates

Vote Choice ∆ Like the Party

generalized linear linear
mixed-effects mixed-effects

Issue Nonissue Issue Nonissue

(5) (6) (7) (8)

Share of Attacks 0.244∗∗∗ −0.145∗∗∗ 0.125∗∗∗ −0.697∗∗∗
(0.038) (0.020) (0.035) (0.046)

Campaign Performance 0.017∗∗∗ 0.021∗∗∗ −0.005∗∗ 0.0003
(0.002) (0.001) (0.002) (0.002)

Vote Sharet−1 −0.003 −0.002 0.014∗∗∗ 0.017∗∗∗
(0.002) (0.002) (0.003) (0.003)

Political Attention −0.006∗∗∗ −0.006∗∗∗ −0.005∗∗ −0.005∗∗
(0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002)

Education −0.013∗∗∗ −0.013∗∗∗ −0.002 −0.002
(0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002)

Age 0.003∗∗∗ 0.003∗∗∗ −0.001∗∗ −0.001∗∗
(0.0002) (0.0002) (0.0003) (0.0003)

Male 0.004 0.005 0.019∗∗ 0.019∗∗
(0.007) (0.007) (0.009) (0.009)

Constant −0.789∗∗∗ −0.722∗∗∗ −0.443∗∗∗ −0.330∗∗∗
(0.063) (0.065) (0.085) (0.085)

Party FE Yes Yes Yes Yes
Number of respondents 39,128 39,128 15,010 15,010
Observations 521,796 521,796 161,617 161,617
Log Likelihood −240,262 −240,255 −318,299 −318,189
Akaike Inf. Crit. 480,550 480,536 636,627 636,406
Bayesian Inf. Crit. 480,695 480,682 636,767 636,546

Note:∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01. All models include robust standard errors.
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B.0.4 Distribution of the dependent variable in Table 3.3

Figure B.1: Plot of the dependent variable - Change in like evaluations
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B.1 Distribution of the Dependent Variable in Table ??

Figure B.2: Plot of the Dependent Variable - Change in Probability of Vote
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B.1.1 BNES Waves and Number of Respondents in the Analysis

Table B.4: BNES Waves and Respondents

BNES Wave Survey Dates Respondents
This wave All waves

1 February 20 - March 9, 2014 30,590
2 May 22 - June 25, 2014 30,219 26,870
4 March 4 - March 30, 2015 31,328 18,958
6 May 8 - May 26, 2015 30,027 16,799
7 April 14 - May 4, 2016 30,895 13,309
Note: Table shows survey waves, time periods and number of
respondents from BNES Panel Data. Information from
Somer-Topcu, Tavits, and Baumann (2020).
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B.1.2 Differences Between Multi- and Two-Party Systems

The research on valence attacks in multi-party systems also has a tendency to rely on the

findings from the U.S. two-party case, which can be problematic due to the fundamentally

different nature of two- and multi-party competition (Lau, Sigelman, Heldman, et al. 1999;

Lau, Sigelman, and Rovner 2007; Nai and Walter 2016b; Nai 2018).1 In multi-party systems,

the electoral space is significantly more crowded. This complicates strategic evaluations for

political parties, since the consequences of actions become more difficult to evaluate. The

larger number of political parties causes two key issues for political parties. First, more

parties equals more options for voters. When there are more parties in close spatial proximity,

it is relatively cheap for a voter to change their vote from one political party to another,

ideologically proximate competitor. As Figure B.3 on page 127 shows, European multi-party

systems are packed compared to the two-party system of the United States and voters have

many options.

Each panel in the figure maps parties in two elections per country based on their economic

and social position. Voters that for one reason or another do not want to vote for the party

they supported in the last election or identify with usually have multiple political parties

that are ideologically proximate. They can switch parties without crossing ideological lines,

something that is not possible in two-party competition, where voters have no real viable

alternative to vote for. Dissatisfaction with a party in a multi-party system does not require

abstention or substantial ideological changes. Hence, exit costs for voters in multi-party

competition are significantly lower and parties must be careful to not lose their supporters

(Hirschman 1970).

Second, the larger number of political parties also decreases the probability that a single

political party will be able to form a government alone. In most cases, political parties

depend on other parties to be able to form coalition governments (Cutler et al. 2014; Kayser,

1An issue Downs (1957a) already acknowledged in later chapters of his book extending his model of
spatial party competition in two-party systems to multi-party systems with coalition governments.
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Figure B.3: The Electoral Space For Spatial Competition
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Orlowski, and Rehmert 2020). Therefore, political parties must evaluate what a valence

attack on another party means for its coalition government inclusion probabilities. Attacks

that increase the vote share of a party but cause other parties to refuse coalition governments

do not help the party in its goal of obtaining office. Parties in multi-party competition

need to balance vote maximization and the backlash risk of valence attacks more carefully.

Accordingly, simply transferring theories and findings about the causes and consequences

of valence attacks from the two-party case to the multi-party case is difficult, since valence

attacks in multi-party systems have increased reputational costs. However, we can, as I have

demonstrated in this article, learn from the two-party case and adjust theories to reflect the

conditions in the multi-party environment.
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Appendix C

Appendix for Chapter 4

C.1 Summary Statistics

Table C.1: Summary Statistics

Statistic N Mean Median St. Dev. Min Max

Valence attack, binary 1,672 0.339 0 0.473 0 1
Valence attack, aggregated 1,672 1.721 0 4.632 0 46
Valence attack, nonzero 566 5.085 2 6.806 1 46
Issue valence attacks 566 2.433 1 3.349 0 21
Nonissue valence attacks 566 2.652 1 4.197 0 32
Sender-owned issue attacks 566 1.037 0 1.797 0 15
Receiver-owned issue attacks 566 0.876 0 1.537 0 10
Valence attacks, received 1,672 1.717 0 4.632 0 46
Issue valence attacks, received 1,672 0.821 0 2.262 0 21
Nonissue valence attacks, received 1,672 0.895 0 2.744 0 32
Target is Incumbent 1,672 0.325 0 0.468 0 1
Target is PM 1,672 0.120 0 0.325 0 1
Target is Niche 1,672 0.678 1 0.468 0 1
Dyad Poll, dist. 1,672 0.053 0 16.826 −45.418 45.418
Dyad Poll, change 1,672 −0.002 −0 1.651 −12.444 12.444
Ideology of Sender 1,672 −7.800 −7.789 18.265 −52.670 51.724
Ideological dist., dyad 1,672 −0.014 −0.254 25.039 −97.142 97.142
Coalition Potential 1,672 0.250 0 0.433 0 1
Weeks to Election 1,672 2.481 2 1.059 1 4
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C.2 Newspapers in the CCDP

Table C.2: Newspapers in the CCDP

Country Years Left-Leaning Daily Right-Leaning Daily
Czech Republic 2010, 2013 Právo Mladá fronta Dnes
Denmark 2007, 2011 Politiken Jyllands-Posten
Germany 2009, 2013 Süddeutsche Zeitung Frankfurter Allgemeine
Hungary 2006, 2010 Népszabadság Magyar Nemze
Netherlands 2010, 2012 de Volkskrant De Telegraaf
Poland 2007, 2011 Gazeta Wyborcza Rzeczpospolita
Portugal 2009, 2011 Público Jornal de Notícias
Spain 2008, 2011 El País El Mundo
Sweden 2010, 2014 Dagens Nyheter Aftonbladet
UK 2005, 2010, 2015 The Guardian The Daily Telegraph
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C.3 The Comparative Campaign Dynamics Survey
The following three images show the survey used by the CCDP. Coders indicated party,

issue, issue type, issue direction, and issue- and nonissue-related valence.

Figure C.1: CCDP Survey Image 1
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Figure C.2: CCDP Survey Image 2

Figure C.3: CCDP Survey Image 3
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C.4 CCDP Issue Categories
The two figures below show the issue classifications from the Comparative Campaign

Dynamics Project. The classification is taken from Debus, Somer-Topcu, and Tavits (2018a)

.

Figure C.4: CCDP Issue Categories
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Figure C.5: CCDP Social Policy Issue Categories

C.5 Matching CCDP and Seeberg Issue Categories
The following five tables categorize the issues and issue codes from the Comparative

Campaign Dynamics Project into left- and right-wing issues based on Seeberg (2017). The

tables show the issue codes used by the CCDP.
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Table C.3: Left-wing CCDP Issues

Issue Code
Issue Category All Campaigns UK0510 UK15
Social Policy/Public Services 2 2 2
Unemployment 4 4 4
Environment 7 6 7
Education 2 2 2
Health Care 2 2 2
Elderly care/pensioners 2 2 2
Public Housing 2 2 2
Public Transportation 2 2 2
Minimum Wage 2 2 2
Social Security 2 2 2
Childcare 2 2 2
Youth 2 2 2
Other family policies 2 2 2
Other social policy/public services 2 2 2
Gender Equality (Sweden only) 17 NA NA

Table C.4: Left-wing CCDP Issues - Alternative Coding

Issue Code
Issue Category All Campaigns UK0510 UK15
Social Policy/Public Services 2 2 2
Unemployment 4 4 4
Environment 7 6 7
Internationalism (not EU, not Intervention) 14 13 14
Education 2 2 2
Health Care 2 2 2
Elderly care/pensioners 2 2 2
Public Housing 2 2 2
Public Transportation 2 2 2
Minimum Wage 2 2 2
Social Security 2 2 2
Childcare 2 2 2
Youth 2 2 2
Other family policies 2 2 2
Other social policy/public services 2 2 2
Gender Equality (Sweden only) 17 NA NA
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Table C.5: Right-wing CCDP Issues

Issue Codes
Issue Categories All Campaigns UK0510 UK15
Taxes 1 3 1
Inflation 3 1 3
Immigration/Asylum 8 7 8
Justice System 9 8 9
Law and Order 10 9 10
National Way of Life 11 10 11
Traditional Morality 12 11 12
Europe/EU 13 12 13
Foreign Intervention 15 NA NA
Agriculture/Rural Affairs 16 14 15

Table C.6: Right-wing CCDP Issues - Alternative Coding

Issue Codes
Issue Categories All Campaigns UK0510 UK15
Taxes 1 3 1
Inflation 3 1 3
Immigration/Asylum 8 7 8
Justice System 9 8 9
Law and Order 10 9 10
National Way of Life 11 10 11
Traditional Morality 12 11 12
Europe/EU 13 12 13
Agriculture/Rural Affairs 16 14 15
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Table C.7: Issues in the CCDP That Were Not Assigned Left- or Right-wing Ownership

Issue Code
Issue Categorie All Campaigns UK0510 UK15
Other Econ. Performance 5 NA 5
Centralization/Regional Autonomy 6 NA 6
Other Issue 99 99 99
Corruption CZ 17, PL 19, PT 17

Several country-specific issues were not classified on the left-right dimension. They are

listed with country and issue code: Hungarians outside the country (Hungary 18), Con-

stitutional changes (Czech Republic 18), Communist Past (Poland 17), Smolensk Accident

(Poland 18), Bailout/austerity measures (Portugal 18).

C.6 Figures of the Dependent Variables Including Zeros

Figure C.6: Distribution of Valence Attacks With Zeros
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C.7 Testing the Mechanism
Table C.8 presents a preliminary test of the mechanism of legitimacy. The dependent

variable is polling performance of a political party and the key independent variable is the

number of valence attacks issued by that political party in the week before. The standard

errors are clustered at the party-level.

Table C.8: Testing the Mechanism of Legitimacy

Change in polling performance

Issues Nonissues Sender Owned Receiver Owned

Issue attacks 0.043∗ 0.011 0.044 −0.001
(0.020) (0.019) (0.038) (0.033)

Poll, lag −0.023∗ −0.017 −0.016 −0.015
(0.010) (0.009) (0.010) (0.009)

Delta Poll, lag 0.110 0.124 0.133∗ 0.126
(0.065) (0.065) (0.066) (0.065)

Attacks received 0.004 0.006 0.005 0.008
(0.009) (0.009) (0.009) (0.009)

Weeks to Election 0.038 0.033 0.036 0.027
(0.091) (0.092) (0.096) (0.091)

Constant 0.372 0.290 0.333 0.325
(0.478) (0.486) (0.489) (0.483)

N 228 228 221 228
R2 0.054 0.036 0.040 0.034
∗p < .05, The DV is change in polling performance and estimated with OLS.
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C.8 Replication With Prime Minister Coding
This section demonstrates that the results in the manuscript are robust to changing the

definition of incumbency. In the manuscript all parties in a governing coalition were included

in the incumbency coding. The two tables use a incumbency variable that only includes the

prime minister or chancellor party as the incumbent. The results remain similar.

Table C.9: Valence Attacks and Incumbency With PM Coding

(1) (2)

Attacks (1 = yes) Attacks, number of

Logit Neg. Bin., trunc.

Target is PM 0.647∗ 0.367∗
(0.281) (0.151)

Controls Yes Yes
Country Fixed Effects Yes Yes
Dyad RSE Yes Yes
N 1,672 566
Log Likelihood −823.171 −1,182.477
AIC 1,684.341 2,402.954
∗p < .05, Reported are log odds for model 1 and expected log
counts for model 2. All controls from main models included.
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Table C.10: Valence Attacks and Issue Ownership With PM Coding

(3) (4) (5) (6)

Issue Related Nonissue Related Sender Owned Receiver Owned

Neg. Bin. Neg. Bin. Neg. Bin. Neg. Bin.

Target is PM 0.353∗ 0.208 0.527∗ 0.462
(0.149) (0.115) (0.064) (0.287)

Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes
Country Fixed Effects Yes Yes Yes Yes
Dyad RSE Yes Yes Yes Yes
N 566 566 566 566
Log Likelihood −1,009.398 −994.308 −698.496 −647.368
AIC 2,056.796 2,026.615 1,434.992 1,332.736
∗p < .05, Reported are expected log counts. All controls from main models included.

C.9 Replication With Different Issue Codings
The effect of alternative issue codings is tested in the table below. The table replicates

models 5 and 6 in Table 4. Now issues that were included in the CCDP but are not listed in

Seeberg (2017) classification are changed to alternative classifications. Coding Internation-

alism as a left-wing issue and dropping Foreign Intervention from the right-wing issues does

not change the substantive conclusions of the models in the text.
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Table C.11: Valence Attacks and Issue Ownership With Different Issue Classifications

Version 2

Sender Owned Receiver Owned

(1) (2)

Target is Incumbent 0.586∗ 0.120
(0.061) (0.214)

Controls Yes Yes
Country Fixed Effects Yes Yes
Dyad RSE Yes Yes
N 566 566
Log Likelihood −732.896 −635.056
AIC 1,503.791 1,308.112
∗p < .05. Reported are expected log counts.

C.10 Replication With Campaign-Fixed Effects
All models in the manuscript are estimated with country fixed effects that control for

unobserved country or party system variation. The models can also be estimated with fixed

effects that control for unobserved heterogeneity in elections. The results are presented below

and the conclusions remain the same.
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Table C.12: Valence Attacks and Incumbency With Campaign Fixed Effects

(1) (2)

Attacks (1 = yes) Attacks, number of

Logit Neg. Bin., trunc.

Target is Incumbent 0.539∗ 0.285∗
(0.221) (0.137)

Controls Yes Yes
Campaign Fixed Effects Yes Yes
Dyad RSE Yes Yes
N 1,672 566
Log Likelihood −809.788 −1,171.075
AIC 1,673.576 2,396.150
∗p < .05, Reported are log odds for model 1 and expected log
counts for model 2. All controls from main models included.

Table C.13: Valence Attacks and Issue Ownership With Campaign Fixed Effects

(3) (4) (5) (6)

Issue Related Nonissue Related Sender Owned Receiver Owned

Neg. Bin. Neg. Bin. Neg. Bin. Poisson

Target is Incumbent 0.306∗ 0.071 0.459∗ 0.117
(0.126) (0.129) (0.080) (0.233)

Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes
Campaign Fixed Effects Yes Yes Yes Yes
Dyad RSE Yes Yes Yes Yes
N 566 566 566 566
Log Likelihood −1,000.527 −981.839 −676.635 −670.542
AIC 2,055.053 2,017.679 1,407.271 1,395.083
∗p < .05, Reported are expected log counts. All controls from main models included.
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C.11 Ideology of Receiver
The following two tables replicate Table 3 and Table 4 in the manuscript. They replace the

variable controlling for the ideology of the sender of the valence attacks with the ideology of

the receiver of the valence attack. The results remain similar and the substantive conclusions

do not change. All controls from the initial model are included.

Table C.14: Valence Attacks and Incumbency With Receiver Ideology

(1) (2)

Attacks (1 = yes) Attacks, number of

Logit Neg. Bin., trunc.

Target is Incumbent 0.487∗ 0.279∗
(0.227) (0.132)

Ideology of Receiver 0.007 −0.005
(0.006) (0.007)

Controls Yes Yes
Country Fixed Effects Yes Yes
Dyad RSE Yes Yes
N 1,672 1,672
Log Likelihood −822.267 −1,183.354
AIC 1,682.533 2,404.708
∗p < .05
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Table C.15: Valence Attacks and Issue Ownership With Receiver Ideology

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Issue Related Nonissue Related Sender Owned Receiver Owned

Neg. Bin. Neg. Bin. Poisson Neg. Bin.

Target is Incumbent 0.316∗ 0.049 0.539∗ 0.178
(0.118) (0.128) (0.054) (0.218)

Ideology of Receiver −0.002 −0.008 −0.0004 0.011
(0.004) (0.008) (0.006) (0.009)

Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes
Country Fixed Effects Yes Yes Yes Yes
Dyad RSE Yes Yes Yes Yes
N 566 566 566 566
Log Likelihood −1,008.337 −996.001 −737.371 −650.140
AIC 2,054.673 2,030.002 1,512.741 1,338.280
∗p < .05

C.12 Zero-inflated Negative Binomial Regression
Table 3 in the manuscript estimates a hurdle model with a logit and a zero-truncated

negative binomial regression. Alternatively, it is possible to estimate the same model with a

zero-inflated negative binomial model. The results remain similar.

Table C.16: Valence Attacks With Zero-inflated Negative Binomial Regression

Attacks, number of

(1)

Target is Incumbent 0.315∗
(0.101)

Country Fixed Effects Yes
Dyad Robust SE No
N 1,672
Log Likelihood −1,983.567
∗p < .05. Reported are expected log counts.
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C.13 Replication With Multi-level Models
The two tables below replicate the analysis in the manuscript with generalized linear

multilevel models. In order to account for the dependency structure of the dyadic data I

use the dyad indicator as the group-level variable. The results remain very similar and the

conclusions from the analysis stay the same.

Table C.17: Valence Attacks and Incumbency in Multi-Level Models

(1) (2)

Attacks (1 = yes) Attacks, number of

Logit Neg. Bin., trunc.

Target is Incumbent 0.656∗ 0.231∗
(0.171) (0.099)

N 1,672 566
Log Likelihood −830.652 −1,038.395
AIC 1,683.303 2,100.790
BIC 1,742.943 2,152.853
∗p < .05

Table C.18: Valence Attacks and Issue Ownership in Multi-Level Models

(3) (4) (5) (6)

Issue Related Nonissue Related Sender Owned Receiver Owned

Neg. Bin. Neg. Bin. Neg. Bin. Neg. Bin.

Target is Incumbent 0.317∗ −0.021 0.610∗ 0.181
(0.091) (0.097) (0.102) (0.144)

N 566 566 566 566
Log Likelihood −1,038.395 −1,033.118 −741.174 −654.401
AIC 2,100.790 2,090.237 1,504.347 1,332.803
BIC 2,152.853 2,142.300 1,552.072 1,384.866
∗p < .05
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